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1. What can MEVIS do? 

MEVIS is an individual 32-bit program that runs on Microsoft Windows from the Version 98 SE or NT 
4.0 (Service pack 3).  
It enables the comfortable recording, view and analysis of meteorological data collected by climate 
measurement of THIES CLIMA. 
This values and status information are checked on the occurrence of alarms respectively warnings and 
dependently on this of released specific responses via the �MEVIS message centre� (MMZ) (by option 
MMZ response� only). 
 

With MEVIS you can configure the structure of the measuring system (stations, components, channels) 
and the communication parameter to fetch the data from data loggers as DL1/N, TDL14 and DL15, 
from weather displays and from ultrasonic anemometer. 
 

The channels of the stations and the users� channel selections are placed on register cards (�pages�) 
that guarantee the rapid change between the tables. The individual channel table pages can be 
resorted or hidden. 
 

�Lists� enable to report values of any channel selections in a defined time period as original values or in 
defined mean value periods, to export them into files and to print them.  
 

�Graphics� enable to report the values of any channel selections in a defined time period as original 
values or in defined mean value periods, to export them into WMF-,EMF- and (with option HTML 
export only) GIF-files and to print them. 
 

If the option �Object depictions� is available, it is possible to generate, view, print and administrate 
windows undermined by text and graphic items for the visualising of current values and statuses. 
 

By using the option �Special events� it is possible to supervise values and statuses of several channels 
with independently selectable criteria and to link them logically. The occurrence and the termination of 
such a special event are reported by MEVIS and can release (by the option �MMZ-response�) allocated 
responses. 
 

By the option �HTML export� in case of necessity the cannel lists, graphics and object depictions (as 
GIF files) are automatically exportable into HTML-pages. 
 
 
 

Additionally to the basic information of the previous MEVIS generation (channel names, measure 
values, measure, status information and inconvenient alarm and warning values and statuses) MEVIS 
also reports 
- the occurrence of inconvenient alarms and warnings (A/W Max and A/W Min), 
- the current extreme values and their time of occurrence, 
- the mean time period of the reported values and the number of minutes of valid basic values in the 

mean time period valid (�valid minutes�, VM). 
 

The user can change the order and the size of the columns and rows, to hide individual columns or 
rows and to choose the font of the output. 
 

Between the time bases  (***-values, day mean values and present values) of MEVIS data can be 
switched by the menu �Report on the latest ��. The different time bases are differentiated by several 
colours. 
For each time base you can install specific warning and alarm thresholds (e.g. for day mean values 
lower upper thresholds than for the present values). 
 
Optionally you can allocate reaction groups of the MEVIS message centre MMZ to alarms, warnings or 
their end. 
By this all the upper and lower threshold values and all status changes are handled individually. 
 
 

Additionally to the automatically generated tables for the channels of the stations of the MEVIS system 
individual selections can be configured by the user. 
 

Within these selections it is possible to arrange channels of all stations and values of different time 
bases in any sequence. 
This highly simplifies e.g. the comparison of identical values of different stations or mean time periods. 
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In the shown table the present, ***- and day values of three loggers are combined in a channel table 
(page). 
 

The content of chosen pages can be exported automatically or by the users� action by the current 
sorting of the columns and rows into a HTML page and then it is available via Internet. 
 

In an event window alarms, warnings, special events and their end as well as occurred information are 
reported. This window is automatically presented in the foreground if important information occurs. 
Entries of alarms and warnings contain additionally to the moment the stations� and the channels� 
name and the realised values but also the event kind and (in case of measured values) the violated 
threshold. 
On occurrence of special events the name of the event and the realised criteria are entered. 
The entire content of the window or parts of it can be printed.  
 

The events are furthermore automatically saved into a monthly-related log file. 
 

If the option �Reports� is available, reports can be generated via usage of MS Word as in the previous 
MEVIS version (16 bit). 
All report parameters, -values and �lists can be used further without problems. MEVIS can easily 
convert previous (16 bit) MEVIS report graphs templates. These templates can be modified afterwards. 
 

To generate new reports you can use a comfortable report wizard. 
 

You can choose arbitrary report periods in a raster of one day up to two years (e.g. form the second to 
inclusively the twelfth of a month).  
 

Channel tables, standard graphics, standard lists, object depictions and reports can be exported 
automatically cyclic, after receiving of new data or in a configured moment into files with different 
formats. 
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2. Conditions for running MEVIS 

MEVIS works as 32-bit-application in Microsoft Windows 98 SE, Windows Me or Windows NT 4.0 
(Service Pack 3 or higher), Windows 2000, Windows XP and Windows Vista. 
 

It cannot be executed in MS Windows 3.11.  
 

For running MEVIS a right dongle of the UMAD GmbH must be plugged. If special options like HTML-
Export should be used a special licence key has to be entered in the configuration file MKT.INI.  
 

If during alarms and warnings optional automatically acoustic signals are to be produced, relays are to 
be switched, short messages and e-mails are to be sent, the MEVIS message centre MMZ must be 
installed. For further information read the documentation MMZ. 
 
To export tables from MEVIS into HTML-pages (optionally) furthermore the file EXPHTML32.DLL into 
the path, in which MEVIS had been installed. 
For further information to HTML export of pages see the corresponding chapter 12 of the 
documentation. 
 

To export a MEVIS report (optionally) the library RTFDLL32.dll, an installed MS Word version word 
2000 and higher and the template file MEVISREP.DOT in the MEVIS application path are necessary. 
 

About 15 MB on the used partition are necessary for program and MEVIS configuration files. 
The required space for automatically exported HTML-pages, export files etc. is not included. 
The collected data require per component and year for 1-minute-values circa 12 MB. 
If the mean time period is longer the space will be reduced, e.g. for 10-minutes-values to circa 1,2 MB. 
 
For the use of the Information and the context-sensitive help from the file MEVIS.PDF an ADOBE 
ACROBAT or an ADOBE ACROBAT READER must be installed correctly. 
For more information see chapter 13.1. 
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3. Viewing of current values by MEVIS 

3.1. Starting MEVIS  
On the very first start you have to set or confirm the path settings. 
 
By installing and starting MEVIS in the main path of the MEVIS system (the MEVIS.INI can be found 
there) this MEVIS system is automatically reported. 
Otherwise you see a dialogue from which the MEVIS path can be chosen. 
 

As the MEVIS data path cannot be found in the MEVIS path and the data path cannot be resolved (e.g. 
the data path are on a remote computers), a dialogue is being opened, in which the values path can be 
selected by the user. 
The MEVIS data path is normally named DAT and contents the subdirectories of two-digit years. 
The path chosen by the user is checked, if there are data files in it, which should be available 
according to the MEVIS configuration. 
If they cannot be found you get a warning. 
 

While starting the latest data available in the MEVIS system and except on present values the values 
are checked in a certain time period beforehand on violation of warning and alarm thresholds for the 
matching time base as far as on alarm of statuses. This is done in standard in a twelve hourly period 
and can be altered by the user by the menu �Configuration.General settings (Selection of time bases, 
colours, �)� or by the symbol . 
 

In comprehensive MEVIS systems, in systems of short mean time periods or data on remote 
computers, to whom a connection must be arranged, the loading of the configuration and of the values 
as the checking of the alarms and warnings can take a certain time. A progress bar informs the user of 
the order of the program starting.   
 

After loading the tables are shown:  
 

 
 

Left above the channel table the time of the latest values for the selected time base (e.g. ***-values, 
present values and day values) is shown. 
 

On the right side you can find the current time � if the window is wide enough.  
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3.2. Page selection 
Beginning on the left hand side there are on the register cards the names of the stations in the order of 
the MEVIS system. According to our example these are the Stations 1 (West dike) to 3 (Green mount). 
The names of the users� pages are following. Our example shows the view for temperature and relative 
humidity and the channel table for the HTML-export of the station Newtown. 
  

The order and the choice of the pages can be changed (see chapter 3.3). 
  

By clicking the matching register card the selected channel table is reported. 
By clicking the left mouse button on the chosen register card or by clicking the right mouse button on 
any register card, a window is opened in which all pages are shown. 
 

 
 

The chosen page is marked. 
 

By clicking on another page name this is reported. 
 

It is recommended to use this table on systems with many pages of which register cards cannot be 
listed at the same time. 
 
3.3. Pages administration (not in light version) 
The order and the choice of the pages can be changed by the menu �Pages�, via the symbol  in the 
symbol bar or via the shortcut <Ctrl>+<P>. 
The time of the latest ***-values are available by opening the pages administration for station pages in 
the table. 
 

 
FEditPages 

 

In the dialogue it is possible by pressing at the number of the line and dragging the line to the wished 
position to change the order of the pages. To sort items alphabetically press the corresponding button. 
 

Furthermore pages can be hidden or hidden pages can be shown again. FSelStatVPg 
 

 

If a station page is hidden its channels for newly selected channel selections in user specific 
pages, lists and graphics are no longer on disposal. Channel selections already existing can be 
applied without any restrictions. 
  

 

All changes have to be confirmed by pressing �OK�. 
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With double click on the line of the selected station or after the selection of a station and click on �Go to 
the marked page� the page administration is closed and the channel table with the selected page is 
brought into the foreground. 
 
3.3.1. Creating user specific pages 
Additionally to the firmly prescribed channel tables of the MEVIS stations the user can create channel 
tables of their rows contain measured values of any channels of all stations of all required time bases 
in any order. 
 

With a click on the button �User specific page�� the page administration will be hidden and 
configuration dialogues will be opened. 
 

The first dialogue enables the selection and the deleting of existing as well as the creation of new 
pages. FOrgUserPage 
 

 
 

If a new page has to be created the page names can be changed and the channels can be added in 
the following dialogue.  
FEditUserPage 
 

 
 

Via a click on �New channel �� appears the window in which out of a tree structure of the stations and 
channels the desired channel, the time base of the values for showing and the width of the separation 
line below the channel row can be chosen. The already chosen channels are marked by a blue tick. 
 

 
FSelChannelUPG 
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After confirmation by �OK� the chosen channel with its parameters is shown.  
 

 
 

Channels can be chosen by clicking in the row. The chosen channel can be changed or deleted. 
The order of the channels can be changed by a click in the left column and dragging by pressed left 
mouse button. 
 

 
 

The row-numbering remains up to the adoption of the page layout by �OK� unchanged. Afterwards in 
the page view the rows are numbered consecutively. 
 

After leaving the dialogue by �OK� the new or the changed register card as channel table can be 
shown. 
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3.3.2. Export of channel table pages 
 

If a page was chosen for the export of this page into a file or as HTML page by the button �Configure� a 
configuration dialogue can be opened. 
 

 
  FEditAutoPgExp  
 

The channel table page can be exported as text or CSV file and it can be reported independently of 
this as HTML page.  
 

Please note for the file export that the set export format forces no corresponding file name extension. If 
e.g. for the export as CSV file the file name does not end on �.CSV�, e.g. EXCEL can not automatically 
report the table correctly. 
 

The export as HTML page is only possible, if the option �HTML export� is available and the below 
named pre-conditions are fulfilled (see also chapter 12.2). 
The page can periodically, after the entry of new values or one-time be reported. 
File and HTML pages export � if both exports are activated � are done at the same time. 
 

The configured automatic export has to be started by the selection of “Activate”. 
 

To check the correct memory location, the content and the format of the selected graphic without 
waiting, with a click on the button �Export as a test file� or �HTML page as test� a corresponding export 
can be started immediately. 
 

The automatic export is started in an own program thread for not hindering unnecessarily other 
processes within MEVIS. 
Within systems, which always have a very high CPU utilization, should be done possibly few automatic 
exports (especially of HTML pages) within possibly large time periods. 
 

For the HTML export of a channel table page a mask file (*.HTT file) and a HTML target file are to be 
selected but also given. 
By the option �HTML export� an example mask file "EXPHTML.HTT� is supplied, which can be 
modified by the user or can be used as template for own masks.  
The content of the mask file is described in chapter 12.3. 
At the position at which the channel table page is written the wild card %MEVISTABLE(1)%  has to be 
inserted. 
 

It is possible to report the moment of the newest values of the table. Therefore the wild card 
%MEVISTIME(1,1,[mask])% has to be inserted. 
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The mask is a hexadecimal number in the format �0x0000�, in which the date and time format is 
encoded bit by bit. 
 

All encoding information are shown in the following table: 
 
Binary                Hexadecimal  Meaning 
01xx xxxx xxxx xxxxb  0x4000       weekday, full name, e.g. ‚Monday’  
11xx xxxx xxxx xxxxb  0xc000       weekday, abr. name, e.g. ‚Mo.’ 
 
xx01 xxxx xxxx xxxxb  0x1000       year, four digits, e.g. ‚2006’ 
xx11 xxxx xxxx xxxxb  0x3000       year, two digits, e.g. ,06’ 
 
xxxx x001 xxxx xxxxb  0x0100       month, two digits, e.g. ,03’ 
xxxx x011 xxxx xxxxb  0x0300       month, without leading zero, e.g. ‚3’ 
xxxx x101 xxxx xxxxb  0x0500       month, full name, e.g. ‚March’ 
xxxx x111 xxxx xxxxb  0x0700       month, abr. name, e.g. ‚Jan.’ 
  
xxxx xxxx 01xx xxxxb  0x0040       day, two digits 
xxxx xxxx 11xx xxxxb  0x00c0       day, without leading zero 
     
xxxx xxxx xx01 xxxxb  0x0010       hours, two digits 
xxxx xxxx xx11 xxxxb  0x0030       hours, without leading zero 
     
xxxx xxxx xxxx 01xxb  0x0004       minutes, two digits 
xxxx xxxx xxxx 11xxb  0x000c       minutes, without leading zero 
     
xxxx xxxx xxxx xx01b  0x0001       seconds, two digits 
xxxx xxxx xxxx xx11b  0x0003       seconds, without leading zero 
 
Frequently used formates are 
 

%MEVISTIME(1,1,0x1540)% only date in the format �05. March 2006�  
%MEVISTIME(1,1,0x1574)% date and time in the format �5. March 2006 04:25�  
%MEVISTIME(1,1,0x15f5)% date and time with seconds in the format �5. March 2006 4:25:58�  
%MEVISTIME(1,1,0x1500)% month and year in the format �March 2006�  
 
In one line of the HTT mask file only one wild card is allowed, also if the results should be written in one 
line of  the HTMPL page.  
For the output of the line �Day values of Tuesday, the 7th of February 2006� you have to create two 
lines in the mask file: 
 

Day values of %MEVISTIME(1,1,0x4000)%,  
                                       the %MEVISTIME(1,1,0x15c0)% </p> 
 

Please note that within a HTML page with the described wild cards only one channel table can be 
integrated. Otherwise only the last renewed item is to be shown. 
A pre-condition for the report of a HTML page or a graphic file in the GIF format is that within the path, 
in which MEVIS is started besides the library file UMADGRAF.DLL are the supplied files 

2GIF.BIN, 
EXPHTML32.DLL, 
EXPHTML32.INI, 
FCRTL.DLL, 
FGIF.DLL, 
FWMF.DLL, 
GDIPLUS.DLL and 
MEMHANDLER.DLL. 

 
In the right column of the page administration the exports are shown. 
If the terms �HTML�, �Text� or �CSV� are written in green font the export is activated. 
If exports are configured but not activated the font is red. 
If no export was configured for a page the right cell is empty. 
 

Via the button �activate/deactivate� of the page administration you can switch on or off the export of the 
chosen page. 
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If a page is chosen which has been configured for an export you can start the export of the HTML page 
and/or the file immediately with a click on the button �export now�. 
 

Using the described buttons saves the opening of the corresponding configuration dialogue. 
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3.4. Pages view 
The following columns are normally reported by the channel tables: MEVISForm 
Headline Content 
No. Serial number of the row, for station pages identical to the channel number in the 

MEVIS system 
Station Station name 
Channel Channel name 
Value Mean value � format as in the 16-bit MEVIS program (precision, number of digits 

after decimal, scientific rule) 
ME Measure 
AWOE Characters, that represent alarms, warnings, set operation or error statuses, 

followed by a hex number of the operation and error status word. 
A/W Min Worst-case value, that has violated a lower alarm or warning threshold set for the 

time base. 
A/W Max Worst-case value, that has violated an upper alarm or warning threshold set for the 

time base. 
A/W OE Worst case of combination of alarm causing operation and error status bits  
Minimum Minimum of the latest record 
Maximum Maximum of the latest record 
MTP Mean time period 
VM Number of minutes with valid values (only if mean value, if sum empty) 
Status Internal status as hex number (four digits) 
Time MV/SV Time of the mean/sum value 
Time A/W Min Time of the worst alarm/warning, minimum  
Time A/W Max Time of the worst alarm/warning, maximum 
Min time  Time of minimum 
Max time Time of maximum 
 

Invalid values are reported �strikethrough� as in the 16-bit-program of MEVIS. 
 

Mean values that violate a warning or alarm threshold are shown red colour in standard.  
 

Font and background colour for the values of the different time bases as well as for alarms and 
warnings are individually selectable by the menu �Configuration.General settings (Selection of time 
bases, colours, ...)� or by the symbol .  
 
The view of the table pages can be adapted by the user. 
Changes of each page of every MEVIS system are saved individually and they are again on disposal 
after restart or after changing between different MEVIS systems. 
 
3.4.1. Font  
By clicking the right mouse button in any table position a popup menu opens, by which the windows 
dialogue for selecting the font can be opened. 
 
3.4.2. Sorting of columns and rows 
If you click and press the left mouse button on the headline of the column that is to be moved or in the 
left column of the row that is to be moved, the column or the row can be shifted. A thick line shows the 
inserting position. If it is situated at the determined place the mouse buttons needs no longer been 
pressed and the column or row is shown there. 
 

 

The headline and the left column may not be shifted. 
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3.4.3. Adjusting the columns’ width 
If you click the right mouse button on the headline a popup menu is opened. By this can via the menu 
�Adjust column width� only the chosen column, via �Adjust width of all columns� all columns and via 
�Adjusting visible columns� all visible columns can be adjusted so widely that all items of the column of 
current font are wholly visible. 
If via the menu �Hide column� or the �Column selection� (see below) columns were hidden via the 
popup menu �Adjust width of all columns� all columns are visible again. 
The columns� widths are adjustable individually if the cursor at the headline is moved towards the split 
line and via pressed left mouse button these are shifted in the desired position. 
By a double click on the split line in the headline optimises the width of the column left beside the 
cursor.   
 
3.4.4. Adjusting the height of the row 
By clicking the right mouse button into the left column a popup menu is opened. In this via the menu 
�Adjust row height� only the chosen row or via �Adjust height of all rows� all rows can be adjusted to 
such a high position that all items of the row of the current font are wholly visible. 
The height of the rows are adjustable individually, if the cursor in the left column is moved towards the 
split line and this by pressed left mouse button is moved in the desired position. A double-click on the 
split line in the first column optimises the height of the row above the cursor. 
 
3.4.5. Hide and show columns 
By clicking the right mouse button on the headline a popup menu is opened. In this via the menu �Hide 
column� the chosen column can be hidden. 
The position of the hidden column is marked by a thicker line of its former left side. 
If the popup menu is chosen by clicking on the column of the right or left side of the thicker line you can 
see the menu �Show neighbouring column(s). 
The hiding and showing (also of several columns) is additionally possible via the popup menu �Column 
selection�. It appears a dialogue in which the columns in the current order are shown and that can be 
chosen for reporting. FSelCol 
 
3.4.6. Hide and show rows 
By clicking the right mouse button on the left column you can see a popup-menu. In this via the menu 
�Hide row� the chosen row can be hidden. 
The position of the hidden row is marked by a thicker line at its former upper side. 
If you choose the popup-menu by clicking on the column above or below of this thicker line the menu 
�Show neighbouring row(s)� is on disposal. 
 
3.4.7. Save Layout  
By clicking the right mouse button on the left column you can see a popup-menu. In this via the menu 
�Save layout� the changes of the channel table can be saved. The saving will be done automatically if 
another page will be selected or the program will be regularly terminated. 
 
3.5. Change the time basis 
If the values of another time base as these of the ***.values (MEVIS standard mean values) are to be 
shown firstly the time base for the MEVIS system must be released for reporting. Via the menu 
�Configuration. General settings (Selection of time bases, colours, ...)� or by clicking on the symbol  
a dialogue can be opened, in which the shown time bases can be activated. 
Within the same dialogue the colours for reporting the values in the table can be selected. 
 

After the confirmation of the changes the desired time base can be selected via the menu �Show the 
latest �� or via the symbols      as standard for reporting. 
Within the station pages then all values of this time base are reported. 
On the pages with rows selected by the user the change only effects on these rows, which have been 
configured by the time, base �Standard�. Rows of firmly selected other time bases are reporting their 
values. 
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3.6. Additional information 
If the cursor is positioned on a table field and the left mouse button is being pressed dependently on 
the field extended information are reported. 
For the columns of the headline their complete name is reported. 
Within the rows for the channels at least the station and the channel name as well as the name of the 
column is shown. 
If there are shown values or times you can see furthermore the date and the time, on which the values 
are based, the values in the same format as in the 16-bit MEVIS version (number of the significant 
values and the number of digits after decimal), the values in wholly precision in scientific rule and the 
measure. 
 

 
 
The letters �A� as well as �W� in the shown additional information are written as �Alarm� and �Warning�. 
 

 
 

If for the time base of the chosen channel warning- and/or alarm thresholds are configured they are 
reported as additional information (the lower thresholds by clicking on the column �A/W Min�, the upper 
by �A/W Max), even if there is no warning values reported at the moment. 
By this you can inform yourself quickly on the thresholds. 
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3.7. Worst case and confirmation of alarms and warnings 
If alarm or warning values occurred (these have violated a warning or an alarm threshold of the time 
base) or statuses occurred (eventually see the previous graphic) the worst-case values up to their 
confirmation are shown in the equivalent column. 
The smallest values are to be found in the column �A/W Min�, the largest are in �A/W Max� and the 
alarming statuses are to be found in column �A/W OE�. 
If in the order even worse values or statuses recognised the values are actualised in the equivalent 
column. 
Without confirmation the worst case values will be also shown, if the current values or statuses have 
normalised.  
For confirmation and therefore for cancelling the worst-case entries a click with the right mouse button 
in the equivalent cell is necessary. You can see a popup menu named �Confirmation alarm/warning�. 
After opening this menu you have to confirm by �OK� before the entry is cancelled. 
The next alarm or warning record leads to a repeated alarming and to an entry into the equivalent 
worst-case cell. 
Therefore it is for occurring alarms and warnings useful not to confirm the values. The current values 
or status informs by its colour and the characters �A� or �W� are shown if the violation of the thresholds 
still exists.  
 

Hints: 
 

You can use a window with an overview with all existing alarms and warnings for a quick jump to the 
corresponding channel table (see chapter 3.9). 
The window will be opened via the menu �View.Present alarms and warnings�. 
 

You can also use a window with an overview of all unconfirmed alarms and warnings for a quick jump 
to the corresponding channel table (see chapter 3.10). 
This window will be opened via the menu �View.Unconfirmed alarms and warnings�. 
 
 
3.8. Viewing the event screen 
If the event window had not been placed automatically in the foreground it can be called by the menu 
�View.Event screen� or by the symbol .  
 

 
LogForm 

In the event screen you can find up to 250 lines of information about alarms, warnings and special 
events as well as their termination or certain occurring information (e.g. moment of program start). 
The occurrence of further new lines leads to the deletion of the last. 
 

By the menu �Print�� all lines (also at the moment hidden lines) can be reported to a selectable 
printer, by �Print the marked area�� printing can be reduced on certain lines. 
The printout is automatically completed by the MEVIS title, the numbering of the pages and the printing 
time. 
 

By �Freeze� it can be avoided that alarms or warnings can shift the chosen reporting area. For 
warnings you can see the background of the event screen in the �frozen� status in light blue. 
By �Thaw� the display will be set in the normal status. 
By �Options� the font and the formatting in dependence of the size of the window can be selected. 
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3.9. Viewing present alarms and warnings  
To get a quick overview about the present existing alarms and warnings you can open via the menu 
�View. Present alarms and warnings � an corresponding window.  
 FShowAWs  

 

 
 

Its size and layout can be changed like a channel table page. 
With click and hold the left mouse button on a table cell you can get additional information as in a 
channel table. 
By double-click in a row or via the pop-up menu (opens with right mouse button click) you can jump to 
the corresponding channel table page in the row of the channel. There you can get more information or 
can confirm the alarm or warning. 
Please note that the time base will be changed to the time base of the alarm or warning.  
 
3.10. Viewing unconfirmed alarms and warnings  
To get a quick overview about the present existing alarms and warnings you can open via the menu 
�View. Unconfirmed alarms and warnings � an corresponding window. FShowWCs  

 

 
 

Its size and layout can be changed like a channel table page. 
With click and hold the left mouse button on a table cell you can get additional information as in a 
channel table. 
After a right mouse click on a cell with an alarm or warning you can confirm it via the pop-up menu. 
Rows in which all alarms and warnings are confirmed will be deleted in the table.  
By double-click in a row or via the pop-up menu (opens with right mouse button click) you can jump to 
the corresponding channel table page in the row of the channel. There you can get more information or 
can confirm the alarm or warning. 
Please note that the time base will be changed to the time base of the alarm or warning.  
 
3.11. Changes of the MEVIS configuration 
After the change of the component or channel configuration � also by configuration of communication 
objects - the changed configuration is newly read-in by MEVIS and the opened lists, graphics and 
object depictions are closed.  
By this you make sure that the current configuration parameters (e.g. changed alarm thresholds) in the 
reopened report of lists, graphics or object depictions are used.  
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4. Lists 

The output of lists allows to report, the file export and the printing of values of a channel selection of a 
set time period. 
 

Towards the output of lists of the 16-bit-program-version of MEVIS the possible length of the list is 
considerably longer (in theory about two billiard lines), whereas in reality it is restricted by the available 
memory and the time that is necessary to fill the memory. 
It is possible to configure arbitrary channel selections for a list. A restriction � as for the 16-bit-MEVIS 
version to four channels � does not exist. 
 

By the menu �List� the following sub-menus are reachable: 
- “List”: Opens the dialogue for the configuration of one list with the latest applied parameters 
- “List for current page”: Opens the dialogue for the configuration of a list with the channel  selection 

of the current page of the channel table with the latest applied parameters 
- “Standard lists”: Opens a selection list of the names of already configured standard lists 
- “Lists administration”: Opens a window in which the configuration of a list, a list for the current 

page as well as the selection of a new or existing standard list, the list deletion or the configuration of 
the automatic export of standard lists can be executed. Furthermore a survey on all presently in a 
window or as icons available lists is reported. The lists can be placed in the foreground, individually or 
together been closed or reported by cascaded windows. 

 
4.1. List administration 

You can open the list administration using the menu �List.Lists administration�, via the symbol    or 
via the shortcut <Ctrl>+>L>.    
 

 
FOrgList 

 

You can change the settings for the font that is used when a list will be opened by a clock on the button 
�Standard font�, e.g. to enlarge the font. 
 

In the list administration lists with the previous settings but also with previous settings for the channels 
of the currently chosen channel table page as well as standard lists immediately can be shown or be 
edited via the configuration dialogue (see chapter 4.2). 
Standard lists also can be chosen as favourite (see chapter 4.5) or deleted in the administration.   
 

Via the button  �Favourites� you can open the overview of all standard lists which are chosen as 
favourite.  
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Moreover the survey of the opened list windows enables 
- by “Go to” to bring the chosen list in normal size to the top, 
- by “Close” to close the chosen list, 
- by “Cascade” to cascade all list windows, 
- by “Close all” to close all list windows together. 
 
If very many standard but also opened lists are listed and the list box has to be scrolled for choosing by 
a click of the right mouse button on the corresponding list box the desired window can be opened in 
which all lists are listed and � if the height of the screen is sufficient � without scrolling by a click on it 
can be chosen. After choosing the window closes and the item is chosen out of the list box in the 
administration dialogue. For closing the window without any choice of a list please click on the icon 
�Close� or press <ALT>+<F4>. 
While the selection window is opened you can not operate on any other MEVIS window. 
 
 
4.2. List configuration 
The dialogue for the list configuration can be reached via the menu �List.List� and �List.List for current 
page�, via the list administration and out of an opened list via the menu �New�. 

 

 
FEditListe 

The selection of Channels for the list either can be taken of a channel table page (a station or user 
specific) or can be configured as an arbitrary channel selection analogue to the user specific pages 
(see chapter 3.3.1). 
By a double-click or a click on the  button �Edit channel selection� an dialogue opens, in which you can 
change, rename and delete the selection or in which the selection can be stored as a new one. FEditListPage  

 
FSelChannelList  
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The sequence of the channels can be changed by clicking and dragging the cell with the number of the 
channel line to the desired position. 
 

To edit a new or used channel click on the corresponding button. To edit an existing channel you can 
double-click in its line.  
 

If the list configuration is opened by �List for current page� in the menu or in the list administration the 
channels of the current channel table page are always pre-selected.  
 
If many pages or channel selections are on disposal and for the selection the list must be scrolled 
expensively a selection window can opened by a click of the right mouse button in the corresponding 
list of all pages or selections and � by sufficient screen height � without scrolling and the page can be 
chosen with one click on it. After selecting the window closes and the desired item has been chosen in 
the list of the configuration dialogue. For closing the window without the selection of an item please 
click on the icon �Close� or press <ALT>+<F4>. 
While the window is opened you cannot operate another MEVIS window. 
 

 
 
 

If you point on a page or on the channel selection and hold the left mouse button pressed, a window 
occurs in which the containing channels are displayed. 
 

 
 

By “Time base selection” it is determined, which values are reported as original values or out of 
which values the mean or sum values are calculated. 
Thereby it is possible to create day values out of ***-values or � if on disposal in the system � to create 
out of short values. 
By the MEVIS systems for air-quality-supervision an additional time base �1-hour-values� for mean time 
periods from one hour onwards for reports following current EU-rules is on disposal. 
If this time base is used there are calculated hour values out of original values in an intermediate step. 
They are only valid if there are at least for 45 minutes valid basic values on disposal. If an hour value is 
valid it is taken for the calculation of the desired mean value weighted as 60 minutes. 
 
The selection of the “Mean/sum period” enables besides the original values the choice of all whole 
minute- and hour-values, which divide one hour or one day without reminder, as well as additionally the 
choice of a day, a week, a month, a quarter and a year. In the upper combobox you can choose only 
the preferred periods (original values, 1-, 10-, 15- and 30-minutes-values, 1- and 8-hour-values, day-, 
week-, month- and year values). 
   
By selecting “Items to show” alternatively can be chosen 
- the �Mean/sum values� (for sum components as precipitation the sum value, for all other values the  

mean value), 
- the �Mean values� (the average is also calculated for sum components), 
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- the �Sum values� (the sum is also calculated for components which are not configured as sum), 
- the �Sampled values� (original value to the times of the steps of the selected mean/sum period, e.g. 

to each whole half hour),  
 
Additionally the output of the referring maximum and/or minimum values is possible.  
 
The “Output period” is determined by the start time and end time. 
Start time  
 a) concrete date and time 
 b) if "before end time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be  
actualised with changes 

 

End time  
 a) concrete date and time  
 b) present time ("now") with offset 
 c) end of a specific period 
 d) if "from start time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be 
actualised with changes 

 
As “List name” you can enter an identifier, which is also applied in standard lists as name and for the 
file export as given name for the file name. 
 
Via the corresponding button “Filter”-criteria can be selected (see chapter 4.2.1.) 
 
You can save configurations for standard lists with the chosen configurations by “save” for the 
configured standard-list or by “save as” by a new name. If �save as� is interrupted you get a warning 
hint. 
 
By “OK” the report of the list is started and a progress bar appears.  
 
If it can be foreseen that the configured list becomes rather comprehensive (values over a long period, 
short mean/sum period, many channels) a warning occurs and you get the hint, that the output of the 
list can be terminated by pressing <ESC>. 
The termination does not happen immediately but after finishing of an output block (approximately 
1000 rows). 
The reported values up to the interruption are shown in the list. 
 

 

Very comprehensive lists need tremendous resources and delay the whole system, among other 
things by the usage of virtual memory on the hard disk. 
  

 
Please check after the corresponding warning, if the scope of the list is necessary for the report result. 
Split the output period and apply longer mean time periods. 
Within the list report you can furthermore easily scroll the list into the past or into the future, without 
calling the configuration dialogue again. 
 
The printing of comprehensive lists requires � even in smaller font size � a large amount of paper.  
The number of pages which have to be printed are reported to you beforehand the printing process so 
that the printing process can be interrupted. 
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4.2.1. Selection of the filter parameters 
By pressing the button �Filter� in the list configuration dialogue the following dialogue opens if up to now 
no filter has been used: FFilter 

 

 
 
By activating �Use filter� the following texts appear: 
 

 
 

The violation of warning or alarm thresholds and the validity can be serve as filter criteria. 
 
 

For the reporting, printing and output of the lists it may be usefully to mark invalid values not 
strikethrough or within files not by "["..."]". 
In this case �Show invalid values as valid� has to be activated.  
 
If a filter is used the button �Filter� in the dialogue of the list configuration has a red background. 
You have to pay attention to this for the configuration of the next list and to de-activate the filter 
eventually. 
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4.2.2. Adjusting the time offset 
The button �Time offset� in the list configuration dialogue can only be operated if: 
- the time-base �***-values� is used and 
- a discrete mean/sum period of two minutes upwards is selected and 
 
By the offset the sequence of the times for the ***-mean but also ***-sum values with a given discrete 
mean value in minute steps can be changed. 
As in standard the 10 minutes values of the times e.g. 0:10, 0:20, 0:30 and so far are sampled, an 
offset of e.g. 3 minutes produces a time sequence of 0:13, 0:23, 0:33.  
 
After pressing the button a dialogue opens, in which the offset time in hours and minutes can be 
entered.  
 

 
FMWZZeitOffset  

 
The offset period has to be smaller than the chosen mean/sum period. 
 
If an offset has been adjusted, the �Time offset� button in the list configuration dialogue has a red 
background and the offset period is displayed within the button. 
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4.3. Displaying lists 

 
FListForm 

In the window of the list the information to the chosen mean/sum period and the time base, the items to 
show, start and end time as well as the number of the value rows are put out above the headlines for 
station and channel names.  
 
The font size, the column width and the row height of the list tables can be chosen like in the channel 
tables.  
In the display you can shift columns. 
The shifting of lines (that causes a disruption of the continuity of the order of the rows) is not allowed. 
 
Above all lists, for which a filter was used you can read a referring hint. 
By clicking on �With filter!!!� a window of filter options opens, which cannot be changed here.  
 

 
 
Above all lists for which a time offset was used you can read a corresponding hint after the time base, 
e.g. �Offset: 00:05� for a five-minute-offset. 
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If you click the left mouse button on a cell with values and hold down the mouse button, you can 
get - like in the channel table - more information about the values.  
 

 
 

For original values the time period represented by the value is reported. 
After gaps and for asynchronous values of different channels this period could not be realised out of 
the times left in the row. 
 
Within the list window the following menus can be used: 
 

- “Optimise columns for values”: The columns are optimised in their width only for fields with 
values. More columns can be placed into the window if the names for the stations or the channels are 
very long. Also after changing the font size it is useful to call the menu. 

 

- “Compress list”: Rows without values for all channels are minimised. The �remainder� (a grey line 
for each hidden row) shows the �gaps�.  
Within compressed lists the menu is replaced by “Expansion of the list”. By choosing this the 
hidden rows become visibly. 

 

- “File…”: The current list can be exported as file by different formats: 
 

- “Text-file (values separated by a space)”: The export will be done analogously to the screen. The 
columns are separated by spaces. The columns for the channels are numbered. The assignment of 
the stations and channel names as well as the measure to the numbers is written in front of the actual 
table. 

 

- “csv-file (prior MEVIS list export format)”: The columns are separated by the EXCEL-separator (in 
English systems normally by a comma) which is set in the system. Alarms, warnings, operation and 
error statuses are reported in a column that follows the values by �A�, �W�, �O� and �E�. Invalid values 
are enclosed in �[� and �]�. 

 

- “asc-file (prior MEVIS list export format)”: The export corresponds to the one of a csv-file, 
however in the columns that follows the values are not reported the letter-identifier (�A�, �W�, �O� and 
�E�) but the mean time period in minutes as well as the operation and error status as a four digit 
hexadecimal-number, always separated by a space. 

 

- “csv-file (all records for a moment in a row)”: The items that are exported for each channel 
(values, validity, period and so far, also status information in real text) can be chosen by the user and 
stand for all channels for a certain moment in a row. Invalid values in column 5 can be shown as 
empty field. All values in the columns with ID 5, 10 and 12 can be shown in scientific rule with 12 
digits for the mantissa.  
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FCSVUserdef 

 

-  “csv-file (each record in an own row)”: The for each channel exported items can be chosen by 
the user and stand for each channel and for each moment in an own line (first all records for the 
first channel of the table, afterwards those for the second channel, and so far). 

 

 
FCSVUdefMulti 

 

- “Print”: The current list can be printed by the chosen printer. Therefore the font size can be changed. 
In dependence of this and before printing the channel columns and the rows per page as well as the 
total number of the rows are calculated and reported. FDruckOpt 
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- “Save”, “Save as”: You can save lists with the current parameters as standard lists. By �Save� after 
confirmation the parameters of an existing standard list are eventually overwritten or by �Save as� a 
new list with a new name is saved. If the �Save as� will be cancelled you get a warning. 

 

- „Copy“: Of the currently used list a copy is made and opened behind it. By copieing it is possible to 
preserve the reported view of the values of the interested period while scrolling, changing of the 
period or renewing of the original list by other parameters. 
The content of the copy is renewed via repeated calling of �Copy� by the current parameters. Several 
copies of a list but also the copy of a copy are not possible. 
All other functions of list windows (file export, printing and so far) are also available in a copy. 
 

- “<<” but also “<”: The time period for reporting is shifted into the past by this time period but also by 
half of the time period and the list is actualised.  

- “>>” but also “>”: The time-period for reporting is shifted into future by the time period but also by 
half of the time period and the list is actualised. 

 

- “New”: The dialogue of the list configuration is opened by current parameters and it enables rapid 
modifications for a repeated output of the list. When closing the dialogue by �OK� the original list is 
closed and a new one is opened. 

 

- “Administration”: Opens the dialogue of the lists administration and places it into the foreground. 
Thereby a rapid access on list configurations but also on all currently available lists is possible. 

 

- “MEVIS”: Brings the MEVIS main window containing the pages of the channel tables into the 
foreground. 
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4.4. Automatic export of standard lists (not in light version) 
If an existing standard list has been chosen out of the list administration the parameters for the 
automatic export of standard lists can be set by pressing the button �Autom. export�. FEditAutoListExp  
 

 
  

In it the corresponding parameters have to be set. 
 

The export formats match those of the menu �File �� of an opened list. 
Please pay attention that the chosen file name extension is independent of the export format.  
 

If the option "Adapt period for all not yet exported values" is activated the start time of the list will be 
reset to the time of the oldest at last exported values. So gaps can be often eliminated in exported data 
which are caused by "Latecomer"-channels or after stoppages of MEVIS, in which e.g. the regularly 
export of the previous day values could not be done. The retrospective export can be limited to avoid 
the repeated export e.g. if single channels are defective for a long time. 
 

To avoid overwriting of export files with a constant name you can activate the option "Append data sets 
to existing file". It prevents problems if an external process will not use the export file before a new 
export will be done (e.g. as test). 
 

With activated option "Compress list" rows will not be written to the file if they contain only date and 
time. 
 

The configured automatic export has to be started by “activate”. 
 

For checking the correct destination path, the content and the format of the wished list without waiting 
by a click on the button �Export as a test file� the export can be started immediately. 
The automatic export is started in an own program thread for not hindering other processes of MEVIS. 
 
 

Within systems which always have a very high CPU rate there should be done as less as possible 
automatic list exports in as large as possible time periods.  
 
All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list which you can open via the menu �View.Active 
automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last execution.  
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4.5. Favourites (not in light version) 
In large MEVIS systems with a lot of standard lists it can be more efficient if the most important lists will 
be declared as favourites. They can be find and opened faster.  
 

You can choose a standard list as favourite in the list administration. 
 

 

 

After the selection in the table �Standard lists� you can open by a click on the icon  �Add favourite� a 
dialogue in which the standard list can be assigned to a favourite page. In this dialogue you can also 
rename or delete existing favourite pages. FAddFavList   
 

 
 

After adding the standard list is available on the chosen favourite page. 
If the page already contains this standard list a warning will occur and the list will not be added. 
 

With a click on the icon  �Favourites� in the list administration the list favourite window will be 
opened. You can resize the window with the mouse. FFavList   

 

 
 

The favourite can be chosen, and with a double-click or with a click on the button „Show“ it can be 
opened.   
In the window you can also delete or sort favourites like in channel tables (click in the first column of 
the chosen favourite and drag it with pressed mouse button to the new position). 
Changes of the sequence you have to accept with a click on the button �Store favourite sequence�.  
 
Via the MEVIS main menu „Favourites “ or �Help.Shortcuts.Favourites�, via the Toolbutton  or the 
shortcut <Ctrl>+<F> you can open a favourite window which contains the favourites of standard lists, 
standard graphics and object depictions (see chapter 10). 
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4.6. Sampled values time offset (with option “Sampled values” only)   
By this option it is possible to apply sampled values of a time sequence by an offset. 
So the �normal� 10 minutes time sequence of sampled values (0:00, 0:10, 0:20, �) can be changed by 
a time offset of e.g. 3 minutes to an output of the sampled value times 0:03, 0:13, 0:23 � . 
 

To configure the time offset in the list configuration dialogue (see chapter 4.2.) there is an additional 
button �Time offset� visible if in �Items to show� are activated �Sampled values�. 
 

 
 
By clicking on this button a dialogue opens, in which the time offset can be set. FAbtastZeitOffset 
 
t 
 

 
 
Accepted are offsets of 0 minutes up to 23 hours and 59 minutes. 
 

 

Please pay attention that the set offset is smaller than the mean/sum period!   

 
In the list the different of 0 offset is written into the headline of the table after the time base and is 
written into the record rows of the moments of applied offset. 
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4.7. Export of  ExpDB files (with option “ExpDB” only)  
This options serves for the backward compatibility with 16-bit-MEVIS-programs which realise the 
export of MEVIS data to an MS-ACCESS-7.0-datenbase. 
The concerning menus in the main menu �Lists� will be shown only if a correct for the 16-bit-MEVIS 
program configured file „ExpDB.INI� was copied from the MEVIS path to the MEVIS path. 
Please use the corresponding documentation. 
For more flexibility a new version of  the program MEVISDBC.EXE is available. 
 
It is highly recommended to use the automatic standard list export for data export in new MEVIS 
systems. Its new csv export formats (e.g. with individual selectable fields and export of status 
information with the full name) allow more flexibility for the output to data bases. 
 
4.7.1. Manual ExpDB file export 
Via the menu �Lists. Manual ExpDB file export � you can open a dialogue in which the export of not 
previously exported new values or of values of any time period can be configured. FManuellExpDB  

 

 
 
 

The Export will be done for all configured ExpDB files (like in the 16-bit-MEVIS-versions). 
 

The export of extremes depends on the up to now used 16-bit-MEVIS-version. If this version ha not 
exported extremes you have to deactivate its export to prevent data base problems. 
 

For tests or after extensive system changes the files can be overwritten with each export. 
  

Regularly new data should be added and the deletion  of imported data will be done by the import 
process.  
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4.7.2. Automatic ExpDB file export  
Via the menu �Lists.Automatic ExpDB file export� a dialogue opens in which the automatic export of 
each ExpDB file can be configured similar to the automatic standard list export. FEditAutoExpDB  

 

This time control substitutes the former configuration in  AUTOMAT.INI. 
 

 
 
First you have to choose the desired export file. In the list you can find all Files with its section name in 
ExpDB.INI. 
 

After that you can set the export cycle time. Choose the period analogue to the parameter �RunPeriod� 
in Automat.INI. The reference time you can choose the offset analogue to the parameter �RunOffset�. 
In the shown example the export will be done half an hour pat midnight.  
The settings for the cycle correspond to the former Automat.INI parameters �RunPeriod=43200� and 
�RunOffset=900�. 
 

The export of extremes is only allowed, if the former system has also exported extremes. 
 

The automatic export (also as test) always appends the data to an existing file. 
 

The configured automatic export has to be started by “activate”. 
 

All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list which you can open via the menu �View.Active 
automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last execution.  
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5. Graphics 

The graphic output enables the report, the file-export and the printing of diagrams of data a for a set 
period of a selection of up to four channels but also for certain graphic types of up to twelve channels. 
 

It is possible to configure arbitrary channel selections for a graphic. 
 
5.1. Graphic administration 
You can choose the graphic administration via the menu �Graphics� in the main menu, via the symbol 

 or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<G>. 
 

 
FOrgGraf 

 

Within the graphic administration graphics of different types can be processed (see chapter 5.2) and 
standard graphics can be shown immediately, processed via the configuration dialogue, configured for 
the automatic export (see chapter 5.5), marked as favourite (see chapter 5.7) or they can be deleted. 
 

The type of a new standard graphic can be chosen by the selection of the desired graphic type within 
the upper list.  
 

If �Show only above chosen type� is activated only the matching standard graphics will be shown in the 
list. So the standard graphics can be limited e.g. to wind roses for a better overview. 

With a click on the icon  �Favourites� you can open the window with as favourites marked standard 
graphics. 
 

The button �Quick configuration� allows the simplified configuration of graphics with up to four channels 
without preparing an extra channel selection (see chapter 5.3). 
 

Moreover the survey of the opened graphic windows enables 
- by “Go to” to bring the chosen graphic into the foreground, 
- by “Close” to close the chosen graphic, 
- by “Close all” to close all the graphic windows together. 
 

If many graphic types or standard but also opened graphics are listed and for choosing the 
corresponding list box has to be scrolled, by a click of the right mouse button on the corresponding 
list box a window can be opened, in which all types but also graphics appear and � if the screen height 
is sufficient � can be chosen by one click on it without scrolling. After the selection the window closes 
and the item is chosen out of the list box of the administration dialogue. For closing the window without 
the selection of a type or a graphic please click on the icon �Close� or press the keys <ALT>+<F4>. 
While the selection window is open you can operate no other MEVIS window. 
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5.2. Graphic configuration 
The dialogue of the graphic configuration can be reached via the menu �Graphics� in the main menu 
via the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<G>. 
 

Then the graphics administration opens. 
 

 
 

By the upper list the desired graphic type can be chosen. 
By a double-click on the graphic type or by a click on the button �Edit� the configuration dialogue opens. 
 

This dialogue is for all graphic types widely identical. Specialities are described below the individual 
graphic types. 
 

You can choose the type of a via the graphics administration newly to set standard graphic if you 
choose the desired graphic type in the upper window. 
 

Standard graphics can be also comfortably determined in the graphic configuration dialogue or via the 
corresponding menu in an opened graphic. 
 
In the graphic administration you can change the standard colour assignment of the channels by a click 
on the button �Colours�. This assignment will be used in all types of graphics. For more details see 
chapter 5.2.2. 
 
If �Open maximised� is activated all graphics will be opened in the full screen size independently if they 
will be opened via the graphic administration or in an object depiction. 
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FEditGrafik 

The channels for the graphic are configured together with a channel selection. 
The channel selection is done analogue to the configuration of a user specific page within a dialogue, 
that can be opened via a click on �Edit channel selection� or via a double-click on the chosen channel 
selection. For further details see chapter 5.6. 
 

If you have already configured a channel selection the lastly used is set for a new graphic. 
 

If many channel selections are listed and for choosing the list box has to be scrolled you can open a 
window via a click of the right mouse button, in which all channel selections are listed and � if the 
height of the screen is sufficient � they can be chosen without scrolling via a click on them. After the 
choice the window closes and the desired channel selection is chosen in the list box of the graphic 
configuration dialogue. For closing the window without a choice of a channel selection please click on 
the icon �Close" or press <ALT>+<F4>. 
While the selection window is opened you cannot operate another MEVIS window. 
 
Below the list of the graphic channel selections the used channels of the chosen channel selection are 
listed. 
After the choice and a click on the button �Edit channel parameters temporarily� or a double-click on 
the desired channel the configuration dialogue opens for this channel. 
Changes in it only influence the currently configured graphic and not the original channel selection. 
For more than four channels you can also open a choice window analoguously to the channel selection 
list box via click of the right mouse button. 
 
By the “Time base selection” it is defined which data are reported as original data but also by which 
data the mean/sum values are calculated. 
Thus it is e.g. possible to calculate day value of ***-values or � if available in the system � of short 
values.  
 
Within the MEVIS systems of air quality supervision there is for mean value periods of one hour 
upwards an additional time base �1-hour-values� for evaluations of current EU-rules on disposal. If this 
time base is used there are calculated hour values out of original values in an intermediate step. These 
are only valid if at least for 45 minutes valid basic values are on disposal.  
If an hour value is valid it is taken for the calculation of the desired mean value weighted as 60 
minutes. 
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The selection of the “Mean/sum period” enables besides the original values the choice of all whole 
minute- and hour-values, which divide one hour or one day without reminder, as well as additionally the 
choice of a day, a week, a month, a quarter and a year. In the upper combobox you can choose only 
the preferred periods (original values, 1-, 10-, 15- and 30-minutes-values, 1- and 8-hour-values, day-, 
week-, month- and year values).  
 
In “Items to show” alternatively can be chosen 
- the �Mean resp. sum values acc. to channel configuration� (for sum components like precipitation the 

sum value, for all the other the mean value) 
- the mean values (the average is also calculated for sum components) or 
- the sum values (the sum is also calculated for components which are not configured as a sum). 
 
The “Output period” is determined by the start time and end time. 
Start time  
 a) concrete date and time 
 b) if "before end time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be  
actualised with changes 

 

End time  
 a) concrete date and time  
 b) present time ("now") with offset 
 c) end of a specific period 
 d) if "from start time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be 
actualised with changes 

 
By the “Graphic name” you can enter an identifier which is placed in the title of the graphic and which 
is used as name for standard graphics. If an opened graphic already bears this name then an underline 
is added for the new graphic name. 
 
Among the “Display options” it can be defined if 
- invalid values are shown in the curve, 
- in the diagrams alignment lines are shown and if 
- warning and alarm thresholds (for the chosen time base!) are shown. 
 
Configurations for standard graphics you can save by the up to then chosen sets by “save” after the 
confirmation of the configured standard graphic or by “save as” with a new name. If �save as� is 
interrupted you get a warning hint. 
 
By “OK” the report of the graphic is started and a progress bar is shown. 
 

 

Very comprehensive graphics need tremendous resources and delay the whole system among 
others by using the virtual memory on the hard disk. 
  

 

After a corresponding warning please check, if all opened graphics are necessary and if the extend of 
the graphic is necessary for the evaluation result. Please split the output period and use longer mean 
value periods. 
 
Within the graphics you can comfortably �scroll� into the past or into the future, without calling the 
configuration dialogue. 
 

 

You can interrupt the graphic report by pressing <ESC>. 
The interruption does not occur immediately but after the termination of a certain report step. 
Especially if the data are not read in the MEVIS database (e.g. of an ORACLE database) longer 
waiting periods may occur.     
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5.2.1. Setting the filter parameters  
By pressing the button �Filter� in the graphic configuration dialogue a dialogue opens in which only can 
be activated �Use filter�, if beforehand for the configured graphic was not used a filter: FGFilter  

 

By activating �Use filter� the text appears. 
 

 
 

The violation of warning or alarm thresholds can serve as filter criteria. 
 

If both threshold checks (on the violation of the warning and alarm threshold) have been chosen the 
results are OR calculated, that means as well as the exceed of a warning and the exceed of an alarm 
threshold leads to a report. 
 

Only for correlations and wind roses furthermore a filter channel can be set. The values of the for 
these graphic types chosen channels are only used if the values of the filter channel are within 
(inclusively the limit) but also in the outer area of the set filter area. 
 

Only for diurnal variation graphics you can choose the days of the week of which the values will be 
used to calculate the mean values. So the differences between the diurnal variations of common 
working days and of weekends can be shown for air pollutant channels. 
 

 
 
If a filter is used, the button �Filter� in the dialogue of the graphic configuration has a red background. 
You have to pay attention to the configuration of the next graphic and you have eventually to deactivate 
the filter. 
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5.2.2. Graphic colour configuration 
By the button �Colours� above right of the graphics administration a dialogue can be opened in which 
for all graphics colour sets can be done. 
 

FEditGrafColors  
 

Thereby the configuration of different colour schemes for the report of the graphic on the screen or for 
the output on a printer or in files is possible. 
So e.g. all colours for the curves can be set on dark colours, if only a black-white printer is available, 
which does e.g. not print yellow or bright blue.  
 

By changing the background colour via pressing on �change� of the upper button line the backgrounds 
of all the corresponding output devices allocated panels are changed so that the effect of the curve 
colours can be estimated.  
 

The standard colour, changeable via the buttons of the second row is used for general details to the 
graphic, for the border round the diagrams, for channel specific details (if not �Channel specific 
information coloured� is activated) and for alignment lines (of the x-axis but also for all lines if 
�Alignment lines in standard colours� is activated). 
 

Extreme value curves are drawn � except on wind roses � by the same colour as it was set for the 
corresponding channel. 
 

Hint: For correlation graphics the scaling of the first channel of the channel selection on the x-axis is 
drawn by the standard colour. 
The colour for �Channel 1� is used for the dots and the y-axis scaling of the first correlated channel 
(that is the second channel of the channel selection). Correspondingly this is also true for further 
channels. 
 

By the button �Restore standard� all changes of the colour set can be reversed.  
 

The colour changes affect those graphics, which have been drawn after leaving the dialogue by �OK�. 
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5.3. Quick graphic configuration 
The quick graphic configuration can be opened by a click on the button �Quick configuration� right 
beside the list of graphic types. FQuickEditGrafik  

 

 
 

It enables to configure graphics with up to four channels faster then by the common configuration (see 
chapter 5.2) without an extra-configured channel selection. 
 

When the quick configuration dialogue opens it will try to use the parameters of the last configured 
and opened graphic � limited to four channels.  
 

12-in-1-graphics will be converted to 4-in-1-graphics.  
 

It is not possible to modify standard graphics with the quick configuration. 
 

 
 
 

To accelerate and to ease the configuration more changes in the configuration dialogue are done: 
 

- The graphic type is selectable in the quick graphic configuration dialogue. 
 

- There are two combo-boxes to select the mean/sum period:  
• with the frequently used preferred periods, which are all selectable without scrolling (original 

values, 1-, 10-, 15- and 30-minutes-values, 1- and 8-hour-values and all periods since 1 day), 
• with all available periods (with scrolling where required). 

 

- The display of maximum and/or minimum curves can be activated combined for all channels in the 
panel �Display options�.  
Attention! As �Invalid values� the extremes have to be activated again with each quick 
configuration! 
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- All 4-in-4-graphics will always show the additional information about mean/sum value, maximum 
and minimum for each channel right beside the curves. 

 

-  The “Output period” is determined by the start time and end time. 
 Start time  
 a) concrete date and time 
 b) if "before end time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be  
actualised with changes 

 

 End time  
 a) concrete date and time  
 b) present time ("now") with offset 
 c) if "from start time" is activated 

it will be calculated by the end time and the settings in the panel �Period� and will be 
actualised with changes 

   

It is not possible to set the end time to the end of a current/finished period.  
 

- It is not possible to use filters and to save the configuration as standard graphic.  
 

If the configured graphic was opened with a click on the button �Show� you can save it via its menu as 
standard graphic. 
Its parameter you can use with the next (quick or common) graphic configuration, also if it was not 
saved as standard graphic. 
In the common graphic configuration dialogue the temporary channel selection �Quick graphic channel 
selection� on the end of the selection list above �- New -�. 
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5.4. Graphic report 
5.4.1. 4-in-4-Graphic 
Within a 4-in-4-graphic the values of up to 4 channels are reported.  
In the configuration of the channels can be set, which curves (mean/sum value, maximum, minimum) 
are to be drawn in the corresponding diagram. 
 

S_4in4 
 

Right besides each diagram are the name of the station, the channel name and the measure.  
 

Moreover corresponding to the sets for the channel selection there are maximal outputted three of four 
additional information about the 
- mean or sum value of the graphic period, 
- greatest maximum (if the maximum curve is drawn) or to the greatest mean or sum value in the 

graphic period (marked by (MV) or (SV), 
- least minimum (if the minimum curve is drawn) or to the least mean or sum value in the graphic 

period (marked by (MV) but also (SV) or 
- the value of a chosen percentile for the period 
if in the period at least one valid value occurred.  
 

The format (significant and digits after the decimal) corresponds to the set for the channel. 
 
 

If the mouse points in a diagram, the disposed values of the time related to the mouse position of all 
channels are outputted in a row below the menus.  
In standard the mean or sum value is shown by the reading cursor. 
A mark for this reading modus is the cursor  .  
 

Via a pop-up-menu, which can be opened in the graphic by a click of the right mouse button, or via the 
menu �Options� the reading cursor can be set for minimal values (cursor ) or maximal values 
(cursor ). 
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Moreover the showing of the y-value at the position of the cursor (�Alignment to y-axis�) can be chosen 
by the cursor  . 
 
Please note that the reading cursor can only be used for these curves that are set for the channel.  
If you want to get values of not drawn curves, please use the menu �New�, actualise the channel 
settings via the channel selection and use the newly drawn graphic. 
 

Within the graphic window the following menus can be used: 
 

- “Print”: Via the WINDOWS printing dialogue the printer, the format and other options for the    
printout of the graphic can be set. 

 

- “Title”: The name of the graphic written in the title bar can be edited to describe the graphic more 
exactly before printing. 

 

- “WMF”: A dialogue opens, in which the name of a WMF-file can be entered and the export of the 
graphic in this file can be started. 

 

- “GIF” (by option “HTML-Export” only): A dialogue opens, in which the name for a GIF-file can be 
entered and the export of the graphic in this file can be started. Precondition for the GIF-file export is 
the availability of the files 2GIF.BIN, EXPHTML32.DLL, EXPHTML32.INI, FCRTL.DLL, 
FGIF.DLL, FWMF.DLL, GDIPLUS.DLL and MEMHANDLER.DLL within the path of which 
MEVIS is started. 

 

- “Save”, “Save as”: You can save graphics by current settings as standard graphics. By “Save” after 
confirmation eventually the parameters of an existing standard graphic are overwritten. By “Save as” 
a standard graphic is saved under a new name. If �Save as� is aborted you get a warning. 

 

-  “Copy”: By this menu you can draw an independent graphic of the permanent parameters. A copy is 
especially useful for conserving a current setting while scrolling and zooming of graphics. The 
necessary data are newly reported so that all functions and reports are fully on disposal. The name of 
the original graphic is overtaken and � K� is added. Via the menu �Title� it can be changed at any time 
within the copy. 

 

-  “Options”:  Here the reading cursor can be switched, showing options can be changed, available 
curves can be hidden or shown and the scales can be adjusted. Not reported curves (in the example 
the minima) can not be chosen for showing. 

 
Gr 

 
 

- “Zoom+”: The current graphic is actualised for the zoom window dragged by the pressed left mouse 
button. The menu is only activated if such a window exists. The zooming is done without new report 
in the data base. Therefore the additional information based on the period (mean-/sum value, 
extremes) right beside the diagram is not on disposal. If they are needed a copy of the zoomed 
graphic can be made. 

 

- “Zoom-”: Via the corresponding submenus you can either return to the previous zoom window or to 
the original graphic (before the first zooming). The menu is activated after the first zoom and 
deactivated after the return to the original graphic. 

 

- “<<” but also “<”: The period of the graphic report is shifted by this period but also by the half period 
into the past and the graphic is actualised. 

 

- “>>” but also “>”: The period of the graphic report is shifted by this period but also by the half period 
into the future and the graphic is actualised. 
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- “New”: The dialogue for the graphic configuration is shown filled out with the current parameters and 
enables the rapid modification for a repeated graphic output. By closing the dialogue by �OK� the 
original graphic is closed and a new one is opened. If a value scale in the opened graphic has been 
changed the set scale scope for the channel is adopted into the new graphic. For unchanged scales 
the eventually set auto ranging is maintained.  

 

- “Administration”: Opens the dialogues of the graphic administration and brings it in the foreground. 
Thereby a rapid access to the graphic configurations as well as to all currently available graphics is 
possible. 

 

- “MEVIS”: Brings the MEVIS main window with the pages of the channel tables into the foreground. 
 
Additionally via the menu �Options� the scales can be changed by the mouse: 
 

- Modification of the time axis 
 

If the mouse pointer is brought into the area of the time axis and the key(s) <Ctrl> or/and <Shift> 
is/are held pressed a special cursor appears (within the picture between 2:15 and 2:30). Now the 
period for the graphic can be changed by horizontal dragging of the pressed left mouse button or by 
winding the mouse wheel and furthermore pressed keys. 

 

 
 

By pressing the key <Ctrl> the starting time is changed. The end time remains unchanged. 
By the pressed key <Shift> the end time is changed. The start time remains unchanged. 
By the pressed keys <Ctrl> + <Shift> the whole period is shifted. 

 

After the mouse button has been released but also the mouse wheel has not been wound for about 
one second a corresponding report is made and the graphic is newly drawn. 

 

Hint: By the additional pressing of the key <Alt> the changing while winding the mouse wheel is 
accelerated.  

 
- Modification of the y-axis 
 

If the mouse pointer is brought into the area of the scale at the y-axis and the key(s) <Ctrl> or/and 
<Shift> is/are held pressed a special cursor appears. Now the scale at the y-axis of the graphic can 
be changed by the vertical dragging with the pressed left mouse button or by winding the wheel and 
the furthermore pressed keys. 

 
 

 
 

By pressing the key <Ctrl> the beginning of the scale is changed. The end value remains unchanged. 
By the pressed key <Shift> the end value is changed. The beginning value remains unchanged. 
By the pressed keys <Ctrl> + <Shift> the whole scale is shifted. 

 

If the mouse button is released but also the mouse wheel has not been wound for about one second 
the diagrams are newly drawn without a new report. 

 

Hint: By an additional pressing of the key <Alt> the changing is accelerated while winding the mouse 
wheel.
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5.4.2. 4-in-1-Graphic 
In a 4-in-1-graphic the values of up to four channels are shown in one diagram. 
 

On the left and on the right side scales for all channels appear. 
 

The configuration as well as the possible operation options correspond to the 4-in-4-graphic (see 
chapter 5.4.1). Additional information to the mean- but also sum value, to the extremes or to the 
percentile value for the reporting period can not been shown because there is not enough space 
available._4in1 
S_4in1 
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5.4.3. 12-in-1-Graphic 
In a 12-in-1-graphic the values of up to twelve channels are shown in one diagram. 
 

 
 
S_12in1 

Only one scale for the y-axis is shown. This refers to the first channel of the channel selection and it 
can be changed by its settings. 
The automatic calculation of the beginning and the end value of the scale (auto ranging) is only made 
on the base of the values of the first channel. 
 

To show additional channels optimally, either 
- the scale range for the first channel can be firmly set via the configuration of the expected value 

range of all channels or 
- after drawing the graphic via the graphic menu �Options� the first channel is temporarily adjusted.  
 
Please note that the measures of the additional channels can differ from the reported measure at the 
scale. The correct measures are reported within the rows with stations and channel names above the 
reading values. 
 
As the reading cursor only shows the values of up to four channels the channels which have to be read 
can be set via the graphic menu �Options�. 
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  GrafOpt12 

After the graphic has been opened the first four channels are set ready for reading. If another channel 
shall be read, firstly a channel within the column �reading� has to be deactivated. Afterwards another 
channel can be activated.  
If already four channels are chosen the corresponding field of other channels can not be activated and 
by clicking on it a hint appears that first a channel for reading has to be deselected. 
 

The graphic can be split vertically. In the lower part is a table of which the assignment of the colours to 
the individual channels can be seen.   
 

The splitting between the part of the diagram and the part of the table can be done according to the 
requirement of the users. 
Therefore the mouse has to be led to the horizontal double line of the splitter and the left mouse button 
has to be pressed. 
 

 
 

 
With the exception of the described specialities the configurations as well as the possible operation 
options correspond to the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1.) 
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5.4.4. Correlation 
In a correlation graphic the values of the first channel (drawn on the x-axis) are assigned to the values 
of up to four additional channels of the same period in a diagram. 
 

Within the graphic configuration dialogue you can find the corresponding hint: 
 

 
 

Therefore, that the values of channels of which the original values have different mean periods or 
mean moments can be compared with each other, all channels are shown as 10-minute-values while 
set original values for the mean but also sum period.  
 

In the correlation the reading cursor is firmly set on the reading modus of the scales. These �alignment 
values� are shown permanently also then if the cursor is not on a value point. 
 

Via the menu �Line of best fit ON� but also �Line of best fit OFF� the lines of best fit can be shown or 
hidden. After the drawing of the graphic they are at first hidden.  
 

S_Korr 
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Within the lower part of the screen the parameters are shown by calculating the line of the best fit via 
the method of the root-mean-square deviation as well as the correlation coefficient. 
 

The list can be altered analogically to the channel table, e.g. another font can be chosen. 
If you click the mouse on the separation bar (the so called splitter) between the table and the graphic 
the shape of the cursor changes:   
Now you can change the ratio between the list and the graphic but also you can completely hide the list 
in the window. 
The selections for the list are adopted up to the next change for all afterwards opened correlation 
graphics. 
 

On exception of the described specialities the configurations as well as the possible operation options 
correspond to those of the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1.).  
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5.4.5. Wind rose 
In a wind rose the values of the first channel of the selection which is no wind direction channel are 
assigned to the wind direction sectors of the first wind direction channel of the channel selection. 
The wind direction channel needs not to be at the first position. 
 

Only the channels that are used for the wind rose appear in the list of the used channels. 
Independently of its position in the channel selection the used wind direction channel is always placed 
in the first row. 
 

If there is no wind direction channel in the channel selection the list of the used channels is empty and 
then corresponding error messages occur.  
 

Then the channel selection has to be completed accordingly.  
 

If there is only one wind direction channel in the channel selection the frequency of this wind direction is 
reported.  
 

 
 
It can be chosen for the wind rose, if instead of the twelve 30°-sectors the wind rose is drawn for eight 
45° sectors. 
 
This setting has already to be made in the graphic configuration and can not be changed via the 
graphic menu �Options�. 
 
Via the graphic menu �Options� as well as in the configuration it can be chosen if for the 360 individual 
1° sectors additional radiuses have to be shown.  
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S_WRose 

The actual graphic is in the upper part of the window. 
 

For wind roses there are no reading cursor and �alignment lines�. Therefore the corresponding settings 
via the graphic menu �Options� are deactivated.  
 

To the individual radiuses which represent the twelve but also eight sectors of the main wind directions 
the corresponding values for the mean or sum value, minimum and maximum (if configured for the 
report) as well as the number of the in this sector assigned values of the non wind direction channel 
are added. 
If �Show 1° radiuses� is activated in the configuration or options dialogue the mean value is drawn as 
ray for each degree, for which in the reporting period valid wind direction values are available. 
 

The values for the calme are shown in the �Calme� field in the lower part of the right side. 
 

In the lower part of the screen the results of the report are shown in one list. 
 

If in the channel selection the wind direction is the only channel, no column for the mean values is 
shown. 
 

If the non-wind-direction channel is a wind speed in an additional column the wind distance in 
kilometres is shown. 
 

The list can be changed analogically to the channel table, so e.g. another font can be chosen.  
If you click by the mouse on the separation bar (the so called splitter) between graphic and list the 
shape of the cursor changes as shown in the picture. 
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Now you can change the ratio between the graphic and the list but also wholly hide the list within the 
window. 
The settings of the list are adopted for all afterwards opened wind roses, up to the next change. 
 
Via the menu �List.File (TXT/CSV)� the list can be saved as text or as CSV file. 
The type of the list is chosen in the corresponding dialogue by the selection of �*.TXT� or �*.CSV. 
The file extension is independently chosen of the type of the list however the files with other ones as 
the standard extension are eventually not automatically identified by text editors or by EXCEL. 
 
 

Within text files the formation is done by spaces.  
 

Within CSV files the fields are separated by the country specifically chosen list separator. 
For the better reading in EXCEL for the graphic parameters are inserted blank fields.  
 

Via the graphic menu �List.Standard view� the standard parameters (font Courier New 8 Standard, all 
rows visible) can be restored. 
 
For exception of the described specialities the configuration as well as the possible operation options 
correspond to those of the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1). 
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5.4.6. Diurnal variation 4-in-4 
In a diurnal variation 4-in-4 the in the reported period for the respective day segments averaged but 
also summed values of up to four channels within four diagrams are shown. 
 
For that values of channels of their original values have different mean periods or �times can be 
compared if set “Original values” for the mean/sum period the mean values but also sums for the day 
segments of all channels are calculated as 10-minutes-values. 
 

The x-axis extends at the most of 24 hours and has no date. 
The time scale can not be more compressed. Strains as well as the zooming are possible. 
 

For the better differentiation of the diurnal variation of a 4-in-4-graphic of short periods in the window 
title the hint �(Diurnal variation)� is shown. 
 

On exception of the described specialities the configuration as well as the possible operation options 
correspond to those of the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1). 
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5.4.7. Diurnal variation 4-in-1 
In a diurnal variation 4-in-1 graphic the in the report period for the respective day segments averaged 
but also summed values of up to four channels within one diagram are shown. 
 

For that values of channels of their original values have different mean periods or �times can be 
compared if set “Original values” for the mean/sum period the mean values but also sums for the day 
segments of all channels are calculated as 10-minutes-values. 
 

The x-axis extends at the most of 24 hours and has no date. 
The time scale can not be more compressed. Strains as well as the zooming are possible. 
 

For the better differentiation of the diurnal variation of a 4-in-1-graphic of short periods in the window 
title the hint �(Diurnal variation)� is shown. 
 

On exception of the described specialities the configuration as well as the possible operation options 
correspond to those of the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1). 
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5.4.8. Frequency curve 
In a frequency graphic the frequency curves of up to 12 channels in one diagram are shown. 
At the x-axis the shown range of the measured values is reported. 
The y-axis is automatically set  
- for the number of the values in the individual frequency classes or 
- for a percental share of the values of a class based on all values of the reported period (also outside 

of the shown range!). 
 

The selection is done in the graphic configuration dialogue. 
 

 
 

The frequency classes can be set by a click on the corresponding button in another configuration 
dialogue: 
 

 
VertKlassen/ 

Within this dialogue the term of the classes is explained. 
The class width or the number of the classes can be given. 
If such a small class width is given that the by scaling for the first channel calculated range has to be 
divided into more than 10.000 classes a warning while configuration appears. For autoranging the 
class width is automatically increased.  
 

If an offset is applied the first class starts before the value of the beginning of the scale and the last 
class ends after the scale end value. 
Also without offset the last class can end after the scale end value, namely if the scale range is no 
multiple of the class width. 
 

 

The number of the values for the first but also last class eventually also contains values which are 
smaller than the scale start value but also larger than the scale end value!  

 

As only one scale for the x-axis can be shown its scaling refers analogously to the 12-in-1 graphics to 
the first channel of the channel selection and can be changed by its settings. 
The automatic calculation of the scale start and end value is only done on the base of the values of the 
first channel. 
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To show other channels optimally, either 
- the scale range for the first channel can be adjusted firmly in the configuration of the among all 

channels expected range or 
- after drawing the graphic via the menu �Options� can be adjusted temporarily.  
 

Please note that the measure of the additional channels can differ from the shown measure at the 
scale. You can see the measure in the fields of the station and channel names above the reading 
values. 
 

S_Vert 
 
As the reading cursor only shows the values of up to four channels the channels to read can be set via 
the graphic menu �Options�. 
 

 
GrafOptVert 
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After the opening of the graphic the first four channels are set for reading. 
If another channel shall be read, firstly a channel of the column �reading� has to be deactivated.  
Afterwards another channel can be activated. 
If there are already four channels chosen the corresponding field of another channel can not be 
activated and by a click on it the hint appears that firstly a channel for reading has to be deselected. 
 

For that no new report is needed (in the opened graphic) for the classification the selection, if invalid 
values are used, can only be done in the graphic configuration and not via the graphic menu �Options�.  
 

The graphic can be split vertically. In the lower part there is a table in which the allocation of the colours 
to the individual channels is shown (see chapter 5.4.3 below). 
 
Hint to frequency graphics of wind direction channels: 
 

For the showing of the frequencies of wind direction values an offset of the size of a half sector width 
should be set (that is 15° for twelve sectors but also 22.5° for eight sectors). 
 

Please note that then the number of the values for the north sector (Sector �36� but also �N�) is 
calculated by the sum of the number of the values of the first and those of the last class. 
Within the first class the values of 0° up to 15° but also 22.5° are contained, within the last class the 
values between 345° but also 337.5° and 360°. 
 
On the exception of the described specialities the configuration as well as the possible operation 
options correspond to the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1).  
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5.4.9. Percentile 
In a percentile graphic the curves of the percentiles allocated values of up to twelve channels are 
shown.  
 

The calculation of the percentiles is done as the following:  
All values of the period are arranged after their size. 
Then, beginning with the smallest, the values are counted as long as the number of the counted values 
corresponds to a certain percental quota of the whole number. 
The size of this value is a representative of this percent class, the so called percentile. 
 
Example: 
For 1000 values the 50% percentile is the amount of the 500th value of counting from the least to the largest sorted value (that 
is 499 values are smaller than the 50% percentile value). 
As 95% percentile the 950th value of the sorted value sequence is used. 
 
The percentile classes of 0 up to 100 are displayed by a class width of 1% on the x-axis. 
 

By the reading cursor (eventually after a zoom) each arbitrary percentile of the for reading chosen 
channels now can easily be calculated.  
 

S_Perz 
 

The curves show the frequency density (small frequency leads to a steep curve) and provide 
information of the number of �outliers�, which can not be calculated by a global maximal value within 
the 4-in-4 graphic. 
 

The scaling of the y-axis is done analogically to the 12-in-1 graphic by the for the first channel set or by 
auto ranging calculated value range for the first channel of the channel selection. 
 

To show additional channels optimally, either 
- the scale range for the first channel in the configuration can be firmly set to the for all channels 

expected value range or 
- after drawing of the graphic via the graphic menu �Options� can be adjusted temporarily.  
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Please note that the measure of the additional channels can differ from the reported measure at the 
scale. You can take the measure out of the fields of the station and channel names above the reading 
values. 
 
As the reading cursor only shows the values of up to four channels, the channels to read can be set via 
the graphic menu �Options�.  
 

 
GrafOptPerz 

 
After opening the graphic the first four channels are set for reading. 
If another channel has to be read, firstly a channel of the column �reading� has to be deactivated. Then 
another channel can be activated. 
If already four channels have been chosen the corresponding field of the other channels can not be 
activated and by a click on it the hint appears that firstly a channel for reading has to be deselected. 
 

For that you need not to do a new report for the classification (in the opened graphic) the selection, if 
invalid values are used, can only be done in the graphic configuration and not via the graphic menu 
�Options�.  
 

The graphic can be split vertically. In the lower part there is a table of which the allocation of the 
colours to the individual channels is shown (see chapter 5.4.3 below). 
 

On the exception of the described specialities the configuration as well as the possible operation 
options correspond to the 4-in-4-graphic (see chapter 5.4.1).  
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5.5. Automatic standard graphic export into a file (not in light version) 
The configuration of the automatic export is done after calling of the graphic administration via the 
menu �Graphics� in the main menu, via the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<G>. 
 

By the button �Autom. export� in the graphic administration the automatic export into a WMF-, EMF or 
GIF file can be set for a chosen standard graphic. FEditAutoGrafExp  

The export as GIF file can only be chosen if the option �HTML export� is available and the at the end of 
the chapter 12.2 on HTML- and GIF file export of a graphic named preconditions are complied. 
 

Similar to the automatic list export the standard graphic can be exported periodically, after the entry of 
new values or it can be outputted one-time.  
A periodical export is normally only useful, if the standard graphic with the newly recorded values is 
actualised (end time of the standard graphic is the current time or it is in the future). 
Therefore by the configuration of a graphic within fixed periods a warning occurs. 
 

 
 

On the contrary to the export of the graphic as WMF- or GIF-file via the menu in the graphic of its own 
here the size of the exported picture in pixel can be determined.  
If the file is used as the base for a display within the Explorer, the size should be correspond to the 
desired display size on the screen (e.g. 800 x 600), as reductions and enlargements affect the quality.  
If the file is chosen for printing, the size of the resolution of the printer should be adjusted. 
To avoid problems within displaying or further processing of the exported graphic files, the number of 
the pixel is limited to the width on 4000 and to the height on 3000 pixel and has to be 10 at least. 
 

Activating �W/H=const� the width to height ratio will be calculated. If width or height will be edited the 
other size will be automatically adapted. 
 

The graphic can be exported with or without a border (e.g. to insert and framing in WORD). 
 

The produced picture of the exported graphic is identical to the display on the screen � except on the 
reading cursor � if �Export modified graphic (as in object dep.)� is not activated. 
For a better reading by the Explorer the labelling is changed to the font without serifs �Verdana�. 
 

For the graphic types 4-in-4, 4-in-1, 12-in-1 and the diurnal variations modified graphics can be 
outputted. Within these the information on the channels at the upper but also right border is cut if 
“Channel information” is not activated. Furthermore for modified graphics the size of the font as 
well as the display of the axis marking and the information about the reported period can be set. 
Correlation graphics will be always exported with lines of best fit. 
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Please note that the set export format forces a corresponding file extension. If e.g. for the export as 
WMF-file the file name does not end on �.WMF�, this extension is automatically added. 
 

The configured automatic export has to be started by the selection “activate”. 
 

All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list which you can open via the menu �View.Active 
automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last execution. 
 

To check the correct path, the content and the format of the desired graphic without waiting, by a click 
on the button �Export as a test file� the export can be started immediately. 
The automatic export is started in an own program thread for not unnecessarily hinder other processes 
within MEVIS. 
 

Within systems, which always have a high CPU processing, should be done as less as possible 
graphic exports in as large as possible periods. 
 

If the option �HTML export� for MEVIS is admitted, the �HTML-Export� can be activated. 
Analogously to the HTML export of a channel table page (see chapter 3.3.2) a mask file (*.HTT file) 
and a HTML destination file is to be chosen but also to be named. 
By the option �HTML export� an example mask file �EXPHTMLG.HTT� is delivered which can be 
modified by the user or it can be used as a template for own masks. 
 

The content of the mask file is described in chapter 12.3. 
Instead of the wild card %MEVISTABLE(1)% for the place on which the table is inserted the wild card 
%MEVISGRAPHIC(1)%is to be used on the place for the graphic. 
 

Please note that within a HTML page in this manner only one graphic or one list can be anchored. 
Otherwise only the lastly renewed item is to be seen. 
 

A precondition for the output of a HTML page or a graphic file in the GIF format is that in the path, in 
which MEVIS is started, beside the library file UMADGRAF.DLL are the files 
          2GIF.BIN,  
 EXPHTML32.DLL,  
 EXPHTML32.INI,  
 FCRTL.DLL,  
 FGIF.DLL,  
 FWMF.DLL,  
 GDIPLUS.DLL und  
 MEMHANDLER.DLL.      
 
 

Hint: 
 

To show several graphics within one HTML page 
- please export the desired graphics automatically of the necessary size as GIF files into a qualified 

path and 
- link the GIF graphics into the HTML page. 
 

Example:  ... 
   <p>   
            <img src="so2newtown.gif"> 
   <p><p> 
   <img src="so2greenhill.gif"> 
    ... 
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5.6. Graphic channel selection 
Channel selections for graphics can be set or changed out of the dialogue of the graphic configuration 
as described in chapter 5.1. 
 

Therefore for the channel selection �New� or the desired channel selection is to be chosen. 
By a double click on the channel selection or by a click on the button �Edit channel selection� a 
dialogue opens, in which you can change, rename and delete the selection or in which the selection 
can be stored as a new one. 
 

 
FEditGrafChannels 

The order of the channels can be changed by a click on the field with the number and by dragging the 
row to the desired position. 
 

For the configuration of a new or the change of an already set channel you have to click on the 
corresponding button. For the change of a channel also a double click on the corresponding row is 
possible. 
 

A dialogue opens for the channel selection and the parametrition.  
 

 
FSelGrafChannelList 

By the upper tree structure the station and the channel can be chosen. 
Already chosen channels as well as stations of at least one chosen channel are marked by a blue 
hook. 
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By dragging at the upper or the lower dialogue border the size of the window of the channel structure 
can be changed. 
 
Moreover the scaling for the selected channel can be set. 
In the lower part can be set which curves shall be drawn for the channel within the diagram. 
 

For the display of the channel in 4-in-4-graphics and in 4-in4 diurnal variations three of four possibly 
additional information types can be chosen and the percentage can be inserted by the usage of 
percentiles.  
If additional information of different graphics are needed (e.g. once 50% percentile and once 98% 
percentile) for the graphics own channel selections have to be configured or the settings within the 
graphic configuration have to be changed temporarily.  
For channels which are based on vectorial wind components or diffusion category components 
no additional information can be set. 
 

By the confirmation in this dialogue as well as in the dialogue �Channel selection for graphic� the 
channel selection is on disposal for the usage. 
 

The length of the list is not terminated. 
 

 

Please note that out of the channel selection only for the selected graphic possible number of 
channels can be used.  
  

 

However there are used maximally 
 

- the first four channels in 4-in-x graphics and diurnal variations, 
 

- the first five channels in correlations, 
 

- the first twelve channels in 12-in-1 graphics, frequency and percentile graphics as well as 
 

- the first wind direction channel and the first channel that is no wind direction channel for wind roses. 
 

The fifth channel e.g. can not be shown within a 4-in-4 graphic. 
 

You can, however, change the order of the channels by shifting the rows in that way that the desired 
channel belongs to the reported. 
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5.7. Favourites (not in light version) 
In large MEVIS systems with a lot of standard graphics it can be more efficient if the most important 
graphics will be declared as favourites. They can be find and opened faster.  
 

You can choose a standard graphic as favourite in the graphic administration. 
 

 

 

After the selection in the table �Standard graphics� you can open by a click on the icon  �Add 
favourite� a dialogue in which the standard graphic can be assigned to a favourite page. In this 
dialogue you can also rename or delete existing favourite pages. FAddFavGraf  

  

 
 

After adding the standard graphic is available on the chosen favourite page. 
If the page already contains this standard graphic a warning will occur and the graphic will not be 
added. 
 

With a click on the icon  �Favourites� in the graphic administration the graphic favourite window will 
be opened. You can resize the window with the mouse. FFavGraf  

 

 
 

The favourite can be chosen, and with a double-click or with a click on the button „Show“ it can be 
opened.   
In the window you can also delete or sort favourites like in channel tables (click in the first column of 
the chosen favourite and drag it with pressed mouse button to the new position). 
Changes of the sequence you have to accept with a click on the button �Store favourite sequence�.  
 
Via the MEVIS main menu „Favourites “ or �Help.Shortcuts.Favourites�, via the Toolbutton  or the 
shortcut <Ctrl>+<F> you can open a favourite window which contains the favourites of standard lists, 
standard graphics and object depictions (see chapter 10). 
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6. Object depictions 

By object depictions the current values and statuses of a MEVIS system can be shown within texts and 
different diagrams. 
The object depictions can contain pictures (e.g. site maps) out of bitmap or Windows Meta Files. 
Via the button elements in depictions channel table pages, standard lists, standard graphics and other 
object depictions can be opened or command lines can be executed. 
 

In the light version the system setter can configure an object depiction as special option.  
It can be shown by the user, but the user cannot modify it.  
 
6.1.   Object depiction configuration (not in light version) 
The dialogue of the object depiction configuration can be reached via the menu �OD� (object depiction) 
in the main menu, via the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<O>. 
Then the object depiction administration opens. 
 

 
 

After the selection of �New object depiction� or of an available object depiction and by a click on �Edit� 
the object depiction opens in the edit modus. 
Within this the menu �Configuration� is available. 
OSBConf  

 

 
 

In the second paragraph of the configuration menu new elements can be chosen. 
Afterwards the menu closes and a for each element specific cursor enables the positioning of the 
element within the object depiction. 
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After a click on the left mouse button the element is placed symbolically.  
Via a double click on the element or by the <Enter>-key (if the element is marked by a wide grey 
border) the configuration dialogue is opened. 
 
 

6.1.1. Configuration and function of the elements 

6.1.1.1. Text element 

 
 

FTextKonf 

The shown text can consist of several parts, which are separated by an automatically inserted space. 
 

Within the first part generally an always identical static text is outputted.  
If however the descriptor {Date} for the current date or {Time} for the current time is used as 
static text, at this place permanently the actualised computer date or the computer time is inserted. 
 

For the second part � if not only a static text shall appear � the shown current value is to be configured. 
Therefore the station, the channel and the time base are to be chosen. 
Afterwards the shown item can be determined and possible additions can be activated. 
 

For the selection of �Time of latest values� two additional buttons for setting the �Warning time� and the 
�Alarm time� appear. By a click on it a dialogue opens in which a period in hours can be set. For a 
period of �0� no warning or alarm will be generated. Different periods of �0� are shown in the button 
text. 
 

 
 

If longer as for this period for the channel and the chosen time base no new value has been received, 
the text field is shown as for warning or alarm set.   
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By the selection of �Special event� it is possible to visualise the state of a special event in an object 
depiction. 
 

 
 

Only if for the MEVIS system at least one special event has been configured (see chapter 7.1), within 
the upper panel of the �Second part� one of it can be chosen. 
The names and the order of the events correspond to the special event administration. 
 

Via the button �Event text� a dialogue is opened in which the displayed text can be modified. Please 
note that the string for the static text is always outputted. 
 

 
 

If �the event name �� has been chosen, this appears, as in the special event administration in any 
case � independently if the event has been activated or not. 
If the option �the event name, the time of occurrence and its confirmation� has been chosen 
additionally to the event name in case of event in a second row the times for the activation and 
eventually the last termination of the event are shown (analogously to the display while clicking and 
holding the left mouse button on the event of the special event administration). 
 

In the lower part of the dialogue for the both event states you can edit strings, which can be added to 
the text. 
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If the static text is empty and in the dialogue �no text� is activated only the individual strings are in the 
text element. In this case it is e.g. possible to set, that only in case of alarm a text output is done. 
 

Please note, that there is enough space for writing the special event text. 
If the automatic size adaptation is activated in the configuration dialogue of the text element the writing 
eventually is done within one line, which exceeds the border of the object depiction and can not be read 
wholly. 
If the automatic size adaptation is deactivated a text element of constant size can be determined. The 
whole text is wrapped at spaces into several lines and is � on the condition of an acceptable size of the 
text field according to the font - wholly readable. 
 

To the third part of the text element, dependently on the chosen size, additional information can be 
chosen. 
As �Threshold warning� but also �Threshold alarm� for the displayed value �Mean/sum value� the to the 
current value nearest warning but also alarm threshold of the set time base upper threshold, within an 
identical distance to both thresholds occurs.  
For the displayed values �Worst alarm/warning, maximum� and �Maximum� the upper threshold of the 
set time base and for �Worst alarm/warning, minimum� and �Minimum� the corresponding lower 
threshold is reported. 
 

Within the right side of the dialogue colours for different statuses for the font and the background can 
be chosen and the font can be determined. 
 

Moreover the alignment of the text as well as its border can be set. 
 

If �Show unconfirmed value blinking� has been activated the text element blinks, if for the chosen 
channel and the set time base an unconfirmed warning or alarm value is reported. 
If there is shown the for the element chosen channel and the set time base an unconfirmed warning or 
alarm value (�worst case�), (the blinking need not to be set), by a right mouse click on the text element 
a message box opens � but not while configuring.  
 

 
 

Within this box the names of the station and the channel as well as the highest and/or the lowest worst 
case value are listed. 
Analogously to the confirmation within the channel table the confirmation can be done by �Yes�. 
 

The confirmation affects on all other object depiction elements, which refer to the concerning channel 
and the same time base and it ends the possible blinking. 
Also within the channel table the concerning worst case values in the columns �A/W Max� but also 
�A/W Min� are deleted. 
 
The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the text element� enables to produce the same reactions by 
a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. 
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For additional information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5 about the button element. 
 

6.1.1.2. Text element on graphic 

 
  FStaticTextKonf  

The �Text element on graphic� can be positioned on graphics and buttons � contrary to the �Text 
element�.  
Therefore you have to use the configuration menu �Bring element to the top�, e.g. if the graphic or 
button to cover was configured after this element. 
 
 

With the exception of the options for vertical alignment and the border the configuration is similar to the 
handling of the text element (see chapter 6.1.1.1). 
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6.1.1.3. Picture element 
Within an object depiction several pictures can be used, e.g. as a background.  
FBildKonf  
 

 
 

For a picture element bitmaps (*.BMP files), Windows Meta Files (*.WMF files) or Enhanced Meta Files 
(*.EMF) can be used. 
For its selection by a click on the button ��� a corresponding dialogue opens.  
 

The transparency can be set for bitmaps. The transparency for pictures of WMF- and EMF files is 
determined within them and can not be changed in the object depiction configuration. 
 

By changing the size of bitmap pictures e.g. thin lines can be �disappear�. 
By setting preferably bright or dark colours the lack in quality can be minimised.  
 

The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the picture element� enables to produce the same reactions 
by a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. For 
additional information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5. 
 

6.1.1.4. Bar element 
Bar diagrams serve the graphic display of a value within a range that is represented by the whole 
length of the bar.  

FBarKonf  
f  
 

 
 

In any case for the displayed value station, channel and time base have to be set. 
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For the normal, warning and alarm range the colours for the font and the bar can be chosen.  
For the values �Worst alarm/warning, maximum� and �Maximum� the warning or alarm display is only 
done, if its value the upper threshold of the set time base has exceeded. Correspondingly the current 
value for the �Worst alarm/warning, minimum� and �Minimum� has to be fallen below the lower 
threshold of the set time base to release a warning or alarm display.  
 

If the current record contains no extreme or the worst alarm or warning after the confirmation does no 
longer exist the bar remains empty.  
 

The background of the bar is transparent or can be set in a certain colour.  
 

Only if for the chosen channel warning and/or alarm thresholds for the set time base have been 
configured, these can be chosen for drawing into the bar. If a threshold for the drawing in has been 
activated a button with a vertical stroke appears.  
If you click on this a colour selection dialogue appears. 
 

Moreover the start and end value, its alignment and its �scaling� are to be set for the bar. 
Please note that for the logarithmic scaling the start value has to be larger than zero. 
 
 

If �Show unconfirmed value blinking� is activated the element blinks if for the chosen channel and the 
set time base for the displayed value an unconfirmed warning or alarm exists. 
 

If an unconfirmed warning or alarm value (�worst case�) is activated (the blinking need not been set), 
by a right mouse click on the text element a message box opens � but not while configuring! 
 

 
 

Within this box the names of the station and the channel as well as the highest and/or the lowest worst 
case value are listed. 
Analogously to the confirmation within the channel table the confirmation can be done by �Yes�. 
 

The confirmation affects on all other object depiction elements, which refer to the concerning channel 
and the same time base and it ends the possible blinking. 
Also within the channel table the concerning worst case values in the columns �A/W Max� but also 
�A/W Min� are deleted. 
 

Within the bar the value � if desired with measure � or the corresponding percent value related to the 
end value of the bar can be additionally shown numerically. 
Please note for the text output, that the bar is set large enough.  
The font size and type can be set via the button �Change font��. The current font is shown in the 
related field.    
 

Almost all other parameters are shown within three bars as preview � however always only in 
horizontal alignment.  
 

The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the bar element� enables to produce the same reactions by 
a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. For additional 
information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5. 
 

Hint: For the illustration of the bar range you can place a scale element (see chapter 6.1.1.10) at the 
bar and set the element. 
 

6.1.1.5. Button element 
Within the object depiction different buttons can be arranged that open by a click on it a channel table 
page, a standard list or a standard graphic but also change to another object depiction, to the window 
of the special event administration or to the event display. FButtonKonf  
Moreover a command line can be entered. Thus e.g. by pressing the button the starting of programs or 
the opening of files with registered extensions (e.g. *.PDF) are possible. 
 

These functions can also be configured for a double click on text, picture, bar, OE status and 
weather vane elements. 
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The text and the font can be configured. 
Font and button colour always corresponds to the within Windows chosen display scheme. 
 

Corresponding to the chosen function a list with the available pages, graphics, lists but also depictions 
or setting possibilities of the command line is shown. 
 

 
 

In the example the synchronisation of the time by a time server is disposed. 
 

Hint: If you choose another object depiction by a click on a button, the object depiction in which the 
button was chosen is closed. 
If it has not to be closed � analogously to the multiple selections of files within the Explorer � the 
<Ctrl>-key by a click on the button element has to be hold pressed. 
 

6.1.1.6. Bitmap button element 
Bitmap button elements have an arbitrary bitmap graphic on its surface.   
They can be used like buttons. One click �impresses� the button and starts the configured reaction.  
But bitmap button elements cannot be arranged on the top of graphic or button elements. FBildTasteKonf  

 

 
 

You can configure the reaction similar to the button element after a click on the button �Configure 
reaction� (see chapter 6.1.1.5). 
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6.1.1.7. Graphic element 
As template for an object depiction graphic an already configured 4-in-4-, 4-in-1- or 12-in-1 standard 
graphic can serve. 
 

If the template graphic later is changed or deleted this has no influence on the object depiction graphic. 
The graphic parameters are separately saved for the object depiction graphic at the time of the take 
over. FGrafKonf  
 

 
 

For the creation of a new object depiction graphic no scales for display are given, to use for the curves 
the possible area maximally. 
 

Please note that by the zooming of the object depiction graphic also the font changes. 
Please open if necessary within the configuration modus of the object depiction the configuration 
dialogue again and adapt the within changed font size by �OK�. 
 
Hint: 
If you double-click on the graphic within an object depiction that is not edited the graphic is opened 
completely (with scales, reading cursor and so far).     
So you can quicker come to more exact information about the curves.   
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6.1.1.8. Operation and error status element (for special systems only) 
By this element the states of operation and error statuses (OE statuses) can be shown by colour areas, 
pictures or �empty� (transparent area). 
The display of the state of a group of bits or the display of the statuses of maximal two concrete bits is 
possible. 
FBFStatKonf    
 

 
 

If �Any E- or O-status bit is set (E-bits are preferred)� is chosen three display forms are shown: 
Of highest priority is shown if any error status bit is set. 
If only an operation status bit is active the second display is shown. 
If no bit is set, the display for �normal� appears. 
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If the combination of the statuses of two concrete bits has to be activated the dialogue is adjusted 
correspondingly. 
 

�A & B� means that both bits are set. 
�A & /B� signalises that the bit A is set and the bit B not. 
�/A & B� shows that bit A is not set and bit B is set. 
�/A & /B� means that none of the both bits are set.     
 

 
 

If �Show unconfirmed value blinking� has been activated the OE status element is blinking, if for the 
chosen channel and the set time base one bit is worth for alarming (�Alarm� has to be activated within 
the configuration of the concerning component) and there exists an unconfirmed OE alarm. 
 

If an unconfirmed OE alarm (�worst case�) is activated (the blinking has not to be set) by a right mouse 
click on the OE status element a message box opens � but not while configuring! 
 

Within this box the names of the station and the channel as well as the names of all alarming 
unconfirmed OE bits are listed. 
Analogously to the confirmation within the channel table the confirmation can be done by �Yes�. 
 

The confirmation affects all other object depiction elements which are referring to the corresponding 
channel and the same time base and terminates their possible blinking. 
Also within the channel table the affected worst case bits within the columns �A/W OE� are deleted. 
 

The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the OE status element� enables to produce the same 
reactions by a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. For 
additional information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5. 
 

By pointing at an OE status element and holding the left mouse button the set and used OE status bits 
are shown (similar to the AWOE column of the channel tables). 
 

6.1.1.9. Weather vane element 
This element serves the visualisation of the wind direction values. FZeigerKonf  

 

If values of channels are used, which do not base on a wind direction component, while configuring a 
warning occurs and they are transferred before displaying into the range from 0° up to 360° by 
eventually repeated addition and subtraction with the value 360.0. 
 
All colour, scale, orientation and background sets are shown in the example for 15°. 
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If �Show unconfirmed value blinking� is activated the weather vane element is blinking if for the chosen 
channel and the set time base for the displayed value an unconfirmed warning or alarm exists. 
 

If an unconfirmed warning or alarm value (�worst case�) is activated (the blinking has not to be set) by a 
right mouse click on the text element a message box opens � but not while configuring! 
 

Within this box the names of the station and the channel as well as the highest and/or the lowest worst 
case value are listed. 
Analogously to the confirmation within the channel table the confirmation can be done by �Yes�. 
 

The confirmation affects on all other object depiction elements, which refer to the concerning channel 
and the same time base and it ends the possible blinking. 
Also within the channel table the concerning worst case values in the columns �A/W Max� but also 
�A/W Min� are deleted. 
 

The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the weather vane el.� enables to produce the same 
reactions by a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. For 
additional information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5. 
 

Only for present values the variation of wind direction in a period can be shown as a sector of the 
circular line. 
 

6.1.1.10. Scale element 
By scales within object depictions e.g. bar diagrams or graphics can be completed. 
 

The scaling is absolutely independent of other elements and has to be set for each scale. FScalaKonf  
 
 

 
 

All the colour, scale, font, alignment and background sets are shown within an example scale. Due to 
the available space in the dialogue for the example scale the border size can not been displayed by the 
original value. 
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The set of the �Reaction double-clicking on the scale element� enables to produce the same reactions 
by a double click on the element as it can be configured for the click on a button element. For 
additional information please read the chapter 6.1.1.5. 
 
6.1.2. Settings for the object depiction configuration 
Via the menu �Settings� the display of the raster as well as the automatic positioning of the elements 
can be set. 
CfgFrm  
 

 
 

Hint: For the fine positioning of the elements it is sometimes useful (e.g. for adjusting of scales) to 
switch off the alignment (�catching�) of the elements at the grid. This is also possible by pressing 
and holding the <Ctrl> key while positioning. 
 

Please note that for the editing of chosen elements always align at the grid, if the �Catch� options are 
activated and so originally chosen positions change.  
 

It is recommended only to activate the �Catching� if a large number of elements shall be aligned 
similarly. 
 
6.1.3. Actualise display 
By this menu the new creation of the edited object depiction can be caused.  
Thus the pictures and the overlaps can be actualised. 
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6.1.4. Handle elements 
One element can be activated by clicking on it. 
The activated element is marked by a wide grey border.  
 

If an element has been activated the menus in the third part of the configuration menu can be 
operated. 
 

 

6.1.4.1. Deactivate an element  
The selection of this menu or the pressing on the <ESC> key annuls the previous activation of the 
element. The grey border disappears. 
 

6.1.4.2. Copy element 
By the selection of this menu or by the key combinations <Ctrl><Ins> or <Ctrl><c> the activated 
element is selected for copying.  
The mouse cursor gets a �+� mark. 
 

After moving the mouse to the selected position, by a mouse click, by the key combinations 
<Shift><Ins> or <Ctrl><v> the element copy can be generated. 
 

6.1.4.3. Delete element 
By this menu or by the key <Del> the activated element can be deleted after a confirmation. 
 

6.1.4.4. Bring element to the top  
By this menu or by the key <Pg up> the element can be brought to the top of all elements of its class. 
 

Elements of the window class (Object depiction graphic and button) are always put above the 
elements of the Control class (texts, pictures, bars, operation and error statuses, weather 
vanes and scales)! 
 

Thus it is e.g. not possible to position a text on an object depiction graphic. 
 

The shifting of a Control element into an area of a window element lets it disappear below a window 
element. Then it can be only tracked with hard efforts.  
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6.1.4.5. Bring element to the bottom  
By this menu or via the key <Pg down> the element can be brought to the bottom of all elements of its 
class. 
 

Elements of the window class (Object depiction graphic and button) are always put above the 
elements of the Control class (texts, pictures, bars, operation and error statuses, weather 
vanes and scales)! 
 

Thus it is e.g. not possible to position an object depiction graphic below a text. 
 

6.1.4.6. Picture element in original size now 
By this menu an activated picture element can be brought to its original size in pixel saved in the BMP, 
WMF or EMF file. 
 

6.1.4.7. Maximise picture element now  
By this menu an activated picture element can be zoomed on the entire area of the edited object 
depiction. 
 

6.1.4.8. Properties  
By this menu or by the <Enter>-key the configuration dialogue (see chapter 6.1.1) for the activated 
element is opened. 
 

6.1.4.9. Activating and moving of the elements by keys 
For the editing of an object depiction besides the mouse, the configuration menus and the assigned 
buttons to those the following keys can be used for activating and moving: 
 

Key Function 
TAB To activate the next element. 

A beep signalises that the last element is already reached.  
Shift + TAB To activate the previous element.  

A beep signalises that the first element is already reached. 
Ctrl To switch off the raster alignment as long as the <Ctrl>-key is pressed. 
Shift While dragging an element at the corner the height/width ratio is maintained. 
ESC While copying but also inserting of an element the process is cancelled. 

Cursor key Shifts the active element or its border correspondingly to the cursor by one pixel.  
Shift + Cursor key Shifts the active element or its border correspondingly to the cursor by ten pixels.  
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6.1.5. Handle more than one elements together 
You have to assort all elements in a group if you want to shift or resize them together. 
  

A single element will be added to the group or deleted with a left mouse click with pressed <Ctrl> key.  
 

To add or to delete several elements to/from the group you have to draw a selecting rectangle which 
contains entirely all desired elements. The selecting rectangle will be drawn by dragging the mouse 
with pressed left button and pressed <Ctrl> and <Shift> keys.  
After that the included elements can be added via the menu �Add element(s) to group� (see chapter 
6.1.5.2) or they can be removed via the menu �Remove element(s) from group� (see chapter 6.1.5.3). 
 

The grouped elements will be marked by a thin grey frame. 
 

To shift or resize the grouped elements you have to activate any (also an non-grouped) element  (see 
chapter 6.1.4). 
This element is marked by a wide frame.  
All changes of position or size will be done with the activated element. 
The grouped elements will be changed in the same way. 
 

If the catching on grid lines (see chapter 6.1.2) is chosen only the activated element will be catch. The 
other elements of the group will be changed by the changed number of pixels caused by the catching.   
 

6.1.5.1. Annul element group 
When elements are grouped (with <Ctrl> + left mouse button), you can annul the group by this menu 
ore by the keys <Shift><ESC>. 
 

6.1.5.2. Add element(s) to group 
If there is a selection rectangle (drawn by dragging the mouse with pressed left button and pressed 
keys <Ctrl><Shift>) all entirely enclosed and not yet grouped elements can be added to the group.  
 

6.1.5.3. Remove element(s) from group 
If there is a selection rectangle (drawn by dragging the mouse with pressed left button and pressed 
keys <Ctrl><Shift>) all entirely enclosed and grouped elements can be removed from the group. 
 
6.1.6.   Saving of configured object depictions 
Via the configuration menus �Save� or �Save as� the changes at the object depiction can be saved or 
they can be saved as a new object depiction. 
 

It is urgently recommended to do the saving within short periods after changes. 
 

If an object depiction is closed within the edit modus and the changes are not be saved so far the 
saving is been offered automatically.  
 

By �Cancel� you can prevent any saving in the corresponding dialogue. 
Otherwise it is asked if the changes for the previous object depiction shall be transferred or the object 
depiction shall be saved as a new object depiction. 
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6.2.   Show object depictions 
The dialogue for the object depiction administration can be reached via the menu �OD� within the main 
menu, via the symbol  or pressing the shortcut <Ctrl>+<O>. 
 

I the light version the object depiction will be directly shown if it is configured as special option by the 
system setter.  
 
  FOrgOSB  

 

 
 

Analogously to lists and graphics within this dialogue object depictions can be chosen for displaying, 
configuration (see chapter 6.1) or for deleting. 
If there is any object depiction edited no depictions can be deleted or edited additionally.  
 

Moreover it is possible to determine after clicking on the button �Standard� if and in which way the 
selected object depiction is always opened while starting MEVIS � also if it was not opened or it was 
opened  in another shape (e.g. minimised) while finishing MEVIS.  OSBStandard  

 

 
 
If out of the overview there is chosen an opened object depiction it can be brought into the foreground 
by the then operable button �Go to� and by �Close� it can be closed. 
�Close all� closes all the opened object depictions. 
 

If many object depictions but also opened object depictions are listed and for choosing the 
corresponding list box has to be scrolled by a click on the right mouse button within the list box a 
window can be opened, in which all object depictions are appear and � if the screen height is sufficient 
� which are all without scrolling by a click on it are selectable. After the selection the window closes and 
the object depiction is chosen within the list box of the administration dialogue. For closing the 
selection window without the selection of an object depiction please click on the icon �Close� or press 
the keys <ALT>+<F4>. 
 

While opened selection window you can operate no other MEVIS window.  
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6.3.   Menu of the object depictions 

 

OSBShow  
 
6.3.1. Print 
By this menu portrait mode or landscape mode can be set and it can be decided if only the content of 
the window � eventually with border � shall be printed. 
Via the sub menu �Print� it is possible to call the Windows printer installation dialogue. 
 
6.3.2. Title 
By this menu the title of the object depiction window can be changed, e.g. to add the date and the time 
for a printout.   
 

Attention! The name of the object depiction is not changed by this! 
 

For the change of the name of the object depiction you have to save it within the edit modus with 
another name. 
 
6.3.3. BMP 
By this menu you can save the current content of the object depiction in a BMP graphic file with an 
editable name. 
 
6.3.4. GIF 
If the option "HTML export" and with it the output of GIF graphic files are available, this menu allows 
you to save the current content of the object depiction as GIF file with an editable name. 
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6.3.5. Save position 
If outside the object depiction edition the position (inclusive height and width) of the object depiction 
shall be saved, please use this menu. 
 

Otherwise within their position changed object depictions via a new call are always called in the 
position of the last saving. 
 
6.3.6. Restore position 
If the object depiction for other operations was �shifted� the configured position via this menu can be 
restored.  
 
6.3.7. Administration 
Via this menu the object depiction administration can be opened comfortably but also be brought into 
the foreground. 
 
6.3.8. MEVIS 
This menu brings the main window of MEVIS together with the currently chosen channel table page 
into the foreground. 
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6.4. Automatic export into a file 
The configuration of the automatic export of object depictions is done after calling of the object 
depiction administration via the menu �OD� in the main menu, via the symbol  or using the 
shortcut <Ctrl>+<O>. FEditAutoOSBExp  

 

By the button �Autom. export� in the OD administration the automatic export into a BMP or GIF file can 
be set for a chosen object depiction. 
The export as GIF file can only be chosen if the option �HTML export� is available and the at the end of 
the chapter 12.2 on HTML- and GIF file export named preconditions are complied. 
 

An object depiction can be exported periodically or it can be outputted one-time. An output after the 
entry of new values is not available because of the possible multitude of monitored channels für text-, 
bar-, OE status-, graphic or weather vane elements. 
 

 
 

On the contrary to the export of the object depiction as BMP- or GIF-file via the menu in the OD of its 
own here the size of the exported picture in pixel can be determined.  
However this can affect the quality of the OD picture, because e.g. the Fonts cannot be scaled 
continuously. 
It is strictly recommended to configure the object depictions that should be exported in the 
export size and to export in the configured size. 
 

If the file is used as the base for a display within the Explorer, the size should be correspond to the 
desired display size on the screen (e.g. 800 x 600), as reductions and enlargements affect the quality.  
 

To avoid problems within displaying or further processing of the exported graphic files, the number of 
the pixel is limited to the width on 4000 and to the height on 3000 pixel and has to be 10 at least. 
 

Activating �W/H=const� the width to height ratio will be calculated. If width or height will be edited the 
other size will be automatically adapted. 
 

Please note that the set export format forces a corresponding file extension. If e.g. for the export as 
BMP-file the file name does not end on �.BMP�, this extension is automatically added. 
 

The configured automatic export has to be started by the selection “activate”. 
 

All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list which you can open via the menu �View.Active 
automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last execution. 
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To check the correct path, the content and the format of the desired object depiction without waiting, by 
a click on the button �Export as a test file� the export can be started immediately. 
 

Within systems, which always have a high CPU processing, should be done as less as possible object 
depiction exports in as large as possible periods. 
Particularly you should pass on object depiction graphics for long periods for the export. 
 
If the option �HTML export� for MEVIS is admitted, the �HTML-Export� can be activated. 
Analogously to the HTML export of a standard graphic (see chapter 5.5) a mask file (*.HTT file) and a 
HTML destination file is to be chosen but also to be named. 
By the option �HTML export� an example mask file �EXPHTMLG.HTT� is delivered which can be 
modified by the user or it can be used as a template for own masks. 
 

The content of the mask file is described in chapter 12.3. 
Instead of the wild card %MEVISTABLE(1)% for the place on which the table is inserted the wild card 
%MEVISGRAPHIC(1)%is to be used on the place for the OD graphic. 
 

Please note that within a HTML page in this manner only one graphic or one list can be anchored. 
Otherwise only the lastly renewed item is to be seen. 
 

A precondition for the output of a HTML page or a graphic file in the GIF format is that in the path, in 
which MEVIS is started, beside the library file UMADGRAF.DLL are the files 
          2GIF.BIN,  
 EXPHTML32.DLL,  
 EXPHTML32.INI, 
 FBMP.DLL,  
 FCRTL.DLL,  
 FGIF.DLL,  
 FWMF.DLL,  
 GDIPLUS.DLL und  
 MEMHANDLER.DLL.      
 
 

Hint: 
 

To show several graphics within one HTML page 
- please export the desired graphics automatically of the necessary size as GIF files into a qualified 

path and 
- link the GIF graphics into the HTML page. 
 

Example:  ... 
   <p>   
            <img src="OD Newtown.gif"> 
   <p><p> 
   <img src="OD Greenhill.gif"> 
    ... 
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6.5. Favourites (not in light version) 
In large MEVIS systems with a lot of object depictions it can be more efficient if the most important 
object depictions will be declared as favourites. They can be find and opened faster.  
 

You can choose a object depiction as favourite in the object depiction administration. 
 

 

 

After the selection in the table �object depictions� you can open by a click on the icon  �Add 
favourite� a dialogue in which the object depiction can be assigned to a favourite page. In this dialogue 
you can also rename or delete existing favourite pages. FAddFavOSB  

  

 
 

After adding the object depiction is available on the chosen favourite page. 
If the page already contains this object depiction a warning will occur and the object depiction will not 
be added. 
 

With a click on the icon  �Favourites� in the object depiction administration the object depiction 
favourite window will be opened. You can resize the window with the mouse. FFavOSB  

  

 
 

The favourite can be chosen, and with a double-click or with a click on the button „Show“ it can be 
opened.   
In the window you can also delete or sort favourites like in channel tables (click in the first column of 
the chosen favourite and drag it with pressed mouse button to the new position). 
Changes of the sequence you have to accept with a click on the button �Store favourite sequence�.  
 
Via the MEVIS main menu „Favourites “ or �Help.Shortcuts.Favourites�, via the Toolbutton  or the 
shortcut <Ctrl>+<F> you can open a favourite window which contains the favourites of standard lists, 
standard graphics and object depictions (see chapter 10). 
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7. Special events (with option “Special events” only)  

By MEVIS it is possible to determine appointed events (�Special events�) in dependence on different 
criteria, to monitor the values and statuses as well as the actuality of the visualised MEVIS system on 
this criteria, to display the occurrence and the termination of the events as well as to release MMZ 
reactions (only with the option �MMZ�!). 
 

The criteria are thereby independently of within the MEVIS system set thresholds or statuses worth 
alarming. 
 

Special events can be configured in dependence on the values and/or statuses as well as the actuality 
of the values of several different channels (also different stations). 
 

The special event �Frost danger� could e.g. then occur if the temperature channel of the station 1 or 
the temperature channel of the station 2 report temperatures below 3°C. 
The example event is ended if both temperature values reach at least 3°C.  
 

Special events should allow contemporary appointed reactions. 
�Obsolete� measure values or statuses are therefore only checked if they are older than a configured 
time, they are not checked on the occurrence of appointed measure values or statuses. 
�Obsolete� are in standard records which are while checking by MEVIS older than four hours.  
The �age-limit� can be set for each event. 
 

Special events are calculated by the logical AND or OR operator of sub events (�Terms�). The terms 
are processed in order without observance of the weight of the operators.  
 

A term always refers to a certain channel and a certain time base. 
For a term e.g. upper and lower thresholds, a maximal valid age of the current value as well as masks 
for operation and error statuses can be determined. 
If a threshold is violated by a valid value or at least one of the masked bits of the statuses is set or 
the value is older than a given period the intermediate result of the term is true. 
If for an event the condition is valid that for a channel e.g. a threshold is violated and a certain status 
bit has been set, the event is to be calculated out of two terms that are based on the same channel. 
 

The intermediate result of a term can be negated corresponding to the configuration. 
Afterwards the sub event is firm and is processed to the up to now calculated result. 
 
7.1. Configuration of special events 
For the configuration of special events please open the corresponding dialogue via the menu �Special 
events�,via the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<S>. 
 

 
FOrgEvents 

Within this you can setup a new special event and change or delete special events. 
For more information about the existing special events read the chapter 7.2.  
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If you choose �Edit� within the dialogue the following sets are possible: 
 

 
FEventEdit 

 

The event name should possibly be a meaningful text. It is used within the event window and in the log 
file as well as for MMZ reactions. For occurred events the name is moreover added by information of 
the initiating terms. 
To MMZ only the information to the first initiating term is reported. 
Before the report to MMZ the umlauts and special characters "µ" (to �u�) as well as the square and 
cubic exponent (to normal figures) are converted. 
For short messages the transferred text is eventually cut. 
Example for a text that is reported to MMZ (�SE� stands for �Special event�): 
SE 3 �Problem Newtown T� occurred 01/28/05 13:50: Newtown/T/*** values: Value older than 120�; 
 

If records of different terms are asynchronous, because different time bases are used or the measure 
devices provide results of different times the maximal acceptable time difference between the records 
of the terms can be set. In standard it amounts to two minutes. 
If the record of a term is older than the maximal time difference referring to the recent term its value 
and its statuses are not rated. 
 

If for a longer period within the MEVIS system values are received, the terms for ***- and short values 
from the set maximal acceptable age (if necessary within 1-minute sequence) are calculated and linked 
to track events occurred in the past (but to the current time already ended) . 
If a term of the event is based on moment values, the calculation is done by the latest available values 
� if they do not present a too large time difference. 
 

If �Re-evaluate event at program start� is activated, for complied criteria of the individual special event 
the warnings and MMZ reactions on occurring the event after every re-start of MEVIS are executed, 
also if the event was reported by MEVIS already earlier and the event still lasts. 
If the current available data do not match to the event criteria, the information and MMZ reactions for 
the termination of the event are reported. 
 

Thus it is ensured that within MMZ defined start states e.g. of the relay contacts are generated which 
correlate to the current state.  
Thereby repeats of short messages or new acoustic signalisations can occur. 
 

If �Re-evaluate event at every value� is activated, the information and MMZ reactions occur for each 
checked value (also even multiply for reporting of a sequence of records). 
The log files are very comprehensive and high costs can occur for the short message. 
 

Thus it is urgently recommended to set these options not for the regularly operation. 
 

Via a mouse click on the button �Term n� you can configure the individual term. 
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It opens a dialogue, of which on the left side the selected channel and the time base can be chosen. 
For checking this information is written left below.  FEventTermEdit  

On the right side the criteria can be set. 
If there is no value for the upper and lower threshold inserted (the corresponding window also is 
empty), the value is not checked, if it is larger or smaller. 
 

Independently of the in the previous dialogue set �maximal age of the evaluated values� the 
intermediate result becomes true, if the value of the term is older than the set time. 
If no value for these minutes is inserted, the age is not checked.  
 

The as criteria selected values but also error and operation statuses have to be activated. 
 

The result of the OR operation of all chosen criteria is an intermediate result. 
 

Therefore that temporary �outliers� do not lead to an special event, a minimum time can be given for 
which the OR operation of all the chosen criteria have to be true without interruption so that the 
intermediate result is �true�. 
 

As soon as within the checked period for one record the OR operation, e.g. because of an invalid or 
missing value is �false� also the intermediate result is �false�. 
In the by the dialogue reported case a term firstly would become true, if e.g. at least two consecutive 
valid 30-minutes-values exceed the threshold of 100 µg/m³. 
 

 

Please note that the checking of the criteria for a previous period while reporting of new values 
for the selected channel always require a data base report. Thus the system load of the host 
PC eventually increases tremendously. Please select this option only if it is absolute necessary 
and set the shortest possible period. 
 

 

The intermediate result can be negated for receiving the final result for the term. 
 

The negation is e.g. then necessary, if the term shall be true, if the value lies within a range, which is 
terminated by the upper and lower threshold or if the term shall be true, if certain statuses do not exist. 
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Example: 
An event shall occur, if south wind blows. In this case for the first term has to be set: 
 

 �The intermediate result is true, if the value 
          is valid and larger than 190°  
OR    valid and smaller than 170° 
�� 
 

as well as 
�For the final result of the term the intermediate result will be inverted�. 
 

A valid wind direction value of 179° is not larger than 190° and not smaller than 170°. Thus the 
intermediate result is false. 
The final result, however, is true because the intermediate result is inverted. 
 

The final result becomes also true indeed, if the wind direction value e.g. because of calme is invalid. 
Therefore within the example the value status �invalid� has to be chosen additionally. 
In the case of an invalid value thus the intermediate result becomes true, the final result of the term by 
the negation becomes false � and the event is not released by invalid wind direction values. 
 

Within the dialogue a channel and at least one criterion has to be set, otherwise it can only be quitted 
by �Cancel�. 
 

If for a term predefinitions were made within the event configuration dialogue besides the 
corresponding button the name of the station, the selected channel and the time base as well as the 
criteria are reported. 
 

If the last term is configured correctly after the selection of �OR� or �AND� within the lowest combination 
box a new term is created. 
Theoretically more than 32000 terms can be configured. 
Within the practical operation the number of the linked terms should be very small, because otherwise 
the computing time for the checking of the special events becomes very high. 
 

If you delete within the combination box before the last term the entry the last term is removed. 
 

If for all other created terms not at least one criterion was determined or a link before a term is empty 
the event configuration dialogue can not be quitted by �OK�. 
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7.2. Display of special events 
The status of the special events is shown in the special event administration. You can open it via the 
menu �Special events�, via the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<S>. 
 
If a special event occurs, this is 
- logged in the event window with its name and the initiated criterion. 

Example: 01/28/05  07:30:00.Event �Event 3� occurred!!! 
                                               Container / Temperature / *** values: value > 35°C; 

- entered within the MEVIS log file in the same way. 
- reported within the dialogue of the special event administration by the symbol . 

If you click by the left mouse button on the name of the marked event and the mouse button is held 
additional information to the event occur. 

 

 
 
 
If the event is terminated, 
- this is reported in the event window and written in the log file with its name, 
- the colour of the exclamation mark within the symbol changes to black, 
- by a click and holding the left mouse button in the additional information the time of the first 

occurrence and the last termination of the special event is reported.  
 

 
 
- after release of the mouse button the confirmation of the terminated event within a message box is 

offered. 
- after the confirmation the symbol before the name of the event is deleted. 
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8. Reports (with option “Reports” only) 

MEVIS enables � if the corresponding option is available � the automatic writing of reports with out of 
the MEVIS data base researched information. 
 
MEVIS disposes � widely retroactive compatible to the 16-Bit-MEVIS Program version � of an 
integrated report function in relation to the text processing program Microsoft WORD for WINDOWS. 
Presently the whole report range of functions of the versions Microsoft Word 2000 to Word 2003 is 
available. 
Older WORD versions are no longer supported. 
 

A precondition for reports is the availability of the library file RTFDLL32.DLL and the template file 
MEVISREP.DOT within the MEVIS application path. The template will be automatically copied as 
MEVIS.DOT to the template path of the used WORD version for the current user. 
 
 

 
Since WORD 2000 (version number 9) a security check o the macros of the template will be done. 
Therefore the template file has a signature. 

 

Please set via the WORD menu "Extras.Macro.Security" the security level at most to �Height�.  
 

If you open the very first mask or report file a security warning occurs �...MEVIS.DOT contains macros 
of UMAD GmbH...�. 
Press the button �Details...� and choose �Show certificate� and run �Install certificate...� with the 
standard settings.  
 

After that activate �Always trust in macros of this origin� and press �Activate macros�. 
Then you can use the macros without repeated security warning. 
 
By a report it is e.g. possible to automate the general report tasks of the carrier of a measured network. 
 
The report files are created out of a template, the report mask file. The creation of a mask file can be 
done with the system installation by the system administrator or additionally by the user himself.  
The comprehensive chances for the definition of own reports but also to the system and client specific 
modification of prefabricated reports are described within the following chapters 8.3. and 8.5. 
 

The report mask file has to be created in the RTF format (Rich Text Format, these files have on 
standard the extension RTF, e.g. MASK.RTF)  and is discarded in the same RTF format � by another 
name (e.g. REPORT.RFT) � after its completion together with the selected data. These files can be 
read, edited and printed by the text processing program WORD for WINDOWS. 
 

 
It is not sufficient to rename *.DOC files into *.RTF files. 

 

Reports either can be exported by an operation via the menu �Reports.Manual Report� (see chapter 
8.1) or automatically after a corresponding configuration via the menu �Reports.Automatic Reports� 
(see chapter 8.2).  
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8.1. Manual MEVIS report 
The selection of the reporting period, the mask file as well as the report file name is done in a dialogue, 
which opens after the choice of the menu �Reports.Manual MEVIS report.  
 
 

 
FMEVISRep  

 

Besides the report periods �1 day�, �1 week�, �1 month�, �1 quarter� and �1 year� with �Entered period� 
arbitrary report periods of whole days up to a total time of two years can be set. Thus e.g. reports on 
the vegetation period can be written without complications.  
  

 
 

Before a report can be outputted a report mask has to be created (see chapter 8.3). Without a report 
mask no report can be executed. A check, if useful report variables are written in the mask file, is not 
done. 
 

Is an already existing variable chosen, the overwriting has to be confirmed. 
 

The report is not written if the mask file or a file of the name of the written report is opened by WORD. 
It appears the hint that these files have to be closed. 
 
After the report creation the report can be opened automatically by the for RTF files set WORD 
application, the lists and graphics can be filled and formatted automatically, the result can be stored 
and � if not desired to stay opened � the file will be closed. 
 

If the Options �HTML export� and �HTML report� are available the finished report can be exported 
automatically to a HTML page. It will be created in the destination path of the report and has the 
extension �.HTM�. It is recommended to use WORD from version 2002 or higher. Older versions 
produce longer HTML files.  
 

The report mask file has no longer to contain the bookmark �Autofill�. If the bookmark is available it 
has no influence. 
 

If you activate �Leave open after document completion� the finished and stored report will not ne 
closed. The cursor is set to the beginning. 
 

Hint: The Report will be opened only if there is at least one list or graphic in it, if it will be exported to a 
HTML page or if it should be leaved open. 
 
Usually for the report the *** values of the MEVIS data base are used. 
 

Especially for air quality reports also the time base �1-hour-vales� can be used. 
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For this time base correspondingly to the EU rules out of the recorded *** values within an intermediate 
step 1-hour-mean values are formed, which are only valid, if there are for at least 45 minutes valid 
basic values. 
 

If these hourly values are valid they are used for the further calculation by the weight of a whole hour. 
 

The report results of the different time bases therefore can differ.  
Especially the availability can be drastically reduced, if e.g. a measure device analyses half hourly air of 
different height and the values are assigned to different components. In this case are never for 45 
minutes valid basic values on disposal. 
 

Mean but also sum values of a longer period as that of in the time base produced values � also day 
values! � are always newly calculated for the report. Thus it is of no importance, if there are in the 
MEVIS data base day values and after which technique (of *** values or of 1-hour-values) they are 
calculated. 
 

If the report output was started, the cursor can appear as hourglass icon. Then no further report can be 
chosen. 
Within the event display the start and the end of the report research together with the mask file name 
are noted.  
 

If the report file is finished a corresponding message appears. Then by WORD the report can be 
opened. If there are graphics and lists within the report their take over into the report has to be 
confirmed. 
Please note that the template file MEVIS.DOT has to be within the template path of WORD or in the list 
of the report file! 
 
8.2. Automatic report 
To generate reports automatically these have to be configured via the menu �Reports.Automatic 
Reports. FEditAutoRepExp  
 

Within the opening dialogue an existing automatic report can be selected for processing or it can be 
cancelled as well as a new automatic report can be generated.  
 

 
- 
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As well as for the manual report the report mask and the report file name, the report period and the 
time base is set. 
 

The report either can be set for the completed period or for the current period.  
 

If e.g. in August a month report is exported automatically for the completed period a report for July is 
generated. 
For the current period the month report for August is generated.  
This report is then only based on the already available values of the current month.  
A report for the current period can provide information about current limit violations, cumulated values 
(e.g. precipitation) and availabilities.  
Within the example daily after midnight a report with individually actualised data for the current month 
can be generated.  
 
Analogously to the automatically exported lists or graphics the report cycle is to be set.  
Due to the possible complexity of reports the cycle time should be set as long as possible  and the 
execution period should be put in a time, in which the report recherché is neither affecting operations or 
the data replacement.  
The report file name can be added by date and time information (as two digit number each) to mark the 
report (exporting) period or the termination time of the report period. If all additional information for the 
report exporting moment are selected, e.g. the report name �Day Report.RTF� is added to �Day 
Report_0508191137.RTF�, if it was generated at 05-08-19, 11:37.  
 
Within the report exporting the generated report will be opened automatically by the WORD application 
chosen for RTF files and the lists and graphics can be filled in automatically.  
The report mask file has no longer to contain the bookmark �Autofill�. If the bookmark is available it 
has no influence. 
 
If the Options �HTML export� and �HTML report� are available the finished report can be exported 
automatically to a HTML page. It will be created in the destination path of the report and has the 
extension �.HTM�. It is recommended to use WORD from version 2002 or higher. Older versions 
produce longer HTML files. 
 

Hint: The Report will be opened only if there is at least one list or graphic in it or if it will be exported to 
a HTML page. Otherwise the processing by WORD is not necessary. 
 
Please give the automatic report an as terse as possible process name. 
While executing the report the beginning and the end are protocolled in the log file with possible errors 
under this name in the event window. 
 
By clicking on the button �Export the report file to test it� you can release the exporting of the report 
independently of the set report cycle. 
 

 

Please do not forget to activate the automatic export before regularly usage.   
 

 
All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list which you can open via the menu �View.Active 
automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last execution. 
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8.3. Create the report mask 
The use of the report functions requires the existence of a special report mask file, that stored in the 
RTF-format and must have linked with the document template file "MEVIS.DOT".   
You create the report mask file with the help of WORD for WINDOWS version 2000 and hihger. 
 

For the production of the document template file first you have to generate an empty RTF-file with 
Word and call a report function in MEVIS, that uses this file as a mask file. By the processing of this 
report the required mask file MEVIS.DOT will be produced automatically and will be stored in the user 
specific template directory of WORD. Please do not use this empty mask RTF-file for the creation of 
reports or link the file before the further use with the document template file "MEVIS.DOT".   
 

After that generate your desired report mask file. Please open within WORD for WINDOWS a file in 
RTF format by the use of the document template of �MEVIS�.  
If you generate this file with "File.New", you can select the template file. If you want to link the template 
with the document later on, please use the menu �Tools.Templates and Add-Ins.Attach�. 
 

For the further editing of the mask document please mark within WORD in the menu 
�Tools.Options �� in the card �Display� the point �Hidden text� and the point �Field function(s)�. 
All data, which are imported out of the MEVIS data base are inserted via so called data fields within the 
current text of your report. Via the WORD menu �Insert.Field �� within the category �Merge printing�  
�MergeField� is to be chosen (within the former versions �Merge printing field�).  
Then you have to enter within a line of �MERGEFIELD� (but also Merge printing field�) after a space 
the field name, whereby it is not differenced between capital and small letters. 
 

If you copy such merge printing fields and afterwards edit them, please actualise them afterwards by 
pressing the �F9�-key, while the cursor is placed on this field or make use of the pop-up menu, which 
appears with click on the field. Otherwise all changes are without any effect! 
 

Please check, if WORD has inserted automatically spaces. Please remove them, because 
especially for value types W(�) the spaces prevent the correct interpretation of station but also 
channel names. 

 
As field name the following identifier can be applied:  
 

Agreed data field 
names 

Content Input example 

VANFTAG Basic day of the report time, is by offsets 
extensible, after VANFTAG is without space + or � 
as well as the offset day number to be entered (e.g. 
{MERGEFELD VANFTAG+1}, causes the report of 
the date of one day after the starting of the report)  

{MERGEFIELD VANFTAG}

VMONAT For the report period current month (e.g. �July�) {MERGEFIELD VMONAT} 
VMONATNr For the report period current month as figure (e.g. 

�7�) 
{MERGEFIELD 
VMONATNr} 

VMONATNrXX For the report period current month as two digit 
figure (e.g. �07�) 

{MERGEFIELD 
VMONATNrXX} 

VJAHR For the report period current year (e.g. �1993�) {MERGEFIELD VJAHR} 
VJAHRXX For the report period current two digit year (e.g. 

�93�) 
{MERGEFIELD VJAHRXX} 

VZEITR Report period correspondingly to the set basic date 
(e.g. �01.07.1992 to 30.06.1993�) 

{MERGEFIELD VZEITR} 

VERSTELTAG Day and time of the report in the format dd.mm.yy 
ss.mm 

{MERGEFIELD 
VERSTELTAG } 

EDITSTUNDE Number of hours by writing the report {MERGEFIELD 
EDITSTUNDE} 
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Agreed data field 
names 

Content Input example 

W(Station name, 
channel name, 
value type[,SSt, 
NkSt, 
ColourFilterNo]  

 

Station and channel name 
Spaces in the names are to be entered in the mask 
file as so called hard space by the keys: 
CTRL+SHIFT+SPACE 
Pay attention to the right capital and small letters. 
 

Commas within station and channel names are 
not allowed! 

{MERGEFIELD 
W(Station 1,T,MW)} 

Value types MW mean value with measure 
MWOM mean value without measure  
MWEX mean value in scientific rule without 

measure  
MWMAX maximum of the mean values in the 

report period without measure 
MWMAXEX 
 maximum in exponential representation 

without measure 
MWMIN minimum of the mean values in the 

report period without measure 
MWMINEX 
 minimum in exponential representation 

without measure 
 The mean value (MW, MWOM, MWEX) 

but also the extemes ([MW]MAX[EX] or 
[MW]MIN[EX]) of the given channel of 
the given station are calculated out of 
the basic values for the report period . 

 For a sum component by the selection of 
�MW� the sum value is entered. 

MAX maximum of the values of the selected 
time base with measure 

MIN minimum of the values of the selected 
time base with measure  

MAXOM maximum  extreme without measure 
MINOM minimum extreme without measure 
MAXEX maximum without measure in scientific 

rule  
MINEX minimum without measure in scientific 

rule  
12M report of the moving 12-month-mean 

value with measure 
 The mean value period starts one year 

before the report end. 
Verf Release of the availability  
 For the selected channel the quota of the 

period of valid values is reported in the 
ratio to the report period as percent 
figure. 

 The �%� symbol has to be default in the 
report mask and is not automatically 
added (to eventually simplify the report 
but also the charging within tables). 
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Agreed data field 
names 

Content Input example 

Value types Ausf Report of the failures 
 For the selected channel the quota of 

the period of missing or invalid values is 
reported in the ratio to the report period 
analogously to the availability as percent 
figure. 

Varianz Report of the variance s² 
 The variance of the valid measure 

values within the report period is 
calculated by the formula 

 

   s
n ix x
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−
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 whereas n is the number of the valid 

basic values and x is the mean value 
within the report period. 

The measure (e.g. K² for temperature channels) 
has to be default in the report mask. 

Perznn Report of the percentile 
 Nn stands for the percent figure 

(01�100), if �Perz� stands without 
numeral, the 98% percentile is 
calculated 

 

Value parameter 
(optionally) 

SSt Number of the significant digits (if the 
value is < 30) 

NkSt Number of digits after decimal (if the 
value is < 30) 

 If the parameter SSt and/or NkSt are not 
entered, then the digit default of the 
channel configuration is applied. 

 

{MERGEFIELD 
W(Station 1,T,MW,3,1} 
 
{MERGEFIELD 
W(Station 1,T,MW,,1} 

Value parameter 
(optionally) 

ColourFilterNo 
 Of the optional colour filter number the 

result string can be reported dependently 
on the value with different colours. As 
number the of the selected colour filter 
rule in RepFilter.INI can be given (see 
chapter 8.3.4). If there are no significant 
or digits after the decimal are selected, 
therefore the commas have to be 
written.  

 
{MERGEFIELD 
W(Southalp,T,MW,,,2)} 
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Agreed data field 
names 

Content Input example 

G(Graphic name[, 
Basic offset, 
End offset]) 

The graphic name is the name, which was selected 
as �Report graphic identifier� within the MEVIS 
menu �Reports.Configure report graphics� (see 
chapter 8.4) for the application of a standard 
graphic. 
The graphic is drawn of the configured parameters 
(channels, scaling, y-axis, alignment lines, 
thresholds, additional information �), the period 
is, however, adjusted to the current report period 
(day, week, month �). 
By the optional input for the basic and end offset 
the beginning or the end of the graphic period of 
the graphic period can be changed by the offset in 
minutes (Beginning/End time=Report Beginning-/-
End time+ Beginning-/End offset). 
Instead of the minutes you can use symbolic 
values for the beginning of the current year 
(ANFYEAR, ENDYEAR), quarter (ANFQUART, 
ENQUART), month (ANFMONTH, ENDMONTH) or 
week (ANFWEEK, ENDWEEK). 
By this optional information the MEVIS report 
variable type GK(*) is replaced.  
For post-processing within the WORD document 
the graphic is always zoomed of the width between 
the right and left indent.  
The size of the drawn graphic and ist place on the 
page the user can select by formatting of the line 
with the field entry and the page setup (e.g. in the 
landscape mode) within the mask file.  
The page ratio is kept constantly, so that on the 
lower part of the page has to be enough space.  

{MERGEFIELD G(G4IN1)}  
{MERGEFIELD G(G4IN1,   
-2880,1440)} 

O(Offset value 
number)  

Number of an offset value (the value of a certain 
day within the reporting period) which is inserted 
instead of the field on this place in the document  
The declaration is described in the chapter 8.3.1). 

{MERGEFIELD O(7)} 

LU(List number)  Number of the universal list, by which a table shall 
be filled in. The list entry shall be written in the 
upper left table cell, from which the entries shall be 
done.  
The universal list has to be configured by 
parameter entries within the file REPDAT.INI, as 
described in chapter 8.3.2. 

{MERGEFIELD LU(4)} 

L(List number) Number of the list by which a table shall be filled in. 
The list entry shall be written within the upper left 
table cell, from which the entries shall be done. The 
declaration of the table type and the outputted 
channels is described in chapter 8.3.3. 
These lists are processed because of backward 
compatibility. For new reports please use the 
functionality of the universal lists. 

{MERGEFIELD L(2)} 
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8.3.1. Set offset value O(*) 
Offset values are inserted similarly like values or graphics in the report mask as {Mergefield 
O(<number>)} and declared in the REPDAT.INI.  
They enable the single report of values of single days within a longer report period (week, month, �). 
The font colour for the report of the values can be defined in dependence of given limits (e.g. red for 
exceeding the temperaure warning value). 
The limits are wholly independent of the in the MEVIS system set alarm and warning thresholds. 
 

The entry within the REPDAT.INI is to be done as the following: 
 

[OWerte(23)] Number of the offset value (1..999)    
 
Typ=3 Type 1: without item(1): output date tt.mm,jj, 
                               with  item(1)=<Station name>: time of the last values in format                  

  tt.mm.jj ss:mm 
 Type 2: day mean value, always valid, also if less than 50% basic values!  
                                   (at least one measure value has to occur, otherwise output of �???�) 
 Type 3: day maximum of mean values of given time base 
 Type 4: day maximum of moving mean values of given time base 
  first value on disposal at the time = beginning of the day + time base  
 Type 5: latest available mean value (to the youngest available mean value time) of 

MW period as base  
 Type 6: latest available moving mean value of MW period up to the youngest 

available mean value time  
 Type 7: maximum of the moving eight-hour-mean values (calculated by 1-hour-mean 

values), which end at the offset day (1st value from 5 o�clock p.m. of the 
previous day to 1 o�clock a.m. of the offset day, correspondingly to the EU-
rule).  

 

OffsetTage=1 days after the report beginning (1st day Offsetd.=0 default, 2nd day Offsetd.=1�) 
 

Basis=30 Time base in minutes for (moving) mean values, for Type 7 not relevant  
 default=0: ***-values are used 

Faktor=1000 Factor, by which the values is multiplied, e.g. to randomize mg into µg, default=1.0, 
for Type 7 not relevant 

 

Element(1)=Station 1,CO,6,1      
 Information to station name, channel name, significant digits and digits after the 

decimal (default for digits, signif. 6, digits after decimal 0)   
 

Suffix=\\>150,Magenta;>100,Red;>50,Blue;\\      
 String, that is reported after a space behind the value and that eventually can be 

used for the controlling of the colour of the value or for the measure output.  
 Length of the total string<255 characters inclusively output value! 
 (for release set bookmark "ColorChanging" in the corresponding report mask) 
 The processing is done from left to right:  
                 1.Condition,1.Colour index, 2. Condition, 2. Colour index;� 
 Possible relation operators: �>�, �>=�, �=�, �<=�, �<�, �<>� 
 
    Colour indices (see WinWord): 
 0 Auto   6 Red   12 Violet 
 1 Black   7 Yellow   13 DarkRed  
 2 Blue   8 White   14 Umbra 
 3 Cyan   9 DarkBlue  15 DarkGray 
 4 Green   10 BlueGreen  16 LightGray 
 5 Magenta  11 DarkGreen  
 

Ecolors(1)=2 If there is no information to Suffix, the figure is used as number of the colour filter 
rule in REPFILTER.INI (see chapter 8.3.4) and the output string is coloured 
correspondingly to the rule. Standard value is 0: no colour.      
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8.3.2. Set universal lists 
By the report item �Universal list� a high flexibility in setting of report lists shall be offered to the user.  
 

On the contrary to the very specific �L(*) lists (see chapter 8.1.3) the course of the report items within 
the table can be chosen widely arbitrarily. 
 

The instruction to the inserting of an universal list has to be inserted into a cell, in which with the filling 
in of the results shall be started, of a suitable table of the report template (RTF file) analogously to the 
values and graphics as MergeField with the name �LU([number of the universal list])�. 
 

Example: 
  

 
 

The structure of a universal list has to be determined in the configuration file REPDAT.INI of the 
MEVIS path. 
 

By a section name of [UniList([Number of the universal list])] different parameters can be declared. 
 

By the term �Elements� the station-related channels are determined. 
In a universal list practically arbitrarily many (<32000) channels of different stations can be used for 
MEVIS. The in the report of the 16-bit-MEVIS version existing limit of 20 channels does not exist in this 
case. 
Please note that the number of the channels and report items is restricted by the columns and rows of 
a still readable table. 
 

The name �Item type� stands for the different reporting items; their result for each element (channel) 
shall be inserted into the list. Within a universal list can be chosen practically arbitrarily many (<32000) 
items out of the following table. Report items can be used multiply with different parameters as item 
(e.g. 50% and 98% percentile). 
 
Report item ItemTyp 
Mean value, arithmetic or vectorial for wind, for the reference period 1) MW 
Sum value for the reference period 2) SW 
Maximum in the reference period MAX 
Date and time of the maximum in the reference period MAXDZ 
Time of the maximum in the reference period MAXZ 
Minimum in the reference period  MIN 
Date and time of the minimum in the reference period MINDZ 
Time of the minimum in the reference period MINZ 
Largest mean value in the reference period  MWMAX 
Date and time of the largest mean value in the reference period MWMAXDZ 
Time of the largest mean value in the reference period MWMAXZ 
Largest moving mean value in the reference period  MWMAXGL 
Smallest mean value in the reference period MWMIN 
Date and time of the smallest mean value in the reference period MWMINDZ 
Time of the smallest mean value in the reference period MWMINZ 
Percentile in the reference period  PERZ 
Availability in the reference period  (in percent) VERF 
Failure in the reference period (in percent) AUSF 
Standard divergence s² in the reference period  VARIANZ 
Mean value, arithm., for the moving period up to the report period 
termination 3) 

GLMW 

Sum value in the reference period, reference component has to be a sum GLSW 
Maximum for the moving period up to the report period termination GLMAX 
Minimum for the moving period up to the report period termination GLMIN 
Largest mean value for the moving period up to the report period 
termination 

GLMWMAX 

 

 Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 
 Median [m/s] Availability [%] Median [m/s] Availability [%] Median [m/s] Availability [%] 
WS {MERGEFIELD 

LU(1)} 
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Report item ItemTyp 
Smallest mean value for the moving period up to the report period 
termination 

GLMWMIN 

Percentile for the moving period up to the report period termination  GLPERZ 
Availability for the moving period up to the report period termination GLVERF 
Standard divergence s² for the moving period up to the report period 
termination 

GLVARIANZ 

List of the periods with limit violation with the columns station name, 
channel name, beginning of the violation, duration, maximal and minimal 
mean value during the violation  

GRENZL 

List of the days, at which at least one limit violation occurred with the 
columns date, station name, channel name, total duration, maximal and 
minimal mean value during the violation, value of a complementary 
channel at the moment of the maximal-/minimal value 

DAYGRENZL 

List of the days, at which for a moving mean value at least one limit 
violation occurred with the columns date, station name, channel name, 
total duration, maximal and minimal mean value during the violation, value 
of a complementary channel at the moment of the maximal-/minimal value,

GLDAYGRENZL 

Number of the mean values with limit violation in the reference period ANZWGWV 
Number of the days with at least one limit violation ANZDAYGWV 
Eight-hour-mean values 0-8, 8-16, 16-24 und 12-20 o�clock, line-by-line, 
per four columns, side by side per item for the days of the report period, by 
the parameter �Line=T� the column with the date is prefixed.  

MW8H 

List of the periods with set operation and error status bits with the colums 
station name, channel name, beginning of the period, duration, maximal 
and minimal mean value by set bits  

STATIL 

String, related to the item with identical index number, defined by the user STRG 
 
1) The reference period can be the report period or a sub period of it (one day, one month or one 

quarter) for the line-by-line listing. 
 
2) Sum values are only calculated for channels, which base on components that are sums. 
 (Examples: precipitation amount, emissions of substances or activities) 
 
3) Example: The moving year mean value for the month report from September �98 is calculated by 

the values from the 10.01.1997  0 o�clock to the 09.31.1998 24 o�clock. 
 

The item types can be written arbitrarily by uppercases and lowercases.  
 

A number of parameters enable adjustments. 
Parameters which relates on elements, start with an “E” have the index number of the corresponding 
elements. 
All the other index elements relate on the Item, whose item type is marked by the same index number. 
 
The following entries are necessary (written by bold characters) but also possible: 
 

[UniListe(1)] Declaration part for list (here number 1) 
 

StdMWZ=60 Mean value time in minutes, which is used for all report items if 
there are no other predefinitions are made.1) 

 Standard: 30 minutes 
 

MaxElement=5 Number of the channels, for which values are reported 
 

Element(1)=Newtown,T,3,1 Information to the station name, channel name (written as in the 
MEVIS configuration), significant digits and digits after the 
decimal.  

 If there are in limit violation lists (Item=[GL][DAY]GRENZL) no 
channel is selected, all channels of the station are checked on 
limit violations.  
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For up to six significant digits the MEVIS typical rounding is done, 
if the amount of the value is within the scope from 0.001 to 10000 
or 0, otherwise it is written as an exponential figure with a three 
digit mantissa. 
For �0� of the significant digits the within the channel configuration 
made settings, for significant and digits after the decimal are 
used. 
Standard for digits: significant 6, digits after the decimal 1 
The availability is reported by one digit after the decimal, the 
transgression days D?HO3 are always reported without digits 
after the decimal. 
For ten significant digits the value is reported within exponential 
notation, the digits after the decimal are counted for the mantissa. 

 

EStrg(1)=Temperature String, that is reported for itemtype(n)= Ctrl for the element (n). It 
must not contain a comma! 

 

EKomplK(1)=rh Complementary channel but also component, for which within the 
day limit violation lists (itemtype(n) DAYGRENZL) the value at the 
moment of the maximum or min imum of the element (n) is 
reported.  

 

EMWZ(1)=60 For the element (n) independently of StdMWZ and IMWZ (see 
below) mean values of the given time in minutes are used. (here 
hour-mean value)1).  

 Standard: no special mean value time 
 

EBFMask(1)=$300 For the element (n) for operation and error statuses lists (item 
type STATIL) is checked, if at least one bit of the operation and 
error status, on which the mask suits, is set. Standard: 0 � nothing 
is checked.  

 

EColors(1)=0,1,3,0 Colour filter regulation numbers for each itemtype used in the 
table (at maximum for the first 30).  The regulations are to declare 
in the configuration file REPFILTER.INI (see chapter 8.3.4). The 
result string is coloured in the report list in dependence of its 
value.  

 Standard: 0 or no number � no colouring. 
 The entry in the example could also be written as 

EColors(1)=,1,3 
 

MaxItem=4 Number of the report items  
 

ItemTyp(1)=MWMAX Item type to report, standard MW  

 

IMWZ(1)=120 For the item type with the same index number independently of 
StdMWZ, but only for elements without EMWZ (see above) mean 
values of the given time in minutes are used (here: two-hour-
mean values)1).  

 Standard: no special mean value time   

GLMWMonate(1)=6 For moving report figures (item type "GL????") with the same 
index period for the moving value in months. Standard: 12 
months. 

 

GLMWTage(1)=100 For moving report figures (item type "GL????") with the same 
index period for the moving value in days. 
Standard: GLMWMonth is used. 
If GLMWdays are given, a specification for GLMWmonth with the 
same index is ineffective. 
 

Perz(1)=50 Percent figure for percentiles (item types PERZ and GLPERZ), 
Standard: 98   
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GLMWZ (1)=7200 Period for moving mean value but also sum forming (dependently 
of the sum type of the component) for the item types MWMAXGL 
and GLDAYGRENZL. There are formed the mean- but also sum 
values in the raster of StdMWZ, EMWZ but also IMWZ. Value in 
dual seconds 

 Standard: 14400 (eight hours) 
 

SName(1)=false Report of the station name for the list of the periods with limit 
violations (GRENZL), Status lists (STATIL) and day limit violation 
lists ((GL)DAYGRENZL), here blanket 

 Standard: true � report is done 
 

KName(1)=false Report of the channel name for GRENZL, STATIL and 
(GL)DAYGRENZL,  here blanket 

 Standard: true - report is done 
 

GRDauer(1)=false Report of the duration of lasting limit violations for GRENZL, 
STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL, here blanket 

 Standard: true - report is done 
 

InMinuten(1)=true Report of the duration of lasting limit violations in minutes for 
GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL  

 Standard: false � Report is done in hours with one digit after the 
decimal 

 

GRMWMax(1)=false Report of the highest mean value during the lasting limit violations 
for GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL within one column, 
here blanket 

 Standard: true - report is done 
 

GRMWMin(1)=false Report of the smallest mean value during the lasting limit violation 
for GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL within one column, 
here blanket 

 Standard: true - report is done 
 

GRMWExt(1)=false Report of the extremes during the lasting limit violations for 
GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL within one column, but 
only, if neither GRMWMax nor GRMWMIN is true,  
Here no report of extremes (thus eventually only the moment and 
the duration within the table) 

 Standard: true - report is done, if neither GRMWMax nor 
GRMWMIN is true, 

 

KomplKMax(1)=true Report of the value of the complementary component at the 
moment of the maximum of the element in DAYGRENZL, implies 
the declaration of KomplK(n).  

 Standard: false,  
 

KomplKMin(1)=true Report of the value of the complementary component at the 
moment of the minimum of the element in (GL)DAYGRENZL, 
implies the declaration of KomplK(n). 

 Standard: false,  
 

OGR(1)=180 Upper limit, larger values lead to the listing;  
Standard (if UGR is not declared): upper alarm threshold of the 
used time base of the channel 
 

UGR(1)=-10 Lower limit, smaller values lead to listing; 
 Standard: no lower limit 
 

CheckMax (1)=false If true the upper limit for GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL 
is checked on violation,  

 Standard: true 
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CheckMin (1)=false If true the lower limit for GRENZL, STATIL and (GL)DAYGRENZL 
is checked on violation,  

 Standard: true 
 

CheckInvalidValues(1)=true Setting if a checking of also invalid values for the calculation of 
the extreme mean values GRENZL and STATIL shall be made; 
here invalid values are checked. 

 Standard: false � invalid values are not used for the calculation of 
extremes. 

 

MindestStunden(1)=1 Minimum duration of a limit violation or of set operation and error 
status bits for entering in the list. 

 Standard: 0 (each transgression is listed) 
 

... further entries for item type(2) and so far. 
 

AnzElementInLine=2 Number of the elements, which are written in one list line. 
Standard: Maxelement (all elements) 2) 

 

AnzItemInLine=3 Number of the report figures per element, which are written into a 
list line. Standard: 1   2) 

 

Zeile=T Enables the line-by-line output of values for days (=T), months 
(=M) or quarters (=Q) in one list for the report period. 

 A numerical value is interpreted as the number of the minutes for 
the length of the periods. It is only allowed to mark standard 
periods1). For line=30 will be listed e.g. in the batched lines the 
values for 0:30, 1:00, 1:30 ... o�clock. 
The mean value periods StdMWZ but also EMWZ must not be 
larger than the �line� value. 
All report figures for all elements are reported in one line! 
For lists with a variable number of result lines (item types 
(GL)(DAY)GRENZL, STATIL) the entry is without importance. 
For lists for the item type MW8H by "Zeile=T" the report of the 
date in the first column can be caused. 

 

OnlyTime=false Only effective for a numerical value for "Zeile=".  
Standard is true: only the moment is reported. 
For false additionally the date is placed beforehand 
(recommended for reports over a report period of more than one 
day). 

 

NoTime=true For true for the report of the values the date and the time are 
blanketed.  

 Standard is false: date and time are reported. 
 

RAnfOfs=-1440 Offset for the report beginning time for the universal list in minutes 
or symbolic value for the beginning of the current year 
(ANFYEAR), quarter (ANFQUART), month (ANFMONTH) or 
week (ANFWEEK). 

 In the example the report period starts one day earlier. 
 Standard: 0 
 

REndOfs=0 Offset for the report beginning time for the universal list in minutes 
or symbolic value for the end of the current year (ENDYEAR), 
quarter (ENDQUART), month (ENDMONTH) or week 
(ENDWEEK).  

 Standard: RAnfOfs  
 In the example the termination time is fixed on the original report 

termination time. Without entry it would be fixed of RAnfOfs one 
day earlier. 
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MRLRename=Tageswerte.TXT The result transfer file ~LUxx.MRL is renamed with the listed 
name. 

 Standard: no name, no renaming is done. 
 Attention! After renaming the file no longer can be used for filling 

in the report file!  
 
1) For StdMWZ, EMWZ and IMWZ only the in MEVIS usual mean value periods 10,30,60 minutes, 

2,3,4,6,8,12,24 hours are to be used! 
 
2) For the report of the values within one line AnzElementInLine x AnzItemInLine columns are 

needed! AnzElementInLine should be a factor of MaxElement. 
 For the line-by-line eight-hour-mean value report, the day-, month- and quarter value report all 

values are reported in one line,  AnzElementInLine and AnzItemInLine are ineffective! 
 

Standard values need not stand within the list declaration and they are removed after program reboot 
eventually automatically out of the REPDAT.INI. 
The spelling with capital or small letters is only relevant to station and channel names of the elements 
and has to correlate to the station and channel configuration within MEVIS. 
 

Examples for INI-entries: 
 

For three stations 50%-percentile of the day values for temperature and pressure in one list as in the 
upper example have to be outputted. (explanations in "{ }", do not output them in the INI-file!) 
 

[UniListe(1)] 
MaxElement=6 Number of the channels for the list report 
StdMWZ=1440 1 day as mean value period of the single values 
Element(1)=Station 1,T,3,1 3 significant digits, 1 digits after the decimal 
Element(2)=Station 2,T,3,1    
Element(3)=Station 3,T,3,1    
Element(4)=Station 1,P Standard 6 significant digits, 1 digit after the decimal 
Element(5)=Station 2,P 
Element(6)=Station 3,P 
MaxItem=2 Number of the report figures per element 
ItemTyp(1)=Perz 
Perz(1)=50 Specification of the item-type(1) 
ItemTyp(2)=Verf 
AnzElementInLine=3 3 elements in one line at a time  
AnzItemInLine=2 2 items per element in one line at a time  
 
For limit violation lists the length of the table can not be foreseen.    
Only one row in the table is to be set, of which first filled in column {MergeField LU([Nummer]})  has to 
be entered. Necessary rows are automatically added. 
If several channels (elements) are examined on limit violation, the events for each element are in 
chronological course consecutively , the course of the elements in the list corresponds to the index 
numbering.  
If an upper or a lower limit is set, this limit is valid for all elements. 
If there are no limits given, the set alarm thresholds of the used time base for the individual channels 
are used. 
 
Example for a limit transgression list for hour mean values of one station, which last at lest two hours: 
 
Transgressions of the temperature hour mean value of 30 °C for more than two hours in station 1: 
 

Beginning Duration Extreme 
{MERGEFIELD LU(2)}   

   
[UniListe(2)] 
MaxElement=1 
StdMWZ=60   Please use hour mean values 
Element(1)=Station 1,T 
MaxItem=1 
ItemTyp(1)=GrenzL 
OGR(1)=30 
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MindestStunden(1)=2 List entry only for the transgression of at least two hours 
SName(1)=false  Do not report the station name � is inserted in the table head 
KName(1)=false  Do not report the channel name, reference to temperature in the 
headline 
 
For the report of lists of line-by-line output of values for days, months, and quarters all item types 
for all elements are always written in one line.  
In the first column the date but also the beginning and end date of the month but also quarter in the 
abbreviated format of the WINDOWS system setting is reported. 
There is only generated one row of the table, in which the firstly to fill in column 
{MergeField LU([Nummer]})  is to be inserted. Necessary rows are automatically added. 
 
Example for such a list for the line-by-line report of out of day mean values calculated month mean 
values and 98%-percentile of temperatures of three stations: 
 

 Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 
Period Mean v. 98%-Perz Mean v. 98%-Perz Mean v. 98%-Perz 
{MERGEFIELD LU(3)}       

 
[UniListe(3)] 
Zeile=M    In these rows the mean values shall be inserted 
StdMWZ=1440    Month values are calculated of day mean values 
MaxElement=3 
Element(1)=Station 1,T,3,0 3 digits precision, no digits after the decimal 
Element(2)=Station 2,T,3,0 3 digits precision, no digits after the decimal 
Element(3)=Station 3,T,3,0 3 digits precision, no digits after the decimal 
MaxItem=2 
ItemTyp(2)=Perz for 98%-percentile Perz(2) need not be reported, standard 
 
For a quarter report e.g. the following table would be reported: 

 Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 
Period Mean v. 98%-Perz Mean v. 98%-Perz Mean v. 98%-Perz 
01.01.98 - 31.01.98 30 40 35 45 40 50 
01.02.98 - 28.02.98 31 41 36 46 41 51 
01.03.98 - 31.03.98 32 42 37 47 42 52 

 
For a daily eight-hour mean value report is to declare e.g.: 
 

[UniListe(9)] 
MaxElement=2 
Element(1)=Station 1,T,3,0 
Element(2)=Station 2,T,3,0 
MaxItem=1 
ItemTyp(1)=MW8H 
Zeile=T 
   

For a week report e.g. the following table would be reported: 
Beside the date column are (despite of MaxItem=1) 4 columns per element are to be generated! 
If within the universal list configuration "Zeile=T" is missing, the column with the date is not reported. 
The report of the eight-hour values then can be done within a table right beside a universal list with day 
rows (e.g. for day mean values, availability and so far) without reporting the date again.  
 

 Station 1 Station 2 
 0-8 8-16 16-24 12-20 0-8 8-16 16-24 12-20 
05.01.98 81 76 52 59 75 60 40 41 
06.01.98 76 68 28 59 71 63 22 48 
07.01.98 11 29 50 41 13 14 34 22 
08.01.98 46 54 42 56 36 34 22 34 
09.01.98 36 37 22 45 26 30 10 32 
10.01.98 0 24 14 33 1 17 2 20 
11.01.98 5 24 8 27 0 15 3 19 
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8.3.3. Setting special lists L(*) (only because of backward compatibility) 

This report elements type is only be realised because of backward compatibility. 
Please use for newly to generate reports the universal lists (see chapter 8.3.2) 
 It is urgently recommended to configure the lists by service men! 

 

The following special list types for L(*)-lists are available as option: 
 

1: Day-by-day report of the day mean value and the highest ***-mean value in monthly reports, 
2: Months means, percentile, highest day mean value and failures for the month, 
3: Channel table with channels as element in the column, in three rows day means and day maximum 

of the previous day as well as 12:00 value of the current day ("Bremer Tagesfax") 
4: Moving 12-month mean value for each list element analogously to the value type "12M" (see 12M) 
5: Arbitrary percentile for moving 12 month analogously to the moving 12-month mean value 
6: List of the value distribution of the list elements in a common pre-given range of adjustable step 

range, larger values are sorted in a class ">(upper limit)". 
 Report of the class limits of the precision of 0.1. 
7: Arbitrary, for all list elements the same percentile of the report period 
8: Variance of all list elements in the report period correspondingly to the formula in chapter 8.3. 
9: Output of the selected mean values for the whole report period of several channels (analogously to 

type 1) 
 
 

The lists have to be declared in the file REPDAT.INI at a time in one section: 
 

[Liste(1)]      Section with the number of the list  
  

Typ=2 Type-number (1..9)     
MaxElement=3           Number of the channels 
MWZ=60 only type 9, mean value time in minutes, as standard 

30 minutes 
Perzentil=50 only for Types 2,5,7, standard is 98 
Vanf=-30 only type 6, beginning value of the distribution area, 

standard is 0 
VEnd=50 only type 6, end value of the distribution area, standard 

is 200 
VSW=1 only type 6, step range of the values in the distribution 

area, standard is 5 
 

Element(1)=Newtown,Temperatur,3,1 Station name, channel name, significant digits, digits 
after the decimal (the number of digits are optional and 
not effective for all types) 

... 
 
 

Notes:  
 

The values in the lists are reported as standard with a precision of five digits and one digit after the 
decimal (except on frequencies in type 6: whole figure with unlimited precision). 
For the types 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 the significant digits can be pre-given  with SST and the digits after the 
decimal with NKST, if the absolute term of the values is within the range [0.001 ..10000]. Otherwise an 
exponential representation report is done. 
 

Also in the list type 2 the selection of the percentile is possible, without entry of "Perzentil=" it remains 
of 98%. 
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8.3.4. Setting colour filter rules 
For the output of report results of report variables of the types value �W(�)��, offset value �O(�)� or 
universal list �LU(�)� the text colour for the result can be set by the usage of a filter rule in dependence 
of the value.  
 

Therefore a configuration file REPFILTER.INI has to be generated and the rules for the section 
[Filter] have to be declared.  
 
[Filter] 
(1)=>40.0,wdPink;>=60.0,wdRed 
;Werte größer 40 in Magenta, größer gleich 60 in Blau 
(2)==0.0,red;<=-5,wdTurquoise;<-10.0,wdBlue 
;Werte gleich 0 in Rot, kleiner gleich -5 in Türkis, kleiner -10 in Blau 
(3)==0.0,6;<=-5,3;<-10.0,2 
;wie (2), jedoch Farben als Farb-Indexnummer 
 
Behind the index figure and the equality sign one after another the instructions of the condition are 
listed, divided by a semicolon.  
 

The instruction consists of a condition and a colour, divided by a comma.  
As a condition the usual  relation operators (�>�, �>=�, �=�, �<=�, �<�, �<>�)and a figure as a relation value 
or (only for the universal list item CTRL) a string are used.  
As decimal for relation values always a dot has to be used! 
 

The colour can be given as a name of the lower lists or as its index number. 
 

If the relation is blank (no relation sign and no relation value) always the given colour is used.  
 
The instructions are worked through from left to right. 
The “sharpest” condition has to be placed on the right side. 
If in the first rule the condition ">40.0" would be placed on the right side of ">=60.0", a value of 50 
while working through the rule would firstly assigned the selected red colour. 
As the condition ">40.0" also is true, then the colour would be set on Magenta.    
 
The following colour names but also colour indices can be used: 
 
 0 Auto (as a rule Black)  6 Red   12 Violet 
 1 Black    7 Yellow   13 DarkRed  
 2 Blue    8 White (attention!) 14 Umbra 
 3 Cyan    9 DarkBlue  15 DarkGray 
 4 Green    10 BlueGreen  16 LightGray 
 5 Magenta   11 DarkGreen  
 

 
 
 0 wdAuto (as a rule Black) 6 wdRed   12 wdViolet 
 1 wdBlack   7 wdYellow  13 wdDarkRed  
 2 wdBlue    8 wdWhite (attention!) 14 wdDarkYellow 
 3 wdTurquoise   9 wdDarkBlue  15 wdGray50 
 4 wdBrightGreen   10 wdTeal   16 wdGray25 
 5 wdPink    11 wdGreen 
 

 
For the usage of the colour White the result is possibly hidden! 
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8.4. Configure report graphics G(*) 
As graphic templates for reports arbitrary MEVIS standard graphics can serve.  
These are to be configured as requested for the report. 
Also each �normal� graphic via the menu �Save� but also �Save as� as a standard graphic can be 
saved and afterwards it can be used as template. 
 
All settings for the graphic with exception of the report period are used for the report graphic. As 
output period the report period is taken over, eventually with the offset.   
 
Via the MEVIS menu �Reports.Configure report graphics� a dialogue opens in which all standard 
graphics are listed with the name of their type (e.g. �4-in-4�).  
  FEditRepGraf  

 
 

After a standard graphic has been chosen the report identifier as well as the parameters for the report 
graphic format can be inserted.  
With the settings for width and height the aspect ratio is determined. 
For graphics 4-in4, 4-in-1, 12-in1 and the diurnal variations the reported graphic can be trimmed and 
the remaining parameters information as well as the font height can be set. So the graphic area can be 
used more effectively. 
By �OK� the settings are taken over. 
If the identifier (independently of the type!) has already been used, a query is done, if its parameters by 
this of the currently chosen standard graphic shall be overwritten. 
The same identifiers for report graphics of different types � differently as for standard graphics � are 
not allowed.  
 
The allocated report graphic identifiers alphabetically sorted and named by the type appear in the 
corresponding list. 
 
Report graphics configured by a 16-bit MEVIS version will be converted automatically when the dialog 
will be opened or a report will be processed for the first time.  

The converted graphics correspond in their shape and their colour to the MEVIS settings.  
If in case of exception operation and error status filter in the 16-bit-MEVIS version graphic were used, a 
warning occurs. They have to be set additionally(as described below) again for the report graphic.   
 

After converting the report graphic identifier can be used in the same way as such based on MEVIS 
standard graphics. 
 

The converting has no effect on the original MEVIS report graphic. It can be used further for reports of 
the 16-bit-MEVIS version. 
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If a report graphic name is selected the format parameters can be edited and applied by �OK�. 
 

 
 

Moreover a button appears �Save report graphic as standard graphic�.  
 

The configuration of the graphic of the selected report graphic identifier is filed after its confirmation as 
standard graphic of the name �Report graphic� <Report graphic identifier>�� (for example see third 
standard graphic in the figure) and it is on disposal for editing within the graphic administration. 
 

After changes in this standard graphic and its saving  within the report graphic configuration this 
standard graphic can be again assigned to the original report graphic identifier.  
 

By this method changes in report graphics can be made, also if these are based on no longer existing 
standard graphics or on MEVIS report graphics. 
 
Attention! For out of MEVIS report graphics converted graphics the changes have no influence on the 
creation of the report graphic by the 16-bit-MEVIS version!    
 
Hint: Correlation graphics will be always exported with lines of best fit. 
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8.5. Report configuration wizard (with corresponding option only) 
8.5.1. Create report mask file   
The report configuration wizard enables the comfortable creation of the report masks for the MEVIS 
report by Microsoft WORD, of version 2000 onwards.  
 

Therefore the agreed data field names (description see chapter 8.3) to the   
- Variables �V*� (e.g. report period, creation date),  
- Values �W(*)� (e.g. mean values, extremes, percentiles for individual channels), 
- Graphics �G(*)�, (output of report graphics for the report period), 
- Offset values �O(*) (mean values and other details to a determined day) and  
- Universal lists �LU(*)� (Lists for several report values for several channels) 
can be configured comfortably, changed and prepared for the usage in a report mask  within the 
dialogue window of the report wizard.  
 

The report mask can be selected in the wizard and be opened by Microsoft WORD of the version 2000 
onwards. It is based on a specific document template MEVIS.DOT, which contains the symbol bar 

�Report Mask�  and comfortably supports the inserting of the corresponding report elements (field 
functions and texts marks) into the report mask itself. 
 

The report wizard is opened in MEVIS via the menu �Reports.Report configuration wizard�. 
Within the dialogue the register cards, described in the following, are available. 
Each report element type has to be configured on an individual card. 
Before the usage of colour filters for values, offset values and in universal lists these are to be 
configured on the card �Set colour filter�.    
 

8.5.1.1. Variable „V*“ 

 
   FRepAssi  

After the selection of the desired report variables and possibly the parameter the configuration of them 
can be saved by �Assume�. 
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The  variable is now on disposal for the usage in the �MEVIS report� dialogue of a by word opened 
report mask of the given name (in the example �Variable report period�). 
In case of necessity the generated field entry can be assumed into the clipboard and inserted as a  
field in a mask file by the operator himself. 
 

By �Open mask file� a report mask can be selected and be opened (see chapter 8.5.1.7). 
 

To make available changes of elements, if the mask file is already opened, the button with the symbol 
l  can be used. 

 

By �Cancel� the report wizard is left without assuming of changes.  
 

8.5.1.2. Values „W(*)“ 

  FRepAssiW  
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After the change to the register card �Values� either a new report value element can be configured or 
an already existing can be selected for changing or cancellation.  
 

The existing elements are sorted alphabetically.  
 

The configuration can be saved after the selection of the desired parameters by �Assume�. 
Already existing elements or value elements of the same name are overwritten after �Assume�. 
Otherwise a new name has to be selected.  
 

 
  
The value element is now on disposal for the usage in the MEVIS Report� dialogue of a by WORD 
opened report mask under the given name (in the example �Newtown P�). 
In case of necessity the generated field entry can be assumed into the clipboard and inserted as a  
field in a mask file by the operator himself. 
 
By the button �New� the register card is reset and the generation of an additional value element or the 
change but also cancellation of an existing value element is possible.  
 

By �Open mask file� a report mask can be selected and opened (see chapter 8.5.1.7). 
 

To make changes at elements available, if the mask file is already opened, the button with the symbol  
 has to be pressed. 

 

By �cancel� the report wizard is left without the assumption of changes.  
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8.5.1.3. Graphics „G(*)“ 

   FRepAssiG  

 

After the change to the register card �Graphics� either a new report graphic element can be configured 
or an already existing element can be selected for changing or cancelling. 
 

The existing elements are sorted alphabetically. 
 

The configuration can be saved after the selection of the desired parameters by �Assume�. 
Already existing elements or value elements of the same name are overwritten after �Assume�. 
Otherwise another name has to be selected. 
 

 
  
The graphic element is now on disposal for the usage in the MEVIS Report� dialogue of a by WORD 
opened report mask under the given name (in the example �Diurnal variation of all temperatures�). 
In case of necessity the generated field entry can be assumed into the clipboard and inserted as a  
field in a mask file by the operator himself. 
 
By the button �New� the register card is reset and the generation of an additional graphic element or 
the change but also cancellation of an existing value element is possible.  
 

By �Open mask file� a report mask can be selected and opened (see chapter 8.5.1.7). 
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To make changes at elements available, if the mask file is already opened, the button with the symbol  
 has to be pressed. 

 

By �cancel� the report wizard is left without the assumption of changes.  
 
 

8.5.1.4. Offset values „O(*)“ 

   FRepAssiO  

 

After the change to the register card �Offset values� either a new report offset value element can be 
configured or an already existing element can be selected for changing or cancelling. 
 

The existing elements are sorted alphabetically. 
 

The configuration can be saved after the selection of the desired parameters by �Assume�. 
Already existing elements or value elements of the same name are overwritten after �Assume�. 
Otherwise another name has to be selected. 
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The offset value element is now on disposal for the usage in the MEVIS Report� dialogue of a by 
WORD opened report mask under the given name (in the example �Green M. Max. 3rd day). 
In case of necessity the generated field entry can be assumed into the clipboard and inserted as a  
field in a mask file by the operator himself. 
 
By the button �New� the register card is reset and the generation of an additional offset value element 
or the change but also cancellation of an existing value element is possible.  
 

By �Open mask file� a report mask can be selected and opened (see chapter 8.5.1.7). 
 
To make changes at elements available, if the mask file is already opened, the button with the symbol  

 has to be pressed. 
 

By �Cancel� the report wizard is left without the assumption of changes.  
 
 

8.5.1.5. Universal lists „LU(*)“ 

     FRepAssiLU  

 

After the change to the register card �Universal lists� either a new report universal list can be 
configured or an already existing list can be selected for changing or cancelling. 
 

The existing elements are sorted alphabetically 
 
At first always the desired items are to be configured. 
After clicking on �Add item� a corresponding dialogue opens. FRepAssiItems  
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In dependence of the selected item type additional parameters have to be determined. 
The settings for the item have to be assumed for further usage. 
If there were no maladjustments, the item configuration dialogue is closed and the parameters of the 
item are displayed in the corresponding table of the report wizard. 
 
After all desired items are determined, the desired channels have to be set by �Add channel�. It opens 
a corresponding dialogue: FRepAssiKanal  

 

 
 

In dependence of the selected item types are further parameters visible (e.g. to OE-statuses).  
 

For each channel in case of necessity a colour filter can be selected for each item. 
Changes at the colour filter settings are to be saved for each item by the button �Assume� within the 
colour filter panel.  
 

The settings for the channel are to be assumed for further usage. 
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If there were no maladjustments, the channel configuration dialogue is closed and the parameters of 
the channel are displayed in the corresponding table of the report wizard. 
 

Finally additional necessary parameters for the universal list have to be inserted. Therefore please click 
on �More parameters�. FRepAssiListe  

 

 
 
 

By �Assume� the parameters are confirmed and the dialogue closed. 
 
The configuration of the universal list can be saved after the determination of all parameters by 
�Assume�. 
Already existing elements or value elements of the same name are overwritten after �Assume�. 
Otherwise another name is to be selected. 
 

 
  
The universal list is now on disposal for the usage in the MEVIS Report� dialogue of a by WORD 
opened report mask under the given name (in the example �All T,MW, Max�). 
In case of necessity the generated field entry can be assumed into the clipboard and inserted as a  
field in a mask file by the operator himself. 
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By the button �New� the register card is reset and the generation of an additional universal list or the 
change but also cancellation of an existing universal list is possible.  
 

By �Open mask file� a report mask can be selected and opened (see chapter 8.5.1.7). 
 
To make changes at elements available, if the mask file is already opened, the button with the symbol  

 has to be pressed. 
 

By �Cancel� the report wizard is left without the assumption of changes.  
 

8.5.1.6. Set colour filter 
Before for the report elements values, offset values and universal lists colour filters can be used these 
have to be configured.  FRepAssiF  

 

On the corresponding register card new filters can be added or existing can be changed. 
 

A colour filter can contain several criteria.  
 

The criteria are processed in their course from the left to the right. 
The “sharpest” condition has to be placed on the right side. 
 

If there were in the example in the first rule the condition �>40� right of �>60�, to a value of 50 would 
assigned  at first the desired red while processing the rule. 
The colour would be set on yellow, because the condition �>40� is also true. 
 

 
 

Please always insert at first the operator or the operators and the threshold value.  
Afterwards you can complete the criterion  by a double click on the desired colour and add in case 
of necessity an additional criterion. 
 

If while editing syntax errors are recognised, they are either corrected automatically (spaces removed, 
commas as decimal sign are converted to dots) or an error message is released with the details of 
abnormal criterion. 
 

The standard names �Colour filter [n]� you should replace by qualified names as �T threshold values 
1h�.  
 

The changes at a filter are to be saved by a click on �Assume�.  
Afterwards an additional filter can be added or changed.   
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8.5.1.7. The button “Open mask file” 
Via the button �Open mask file� a new as well as an existing mask in WINWORD can be opened.  
A criterion for the file selection within the following dialogue is *.rtf. Out of the dialogue �Open file� the 
directory can be changed, a new directory can be generated but also by inserting of an arbitrary name 
a new file can be generated. 
As a template the MEVIS.DOT is preset. This file is copied automatically together with the library file 
MEVISREP.DLL into the template directory of Word by MEVIS. Within the MEVIS path the delivered 
files MEVISREP.DOT, MEVISREP.MASK  and MEVISREPDLL.DLL have to be existing. 
Hint: Eventually existing template files MEVIS.DOT within the mask or in the report target path are 
automatically replaced by MEVIS. 
 

A mask file can also be generated in Word, by opening a file with File.New and by the selection of the 
document template MEVIS.DOT (out of the current template directory) and then finally be generated by 
�save as� within RTF format.  This report mask file has to be opened in a directory, in which 
REPMACRO.INI is existing. 
If this is done so, the functions for inserting the report elements remain kept.  
 

 

Please prevent while generating a report mask without using the report wizard that within 
the directory of the report mask file an additional MEVIS.DOT is existing. A MEVIS.DOT, 
which is in the directory of the report mask, has preference before the template out of the 
current template directory. 

 

In an opened operable report mask file the symbol bar �Report mask�   is activated. It enables to 
insert the report elements (merge printing fields and bookmarks) into the mask (see chapters 8.5.2.1 
and 8.5.2.2) in WORD.. 
The opening within another directory leads to the fact that the symbol bar �Report mask� is not existing, 
because the REPMACRO.INI is not on disposal there. The saving as *.doc prevents the working of the 
report functions while operating the report generally.  
 

 

The symbol bar �Report mask�  is always activated in the case, when a RTF file with 
the document template MEVIS.DOT is opened and a file REPMACRO.INI is existing in the 
current directory.   

 
 
8.5.2. Symbol bar “Report mask” 

By the  button within the symbol bar �Report mask� the report elements (merge printing fields for 
variables, values, graphics, offset values, lists and the bookmarks) can be inserted into the report 
mask. A double click on this button opens the dialogue window described in the following chapters. 
 

8.5.2.1. Merge printing fields 
The inserting of the merge printing fields is done in two steps: 

• To place the cursor at the desired position 
• To select the desired register card in the dialogue (e.g. variable, value), to mark en entry and 

to press the button �Insert merge printing field ��. 
 

A change of the register card leads to the fact, that the list of the entries is actualised (REPMACRO.INI 
is newly read in). ReportMaske  

 
 

 

 

An automatic actualising of all report elements of the dialogue always then is done if within 
the report configuration wizard in MEVIS the button with the symbol  is pressed.  
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Current INI ReportMaske.txtRepMacroIni  The applied INI file is displayed, name cannot be changed ReportMaske.cmdCloseFrm  

MEVIS directory for the 
report ReportMaske.txtMevisPfad  

MEVIS directory for the report read out of the applied INI file is 
displayed, name cannot be changed  

Variables ReportMaske.pageSdfV  Register card for the selection of the in the INI file existing report mask 
variable, as e.g. agreed data field names to date, time, month, year 

 
Values ReportMaske.pageSdfW  Register card for the selection of the in the INI file existing report mask 

values of certain channels (mean values, max- and min values) and 
graphics 
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Graphics ReportMaske.pageSdfG  Register card for the selection of the in the INI file existing report mask 

graphics, data field names to configured graphics 

 
Offset values ReportMaske.pageSdfO  Register card to the selection of the in the INI file existing report mask 

offset values, data field names to configured offset values  
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Univ.-lists ReportMaske.pageSdfU  Register card for the selection of the in the INI file existing report mask 

universal list values, data field names to configured universal lists  

 
 

Insert merge printing field  The marked entry is inserted as merge printing field at the position in 
the document at which the cursor is placed  
Examples for variable: 
{ MERGEFIELD VMONATNrXX \* MERGEFORMAT } 
Examples for values:  
{ MERGEFIELD W(Neustadt,T,PERZ98,5,2,) \* MERGEFORMAT } 

 
Newly read in of the source, the INI file (RepMacro.ini) is newly read in 
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8.5.2.2. Bookmarks 
The inserting of the bookmarks is done by pressing the button �Apply�.  
Activated bookmarks on the register card are available in the document. 

 

Bookmarks ReportMaske.pageBkm  Register card for the selection of the bookmarks for the automatic 
report processing 
 

 
 

AutoFax filling in automatically all merge printing fields and  
                          faxing the report   
AutoPrint filling in all merge printing fields and printing the report 
 

Apply The activated bookmarks will be inserted at the beginning of the 
document and the cursor will be reset at the current position. 
Existing but also inserted bookmarks will be stay marked. 
 

Not activated bookmarks will be deleted and the cursor will be reset at 
the current position.  
 

By the WORD function Insert.Bookmark the inserting of the 
bookmarks can be checked in WORD 
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9. MMZ – MEVIS Message Centre (with option „MMZ“ only)  

MEVIS can work together with the program MMZ (MEVIS Message Centre). 
That needs to activate the option �MMZ� in MEVIS by a matching dongle or �Copysave�-Entry. 
  

You can choose in MMZ configured actions to execute on the beginning or on the end of Warnings, 
alarms and special events.  
Please see also chapter 7.1 (special events) and 11.3 (alarms and warnings).   
 

MEVIS can also transfer formatted information of its event screen � with the exception of program error 
messages � to MMZ. Therefor no MMZ-actions have to been configured for alarms, warnings and 
special events. 
The events will be stored in the message data base of MMZ, shown in the MMZ- main window and 
printed if necessary.  
In MMZ you can report events comfortably by filters. 
 

Using MMZ you can also send automatically mails with files as attachment.  
So automatically processed reports, lists or graphics can be periodically sent to a desired recipient 
group. 
 

The required settings for the coaction with MMZ can be done via the MEVIS main menu �MMZ�. 
 
9.1. Stop sound signal 
You can stop the sound signals of MMZ immediately if you choose this menu.  
 
9.2. Reset MMZ 
If you use this menu all actions will be done by MMZ that are configured via the menu �Actions Reset 
MMZ� (see chapter 9.5). 
 
9.3. MMZ-program 
This menu serves to choose MMZ program. 
If MMZ doesn�t works when MEVIS starts or when MEVIS sends an action command or a message 
then chosen MMZ program file will be executed. 
 

Please note, that all MEVIS programs have to use the same MMZ program file.  
 
9.4. Actions Watchdog MMZ 
Via this menu you can choose the MMZ actions that will be done in a 1-minute cycle. 
With this actions can be hold e.g. a watchdog relay of a connected USEW. 
 

9.5.  Actions Reset MMZ 
Via this menu you can choose the MMZ actions that will be done if the menu �Reset MMZ� or the 
symbol  are used (e.g. to reset a relay). 
 

9.6. Sender name in MMZ 
This menu allows choosing a name for each MEVIS instance that will be used in the sender column in 
MMZ and in the subject line of mails sent by MMZ actions. �MEVIS� is the standard sender name. 
 

9.7. Show events in MMZ  
If this menu is activated (checked) the information of the event screen � with the exception of program 
error messages � will be sent formatted to MMZ. 
The events will be stored in the message data base of MMZ, shown in the MMZ- main window and 
printed if necessary. In MMZ you can report events comfortably by filters. 
This option is activated as standard. 
 

The de-activation of this option has no influence on the MMZ actions for alarms, warnings and special 
events. 
To activate or to de-activate MMZ actions please read chapter 11.3.4. 
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9.8. Automatic file transfer via mail  
Selected recipients can receive any files as mail attachment from MEVIS via MMZ. FEditAutoFileMail   
E.g. automatically processed reports or list files with actual data can be delivered in an easy way. 
 

Via the menu �MMZ.Automatic file transfer via mail� a dialogue opens in which existing file transfer jobs 
can be edited and deleted or new jobs can be created. 
 

The file transfer via mail will be done as automatic export process like automatic list, graphic or report 
exports. 
 

 
 

You have to enter one mail address at least. More addresses you have to add separated by a 
semicolon.  
 

Set the transfer cycle to times when the transferred files have the demanded content. 
E.g. the automatically processed report should be done before the start of file transfer. 
 

You can enter static texts for subject ant mail content. 
 

The files to send need not exist at the time of configuration. 
 

If there are wildcards  (�*�, �?�) in the file name, only the youngest matching file will be transferred. 
So it is possible to send the newest automatically processed list, graphic or object depiction files, if 
their names are completed by numbers for date and time.  
 

A mail will be also sent if there is no file configured or no matching file can be found. 
With mails without files you can check periodically e.g. the way of mail sending. 
 

If you click on the button �Send test mail� the transfer will be started immediately independent from the 
set transfer cycle and without confirmation by �OK�. 
 

 

 

Please do not forget to activate the automatic transfer before regularly usage. 

All activated automatic processes will be shown in a list, which you can open via the menu 
�View.Active automatic processes�. In this list you can also find the times of the next and last 
execution. 
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10. Favourites (not in light version) 

Via the menu „Favourites“ or �Help.Shortcuts.Favourites�, via the Toolbutton  or with the shortcut 
<Ctrl>+<F> you can open a favourite window, which contains all favourites of standard lists, standard 
graphics and object depictions. FAllFav  

 
After the selection of the register card for lists, graphics or object depictions you can easily open the 
favourites by a double-click or with a click on the button „Show“.   
 

 
 

You can resize the window with the mouse.  
 

 

Favourites are only available if they were be configured in the list, graphic or object depiction 
administration.  
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11. Configuration menu  

11.1. Changing of the MEVIS or data path (not in light version) 
If the path of the MEVIS system shall be changed the MEVIS path can be chosen via the menu 
�Configuration. Choose MEVIS path �� or via the symbol  .  
 

 

Except for the very first start of MEVIS the MEVIS path should never changed! 
Please save absolute all files in the path in which MEVIS.EXE is stored.  

 
Within the MEVIS path a file named MEVIS.INI has to exist, otherwise the changing to this MEVIS path 
is not possible. 
 
After changing the MEVIS path the dialogue for adjusting the data path of the MEVIS system is opened 
automatically for confirmation or changing. 
The dialogue for the selection of the data path can always be called via the menu 
�Configuration.Choose DAT path �� or via the symbol  of the symbol bar. 
 
 

 

 

Except for the very first start of MEVIS the data path should never changed! 

 
11.2. Selection of the cycle time to actualise the values (not in light 

version) 
MEVIS checks periodically the visualised MEVIS system for new values. 
The time period is 10 seconds on standard.  
By the menu �Configuration.Cycle time to actualise�� or by the symbol  in the tool bar a dialogue is 
to be opened in which the time period can be adjusted. 
 

 
 

If in the system present values are available in a second-period, the shortening of this time to one 
second is automatically done. 
By systems that are uncritical in time the time period can be raised. Thereby the system utilisation 
decreases. 
 

 

The process (program thread) for actualising the values is done by a lower priority as normal, if 
no present values will be logged. By this time critical problems (e.g. for communication) are not 
disturbed. If the computer is used to capacity by more important tasks this can lead to delays in 
actualising.  

 
11.3. MMZ reactions (with option “MMZ” only) 
If MEVIS is issued with the option �MMZ� , while the occurrence of alarms and warnings as well as after 
return into the normal state over the MEVIS message centre MMZ different reactions as a protocol 
printout, the sound signalisation, relay switches, sending of short message or e-mails can be caused. 
 

Therefore are the preconditions: 
- MMZ is installed on the computer, on which also MEVIS is running and 
- within MMZ is at least one reaction group configured. 

 

Please use for installing and configuring of MMZ its documentation. 
 

Within MEVIS firstly via the menu �Configuration.Reaction alarm/warning occurs.MMZ-program� or the 
symbol    in the symbol bar the dialogue for the selection of the program MMZ is to open and to 
select the corresponding EXE file.   
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If MMZ could be started via the menu �Configuration.Reaction alarm/warning occurs.MMZ-reactions� or 
by the symbol  in the symbol bar the assignment of within MMZ configured reaction groups to events 
is possible.   
 

Within the opened dialogue for each time base as well as for appointed events of arbitrary channels or 
each individual channel reactions can be fixed. 
Moreover reaction groups can be configured, which terminate the sound signalisation or to switch off all 
reactions (especially USEW relay contacts). This is due to all time bases.  
 

Within the tree structure all items of the symbol  are marked to which at least one reaction group 
has been assigned. While changing the time base this display is actualised.    
 

 
 FKanalMMZ FKanalMMZ 

 
 

The configuration of the MMZ reactions is specific to each visualised MEVIS system and has to be 
done for each system. 
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11.3.1. Reactions for all channels 
Reactions, which shall be executed for all channels while the occurrence of alarms and warnings but 
also while returning to the normal state, can be configured effectively by this way. 
 

For instance for each event a printout can be made and for all mean value alarms one and the same 
sound file can be played. 
 

For each of the six event categories for each time base by �Edit� a dialogue can be opened of which 
the reaction groups can be chosen. 
 

 
FSelMMZ 

 

Within the right list are the reaction groups provided by MMZ, of which one or more can be selected. 
The multiple selection is done by the mouse click and held shift or control key, as for the Explorer. 
 

The chosen reactions for the event category and the time base are taken over by �Selection� and 
appear afterwards within the left list. 
 

The de-selection of the reaction can be done in the same way. 
 
11.3.2. Reactions for the termination of sound signal and reset of MMZ 

 

These reactions are independent of values and statuses, of still existing alarms and warnings as 
well as of the time base. They are released by the operator. 

 

Via the menu �MMZ.Stop sound signal� or by the symbol   then the operator can stop the acoustic 
signalising of MMZ. Therefore a specific non-configurable command will be sent.     
 

The via the menu �Special event administration� by �Reset MMZ� chosen reaction group or groups can 
stop the sound signal and bring the USEW contacts into the initial position via MMZ.  
Via the menu �MMZ.Reset MMZ� or by the symbol  then the operator can cause the stopping of the 
sound signal and the reset of the USEW contacts via MMZ.       
 

 

The reset of contacts via MMZ happens only if reaction groups have been assigned which have 
be configured within MMZ for this function.  
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11.3.3. Reactions for individual channels 
Additionally to the reactions configured for all channels for each channel and their events specific 
reactions can be determined.  
 

Within the dialogue �Channel/event selection� the desired channel is to be selected and the time base 
is to be set.  
 

After click on �Edit� a dialogue appears in which for each event worth alarming or warning as well as for 
the return to the normal state by click on the corresponding field �MMZ� reactions are chosen.  
If within an event already reaction groups have been assigned, in the field �MMZ� appears their number 
in brackets and the font is red. 
 

 

 
FSetMMZ 

 

 
FSelMMZ 

Within the right list are the reaction groups supplied of MMZ, of which one or several can be chosen. 
The multiple selection is done by the mouse click and held shift or control key, as for the Explorer.  
 

The for the event category and time base chosen reactions are taken over by �Selection� and appear 
afterwards within the left list. 
 

The de-selection of reactions is possible in the same way. 
 
11.3.4. Switch on and switch off of MMZ reactions 
To switch on or switch off all MMZ reactions (e.g. while configuration or in the test mode) the menu 
�Configuration.Reactions if alarm/warning occurs. MMZ-reactions On (but also Off)� the alternatively 
shown symbols   for �Switch on� and   for �Switch off� within the symbol bar are on disposal.  
 

If the MMZ reactions have been switched off this is reported for warning in the status line.                                       
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11.4. General settings (Selection of time bases, colours,…) (not in light 
version)  

Via the menu �Configuration.General settings (selection of time bases, colours, �� or via the symbol 
 a dialogue is opened by which user specific configurations are possible. 

 

 
FTBColors 

 

For every individual MEVIS system the report of the different time bases can be activated. 
This is only useful for these for which values are recorded by the MEVIS system. 
For reporting the day values it can be chosen if the day values of the completed previous day or those 
up to the time of the latest required values of the current day should be reported. 
 

The report of the values for the time bases as well as for alarms and warnings can be configured 
uniformly for all MEVIS-systems. 
The font and the background colours can be selected in the usual Windows dialogue. 
The current view can be seen in the column �Visualising�. 
By the button �Reset to standard colours� the shape of the colours can be reset always and again to 
the MEVIS standard. 
 

Changes of the selectable time bases as well as of the colours are only be adopted by the shutting of 
the dialogue with �OK�.  

FTimeScan 
 

In the dialogue it is possible via the button �Period of the A/W check� to adjust the time period for which 
by starting MEVIS or after the appearance of longer data sequence the values are checked on the 
violation of warning- or alarm-thresholds. Present values are not checked retrospectively.  
 

Thereby a time period for checking retrospectively from the time of the latest value of the individual 
channel as well as a time period retrospectively from the current system time of the computer on which 
MEVIS is executed can be adjusted. 
 

Thereby the time period has the priority which is based on the system time, that means, the checking 
of the values files starts with the values file, which contains the time <current system time � 
time period>. 
By this e.g. an alarm announcement of no longer operated measuring stations is prevented. 
 

For measuring systems which are not always supervised it is recommended to adjust the time periods 
on 72 hours or respectively 3 days. 
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Thereby it can be ensured that the assessment for the records in the time period of the program 
termination after the office hours on Friday until the re-start at the beginning of office hours at Monday 
is executed. 

 
 
Within the dialogue �General setting� can be determined, if in channel table pages and object 
depictions the day values for the previous day  of the day, for which current ***-values are available 
(that is that all reported beginning values are used) are displayed or if the day values of the day with the 
latest ***-values are outputted (the of this calculated day value is invalid up to reporting of the afternoon 
values and it is changed while reporting of new values). 
 
To lead attention on channels, of which are for a longer period no current ***-values are on disposal, 
within the dialogue a �expiry�-time in minutes can be set. If this time is larger than zero, within the 
channel table pages as well as in the object depictions instead of the value the words �Out of date!� 
appears, if the ***-value is older than the set expiry time. 
 
In the same way and independently from the �expiry�-time you can set that date and time in the column 
�Time MV/SV� for each channel will be shown in the alert colour, if its ***-value is older then the set 
minutes.  
In the pages administration the latest ***-values will be shown also in red if they are older than the set 
period. 
 

Hint: Drag the column �Time MV/SV� in channel table pages beside the column �Unit� to detect old 
values with the changed colour. 
 
11.5. Midnight as 0/24 o’clock 
Via the menu �Configuration.Time 0/24 o�clock it is possible to select if the end time of the values which 
occur on midnight are recorded as 0 o�clock and the date of the new day or as 24 o�clock and the date 
of the completed day. 
Start times are independently on this configuration always written as �0 o�clock�.   
 
FDialog2400 
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11.6. General code  
The general code protects essential configuration settings of MEVIS against unintended or deliberate 
changes. 
These are settings of user specific pages, object depictions, special events, standard lists and graphics 
as well as automatic export processes. 
The concerning configuration dialogues can be opened to check the settings or to use them for 
modified lists, graphics or test exports.  
Before saving as standard the code has to be entered. The (standard) settings will be overwritten only 
if the code is correct. HID_MKOTH_0002   
 
 

 
 
In existing systems the general code will be assumed from the old configuration. HID_MKOTH_0005   
 

 
 
11.7. Code protection  
The code protection allows to protect essential configuration settings of the MEVIS visualisation 
functions against unintended or deliberate changes. 
These are settings of user specific pages, object depictions, special events, standard lists and graphics 
as well as automatic export processes. 
The concerning configuration dialogues can be opened to check the settings or to use them for 
modified lists, graphics or test exports.  
Before saving as standard the code has to be entered. The (standard) settings will be overwritten only 
if the code is correct. 
 
If the option �Code� is activated after the very first start of MEVIS you have to enter the general code of 
this MEVIS system. 
  

If it is entered correctly the code protection can be activated. 
If the code protection is activated you can choose an individual code for this visualisation functions 
instead of the general code of the MEVIS system. 
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So the visualisation can get an own code. With this code all users can work without information about 
the MEVIS general code. 
 
Via the menu �Configuration.Code protection� you can activate or de-activate the code protection at 
each time if the correct MEVIS general code will be entered. 
 

If the visualisation code should be changed please de-activate the code protection first and enter a new 
visualisation code after code after re-activation. 
 

 

The configuration settings of communication are always protected with the general code 
independently of the code protection concerning the visualisation.     
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11.8. Stations and  components configuration  
The menu �Configuration.Station and components� allows to create and rename stations as well as the 
configuration of calculated components (its values will be calculated by a special rule). 
 
Within a tree structure the wished station or component can be chosen.  
 

 
 

  FSelCompMKP  

By �Show� or a double click on the component a dialogue with parameters of the component as well as 
buttons for information of XML parameters (if available) and if necessary of the configuration of the 
calculation rule is opened. 
  FBFStati  

 
 
 

  FKompKonf_BV    FKompKonf_Analog   FKompKonf_1zu1  
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11.8.1. Rules of transformation  

11.8.1.1. Fundamental operations of arithmetic (+ - * /) 
Two single components result a linked component. The calculation is made applying one of the four 
fundamental operations of arithmetic. 
Linked component = component1 (plus/minus/mult/div) component2 
 

 
FBV1Mult 

 

11.8.1.2. Moving mean value 
The component results of the weighted mean of all mean values from the basic component in the 
adjusted period (maximum 168 hours resp. 1 week, to limit the used system resources). 
 

 
FBV2GlMV 

 

11.8.1.3. Linear transformation  
The rule enables to assume the mean/sum value, the maximum or the minimum of the basic 
component. Additionally the value can be multiplied by a factor and added by an offset. So you can 
correct a permanent measurement error or convert it for another measure. Standard factor is 1.0 and 
standard offset is 0.0.FBV3LinTrans  

 

 
 

If the mean/sum value is the basic item, the validity of the result is equal to the validity of the basic 
value. 
 

If the maximum or the minimum is the basic item, the result is valid if the basic data set contains a 
maximum or a minimum. Alternatively an empty record set will be written. 
 

The resulting value will be also used as extremes if the record set is not empty. 
 

The operation and error statuses will taken over by the basic data set.  
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The result value can be additionally evaluated.  
 

If the value is smaller than the lower threshold or larger than the upper threshold the result can set as 
invalid or can be deleted if the corresponding option is activated. 
If a threshold should not be evaluated the related entry has to be empty or an always not reachable 
value has to be entered. 
 

The evaluation allows an automatic plausibility check and the removing of outlier values. 
 

If an evaluation criteria is fulfilled an operation or error status can be set. This bit must not be used in 
the basic component! 
The description of the bit can be changed in the dialogue to configure the component with a click on 
the Button �OE statuses�. 
 

The OE statuses can be stored only if the data set type contains this item.       
 

11.8.1.4. Mean value for period  
This rule enables to calculate an evaluated mean value for a fix or a moving Period. A moving mean 
value can be averaged for up to 9000 hours (different from rule �moving mean value�). FBV2MVinPeriod  FBV3LinTrans  

 

 
 

The mean value will be calculated with all valid basic values which are not smaller than the lower and 
not larger than the upper activated threshold. 
 

If a threshold should not be evaluated the related entry has to be empty or an always not reachable 
value has to be entered. 
The evaluation allows an automatic plausibility check and the removing of outlier values.    
 

The result is valid if there is one valid basic value at least in the period.     
 

The mean value can be multiplied by a factor and so it can be standardised to a reference parameter. 
If the factor will be set to the result of 100/[monthly limit value] you can get the percentage of the 
monthly limit value. 
The standard factor is �1�.    
 

If the integration is configured for the fixed period „721“ hours the averaging will not be done for this 
number of hours (approximately 30 days) but for each calendar month with the predefined offset 
specified at the configuration of the start moment.  
 

 
The start moment may not be defined after the 28th day (otherwise problems occur in February 
etc).  

 

If the integration is configured for the fixed period „8761“ hours the averaging will not be done for this 
number of hours (365 days 1 hour) but for each calendar year with the predefined offset specified at 
the configuration of the start moment (do not use 2-29!).  
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11.8.1.5. Value difference  
This rule enables the differentiation of a measured value curve.  
Therefore the differences between each measured value and its predecessor will be calculated.   
 

The component that should be checked has to been chosen in the configuration dialogue. 
 

 
FBV2WDiff 

 

 
Additionally you can enter a period (in hours), in which the program searches for a valid basic value, if 
the predecessor is not valid or is empty. If the period is set to �0�, the difference will be calculated only 
if a direct predecessor exists. If the value is negative (e.g. ��1�), a valid preceding value will be 
searched backwards to 1980.  With the parameter �-2� the current value will be used as result if the 
difference of current and preceding value is negative. The parameter �-3� causes to use the current 
value as result if it is marked with a �fall back� status. 
If the value or its predecessor is invalid, the difference will be invalid too.   
 

You have to assign the difference component to a channel. For this channel you can set upper warning 
and alert thresholds. 
The violation of a threshold will be handled MEVIS-like with reactions (Message box, logging, worst-
case-report, �). 
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11.8.1.6. Relative humidity (Psychrometer) [%] 
The linked component is calculated of the dry temperature, the wet temperature and the absolute air 
pressure.  
 

FBV4bvRelFeucht  
 

Formula:  
 dry temperature >= 0 °C 
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with: 

t     = dry temperature, 
tw  = wet temperature 
ti    = ice temperature 

 
Constants:  Valid ranges: 
C1 = 6,112 hPa K1 = 6,53·10-4 K-1 ew(t):     -45 °C <= t    <= +60 °C 

C2 = 17,62 K2 = 9,44·10-4 K-1 ew(tw):  -45 °C <= tw  <= +60 °C 

C3 = 243,12 K K3 = 5,75·10-4 K-1 ei(ti):      -65 °C <= ti   <= +0,01°C 
C4 = 22,46   

C5 = 272,62 K E0 = 1,0047 Psychrometer formula in relation 
of water valid to +50 °C 
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11.8.1.7. Dew point (absolute humidity) [°C]  
FBV4bvTaupunkt   
The linked component is calculated of the dry temperature and the relative humidity.  

 

 
 

Formula: 
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11.8.1.8. Absolute humidity [g/m³ humid]  
The linked component is calculated of the dry temperature and the relative humidity.FBV4AbsFeucht   
 

 
 

 
Formula: 
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with: 
RH   = relative humidity (0..100%) 
TT    = air temperature 

 
Constants: 
C2 = 17,62 
C3 = 243,12 K 
E0 = 1,0047 

With: 
RH = relative humidity (0..100%) 
TT   = air temperature 

Constants: 
C1 = 6,112 hPa 
C2 = 17,62 
C3 = 243,12 K 
E0 = 1,0047 
RVAP = 461,51 

RVAP = 461,51 
T0 = 273,15 K 
CV = 1 - 2·10-5 ·(0,1·(TT+60)-1)2 für TT<0 °C 
CV = 1 - 10-4 ·((0,1·TT+1)2+4)  für TT>0 °C 
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11.8.1.9. Mixture ratio [g/kg dry]  
Mischungsverhältnis [g/kg trocken]: 
 
The linked component is calculated of the dry temperature, the relative humidity and the air pressure.FBV4MH   
 

 
 

Formula: 
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Constants: 

C1  = 6,112 hPa  E0  = 1,0047 
C2  = 17,62   R'  = 621,98 
C3  = 243,12 K 
 

 

11.8.1.10. QFF (air pressure, reduced to sea level)  
The linked component is calculated of the absolute air pressure, the air temperature and the given 
elevation above sea level.FBV4DruckMeer   

 

 
 

Formula: 
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HS   = elevation of station (elevation of device) 
 

Constants:  a = -0,0065 K/m r = 6356766 m 
 T0 = 273,15 K n = 5,2558797 

 

with: 
RH = relative humidity (0..100%) 
TT   = air temperature 
p      = air pressure 

with: 
RH = relative humidity (0..100%) 
TT   = air temperature 
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11.8.1.11. QFE (air pressure, reduced to site elevation)  
The linked component is calculated of the absolute air pressure, the air temperature, the given 
elevation of the instrument above sea level and the given elevation of the site.FBV4DruckOrt FBV4DruckOr   
 

 
 

 
Formula: 
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Constants:  a = -0,0065 K/m 
 T0 = 273,15 K 

 
 

11.8.1.12. QNH (air pressure for altimeter)  
The linked component is calculated of the air pressure o
configured as a component with calculation rule before
elevation above sea level.FBV4QNH  

 

 
Formula: 
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 hPa  

 
 

Constants:  pn = 1013,25 hPa 
 Ha = 44330,77 m 

 

with: 
H
Q

with: 
p = absolute air pressure 
TT = air temperature 
HS = elevation of the station

   (elevation of the instrument) 
HP = site elevation 
r = 6356766 m 
n = 5,2558797 

f the site elevation (this value might have to be 
hand), the air temperature and the given site 

 

 

S = elevation of the station 
FE = reduced air pressure on site
 146

r = 6356766 m 
n = 5,2558797 
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11.8.1.13. Evaporation by HAUDE  [mm/d]  
The linked component is calculated as value for 24 hours of the values at 02:30 p.m., of the air 
temperature and the relative humidity dependent on the vegetation respectively a set of parameters. 
The calculation is executed past the input of the values at 02:30 p.m. 
If the value of a component is not available, invalid or outside the range of values an evaporation value 
is not calculated. If the given vegetation is winter wheat or sugar beet, the vegetation grass is used for 
the months November to March. 
The component is to declare as sum.FBV4Haude  

 

 
 
Formula: 
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with:   
  U14   = relative humidity (0..100%) at 02:30 p.m 

t    = air temperature  (-5°..+50°C) at 02:30 p.m 
 
Constants:  
  C1  = 6,112 hPa 

C2  = 17,62 
C3  = 243,12 K 
E0  = 1,0047 
f  = month variable factor 

 
Table for f  of the set of the vegetation parameters: 
(outside the defined time period the factor for grass f=0.22 is used for all vegetations) 
 

Month April May June July August September October 
Grass 0,29 0,29 0,28 0,26 0,25 0,23 0,22 

Winter wheat 0,26 0,34 0,38 0,34 0,22 0,21 0,20 
Sugar-beet 0,15 0,23 0,30 0,36 0,32 0,26 0,19 

Maize 0,14 0,18 0,26 0,26 0,26 0,24 0,21 
 
The set of parameters "Original HAUDE" refers to grass also and uses the following factors f: 
 

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
0,2025 0,2025 0,2100 0,2925 0,2925 0,2775 0,2625 0,2475 0,2325 0.2175 0,2025 0,2025
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11.8.1.14. Evaporation by RICHTER [mm/d]  
The linked component is calculated as a value for 24 hours from the day mean for 
- wind speed (measurement height 2 m over water surface), 
- temperature of the water surface, 
- relative humidity (measurement height 2 m over water surface) and 
- air temperature (measurement height 2 m over water surface) 
dependent on coefficients. 
If the value of a component is not available, invalid or outside the range of values an evaporation value 
is not calculated. 
From 12:00 a.m. the value for that day is outputted and actualised when new measurement values are 
available. The final value is available past 12.00 p.m. 
The component is to declare as sum.FBV4Richter  
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with:   
 v    = day mean value of the wind speed  (0..+50 m/s) 
 to    = day mean value of the temperature of the water surface  (0°..+50°C) 
 U   = day mean value of the relative humidity (0..100%) 
 t    = day mean value of the air temperature  (-30°..+60°C) 

 
Constants: 

a, b, c  = changeable constants (-10<a<10, -10<b<10, 0,05<c<10) 
 
The following fixings can be used for certain waters: 
 

a b c Comment 
0,16 0,200 0,5 for north-east German lakes developed and tested 
0,13 0,094 1,0 tested for the rivers "Neckar" and "Rhine" (German section) 
0,21 0,103 1,0 by RIMSHA/DONCHENKO, without lift term 
0,00 0,307 0,5 by TRABERT 
0,13 0,110 1,0 for Lake "Neusiedler See" developed and tested 
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11.8.1.15. Evaporation by WENDLING  [mm/h]  
The linked component is calculated from the hour mean values of the air temperature, the global 
radiation, the wind speed and the relative humidity as simplification of the corresponding formula by 
PENMAN. 
The component is to declare as sum, so that sums of day are calculated automatically.FBV4Wendling  

 

 
 
Formula: 

  ETP t
t

G v
h

U
1 2 4 22

123
0 36

410
0 5 0 54 4 2

3 5
100

905
= ⋅ +

+
⋅ ⋅ + + ⋅ ⋅

+






⋅ −







, , , , ,
, ln

  mm h/  

 
with:   
 t    = hour mean value of the air temperature  (-30°..+60°C) 
 G    = hour mean value of the wind speed  (0..+5000 W/m²) 
 v    = hour mean value of the wind speed (0..100 m/s) 
 h   = height of the wind speed pick-up over the ground (0,05..20 m) 
 U   = hour mean value of the relative humidity (0..100%) 

 
In the case no measurement values of wind speed and relative humidity are available the following 
approximation is used: 
 

Formula: 
    ( ) ( )

( )ETP G C
t

t2 0 36
22

150 123
= ⋅ + ⋅

+
⋅ +

,       mm h/  

 
with:   
 C    = empirical constant  (0..100), 
     in lowland to a height of about 400 m C=8, 
     in a coast strip with a bright of about 30 km C=5 
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11.8.1.16. Wind-chill [W/m²] 
The linked component is calculated of the wind speed and the air temperature.FBV4Windchill   
 

 
 

Formula: 
  ( ) ( )H V V T= ⋅ + − ⋅ − ⋅100 10 45 33 11631, ,  W

m2





 

 
with: 

V = Wind speed 
T1 = air temperature 

 

11.8.1.17. Perceptible temperature [°C]  
The linked component is calculated of the wind chill component (which must be configured beforehand 
as a component with calculation rule).FBV4FhlTemp   
 

 
 

Formula: 
 
  T H= − ⋅





+0 0432
1163

31 46,
,

,  °C  

 
with: 

H = wind-chill 

11.8.1.18. Sunshine duration [h]  

 
 

FBV4Sonne  
The sunshine duration is the sum of hours with a valid mean value of more than 120.0 W/m² global 
radiation. 
The precision depends on the basic mean value period. 
The sunshine duration value is saved as a day mean value and shown in the channel table. 
It will be calculated when new global radiation values are available. 
The value is valid if values of global radiation are valid in more than 12 hours a day.  
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11.8.1.19. Wind speed in a given direction [m/s]  
The linked component is calculated of the wind force, the wind direction and a given angle.FBV4WindVorRi   
This can be given as a constant value or it can be assumed from a angle component with time-
dependent values (e.g. present angle of a rotating solar panel). 

 

 
 

 
 

Hint: 
An offset of 180° changes the sign of the wind speed in given direction. 
An offset of 90° enables the calculation of the crosswind (sin α = cos (α - 90°), east wind positive) 
 
Formula: 
  ( )WV WV

WD WD
D

K= ⋅
⋅ −







cos

π
180

  [ ]m s/  

 
with: 

WV = wind speed 
WD = wind direction 
WDK = wind speed in given direction/of angle component 
 

11.8.1.20. Day mean value temperature (of 4 values) [°C]  
 

 
 

FBV4TagesTAus4  
The day mean value temperature will be calculated in the special meteorological way with the values 
from 7:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. The last value will be added two times (that�s why four values). 
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11.8.1.21. Day mean value (of 3 values)  
 

 
 

FBV4TagAus3  
The day mean value will be calculated in the special meteorological way with the values from 7:30 
a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. 
 

11.8.1.22. Flow at weirs (Swiss rule) [m³/s]  
 

 
FBV4wehr  

 

The flow will be calculated with the value of the component for the percental dam up altitude above the 
weir edge and configured parameters: 
 

hghbQ ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= 2
3
2 µ [m³/s] 

µ = ⋅ +
⋅ +





 ⋅ + ⋅

+




















0 615 1
1

1000 16
1 0 5

0

2

.
.

.
h

h
h h

  

h
h hp bez=

⋅
100

 

 
hp:  percental dam up altitude above the weir edge, correlated to the reference stowage 

height - input value 
hbez :  reference dam up altitude (maximal altitude over weir edge, corresponds to 100%) in meter, 

adjustable  
b:  with of the weir in meter, adjustable 
h0:  height of the weir edge in meter, adjustable 
g:  gravitational acceleration in m/s², standard 9,80665, adjustable  
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11.8.1.23. Heizgradtagzahl (heat grad day number)  
The �Heizgradtagzahl (heat grad day number)� for one day is the difference of a given room 
temperature and the day mean value (calculated with 4 values), if the air temperature falls of a given 
heating threshold temperature.FBV4HeizGT  

 

 
 

If the day mean value of the air temperature is equal or higher than the heating threshold temperature 
the value of this number will be set to zero. The component will be configured as sum component. 
That�s why the number for periods longer than one day will be calculated automatically. 
 

11.8.1.24. Sunshine  
There is �sunshine� if the value of the configured radiation exceeds 120 W/m².FBV4SunShine  

 

 
 

The measure of the radiation component has to be set during the configuration. 
If the value of radiation exceeds 120 W/m² the sunshine value will be set to the period of the measuring 
cycle in hours. Otherwise the value will be zero. The component is a sum, so that for greater periods or 
in 4-in-4 graphics "mean values" are calculated as sums.  
For one day the value corresponds to the result of the calculation rule �Sunshine duration in hours�. 
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11.8.1.25. Direct sun radiation 
The direct radiation will be calculated as the difference between the global radiation and the diffuse sky 
radiation. The diffuse sky radiation is measured by a pyranometer with a shadow ring.  
The geographic angle coordinates and the offset time between the time of the zone and UTC are also 
needed.FBV4DirStr   

 

 
 

 

The time base of the data logger has to be the local zone time (e.g. CET, offset =1 for Berlin). 
Data related to another zone will produce wrong values! 
Negative results will be set to zero. 

 
 
Input values:  
 
Global radiation  Eg (measured by a pyranometer)  
Radiation value  Ed of the diffuse sky radiation (measured by a pyranometer with shadow ring) 
 
The difference of both radiation values is the value of the direct sun radiation on a horizontal surface: 

dgs EEE −=   

 
The direct sun radiation S results of  

hES s  sin= �  
 
The height h �

 of the sun can be calculated by: 
h sin

�
δϕ sinsin=

�
δϕ coscos+

�
 tcos

�
. 

ϕ  is the geographic latitude of the measuring location. δ �
 is the declination, t �

 the hour angle of the 
sun. 
 
The value of declination can be approximately calculated in the next years with 

δsin � λsin 44,23sin °= �
 with  

λ � L= � Lsin(92,1 ⋅°+ �
 )3,77 °+  and  

L
� N⋅+°= 9856,03,279   

 
N is the number of the day in the year, for example N = 1 for the first of January. N as integer means 
12 AM.  
The daytime can be shown with the decimals, for example 12 PM correspondents to N+0,5.  
 
You can calculate N by 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) 24/303/4/42112/99/275 UTCIJINTJINTKINTKINTN +−+⋅−++⋅+−⋅=  
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In this equation K means the number of the month, I the number of the day in the month and J the 
number of the year with four digits.  
UTC is the Coordinated Universal Time, corresponding to: 

h 2h 1 −=−= MESZMEZUTC .  
 
The hour angle t �

 of the real sun is calculated by: 

t
�

( )h1215 ±+⋅= ZmZ .   
The sign is chosen that t≤0 � °≤ 360   
In equation means mZ = mean sun time and Z = equation of time. 
 
You can get the mean sun time mZ from the zone time ZZ at the latitude Zλ  with 

15
ZZZmZ λλ −+= .  

For MEZZZ =  is °=15Zλ .  
The equation of time results of: 

λ2 sin1644,0 ⋅=Z � Lsin(1277,0 ⋅− � )3,77 °+   
 
The measured value of the sky radiation has to be corrected because the shadow ring covers not only 
the sun but also a part of the sky. The correction factor can be calculated approximately with the 
equation 

( ) 





 ⋅−⋅+=

365
35080sin05,0085,1 Nf ED

. 

  

11.8.1.26. Diffuse sky radiation 
The diffuse sky radiation will be calculated as the difference between the global radiation and the direct 
radiation.FBV4DiffStr   

 
 

The geographic angle coordinates and the offset time between the time of the zone and UTC are also 
needed. The time base of the data logger has to be the local zone time (e.g. CET, offset =1)! 
The calculation of the sinus of the sun angle will be done as described in the calculation rule �Direct 
radiation�.   
 

The time base of the data logger has to be the local zone time (e.g. CET, offset =1 for Berlin). 
Data related to another zone will produce wrong values! 
Negative results will be set to zero. 
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11.8.1.27. Sunshine duration by day mean value of radiation  
The sunshine duration of the day [in hours] will be calculated with global radiation [in W/m² or 
mW/cm²], geographic latitude and date.FBV4SunDur   
 

 
 

 

The calculation is unable for locations near the poles (absolute latitude >85°). The calculation follows 
the rules published in the DWD report No. 181. 

 











⋅+⋅=

wolog

g
sHgs H

H
batt

 ,
max , ,

   

.0 then ),0( if  , , =< HgsHgs tt  

=Hgst  , sunshine duration [h] 

=gH measured day sum of radiation [J/cm²] 

=wologH  ,
parameter depending on location and time (calculation see below) 

=max ,st  parameter depending on location and time (calculation see below) 
a =  -0,24 empirical constant 
b =  1,36 empirical constant 
 
 
Astronomic approximation formula for calculation of the global radiation of the clear sky 
 
Normal values published by COLLMANN (1953/1954) for Hamburg for RAYLEIGH-Atmosphere 
Approximation with this formula: 

( )NKthH swolog ⋅⋅⋅≈ ⊗ max,max, , 6,3  

=wologH  ,
daily maximum radiation [J/cm²] 

=⊗h sun height [decimal Grad] 

=st sunshine duration [h] 
( ) =NK correction factor 

 
For the correction factor can be taken: 

( ) ( ) ( )2419726,1sin04,06,809863,0sin15,0255,1 −⋅⋅−−⋅⋅−= NNNK  
 N =  day number in the year 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )( )( ) 2430344211299275 UTCIJINTJINTKINTKINTN +−+⋅−++⋅+−⋅=  
 J =  year number with 4 digits  
 K =  number of the month 
 I =  day number in the month 
 UTC = Co-ordinated Universal Time (here always 12 PM, day mean value) 
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For the maximal sun height is valid: 
⊗⊗ +−= δϕ90max,h  

=ϕ geographic latitude 
=⊗δ declination of the sun 

 
For the declination of the sun is valid: 

( ) ( ) ( )⊗⊗ ⋅°= λδ sin44,23sinsin  
=⊗λ geocentric apparently mean longitude of the sun, oriented to the mean equinoctium of the date 

 
The longitude ⊗λ is calculated by: 

( )NN ⋅+⋅+⋅+=⊗ 9856,06,356sin92,19856.03,279λ  
 
The maximal sunshine duration in hours (decimal) is calculated by: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )








⋅−

⋅
−⋅= ⊗

⊗

δϕ
δϕ

tantan
coscos

60/50sinarccos
5,7

1
max ,st  

 
The sunshine duration component is a sum component, so that for greater periods or in 4-in-4 graphics 
"mean values" are calculated as sums. 
 
 

11.8.1.28. Reference evapotranspiration 

 
 
FBV4RefEva  
Defining reference evapotranspiration (ETo) as the rate of evapotranspiration from a hypothetic crop 
with an assumed crop height of 12 cm, a fixed canopy resistance of 70 sm-1 and an albedo of 0.23, 
closely resembling the evapotranspiration from an extensive surface of green grass of uniform 
height, actively growing, completely shading the ground and not short of water, the estimation of 
the ETo can be determined with the combination formula based on the Penman-Monteith approach. When 
combining the derivations found for the aerodynamic and radiation terms as presented above, the 
combination formula can be noted as: 

)U0.34+(1+

)e-e(U 273+T
900+G)-R( 0.408

 = ET
2

da2n

o γ

γ

∆

∆
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where:  
 ETo : reference crop evapotranspiration [mm d-1 ] 
 Rn : net radiation at crop surface [MJ m-2 d-1 ] 
 G : soil heat flux [MJ m-2 d-1 ], 
 T : average temperature [°C] 
 U2 : wind speed measured at 2m height [m s-1 ] 
 (ea-ed) : vapour pressure deficit [kPa]: equation (17) 
 ∆  : slope vapour pressure curve [kPa °C-1 ] 
 γ  : psychrometric constant [kPa °C-1 ] 
 900 : conversion factor 
 
The Reference evapotranspiration will be calculated imperatively with temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed, global radiation [in W/m² or mW/cm²] and geographic latitude. The air pressure can be 
calculated approximately with the altitude of the measuring location. If there is no component for soil 
heat flux, it can be set to zero or calculated with the temperature. 
 
There is a set of parameters with their default values, that can be changed in the mevis.ini file under 
[general]: 
 
α  = 0,23 albedo or canopy reflection coefficient overall average for grass (recommended) 
as = 0,25 fraction of extraterrestrial radiation on overcast days for average climate 

as + bs : fraction of radiation on clear days ~ 0.75 
bs = 0,5 for average climate 

ac + bc : cloudiness factor for clear skies [ ] = 1.0 
ac = 1,35 ac :  ~1.35 (arid) - 1.0 (humid areas) 
bc = -0,35 thus bc ~ -0.35 - 0.0 
a1 = 0,34 a1 : correlation coefficient [ ] ~  0.34 -  0.44 
b1 = -0,14 b1 : correlation coefficient [ ] ~ -0.14 - -0.25 
 
The Reference evapotranspiration component is a sum component, so that for greater periods or in 
4-in-4 graphics "mean values" are calculated as sums. 
 

11.8.1.29. Weather data classification 
With this rule the values of wind speed, wind direction, temperature or relative humidity can be 
assigned to class numbers. FBV4MetKlassen  

 

 
 

The classification follows this criteria: 
 

Class Wind speed [knots] Wind direction [°] Temperature [°C] Rel. humidity [%] 
1  0,0 - 2,4  0 - 39   <= -10,1  0,0 - 19,9 
2  2,5 - 4,9  40 - 79  -10,0 - -5,1  20,0 - 29,9 
3  5,0 - 7,4  80 - 119  -5,0 - -0,1  30,0 - 39,9 
4  7,5 - 9,9  120 - 159  0,0 - 4,9  40,0 - 49,9 
5  10,0 - 12,4  160 - 199  5,0 - 9,9  50,0 - 59,9 
6  12,5 - 14,9  200 - 239  10,0 - 14,9  60,0 - 69,9 
7  15,0 - 17,4  240 - 279  15,0 - 19,9  70,0 - 79,9 
8  17,5 - 19,9  280 - 319  20,0 - 24,9  80,0 - 89,9 
9   >= 20,0  320 - 360   >= 25,0   >= 90,0 

 

The conversion of the wind speed values (which are given in [m/s] by the loggers) to knots will be done 
by the calculation rule with the factor 1,9455.  
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11.8.1.30. Relative humidity by dew point and temperature [%] 
The relative humidity can be calculated by the air temperature component and the dew point 
component. FBV4RHausTaupT   

 

 
 

Formula: 
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11.8.1.31. Day value subject to current DWD standard 
The calculation of the day value by the basic component will be done by the DWD standard prevailing 
from 04-01-2001. FBV5TWDVDNeu  

 

 
 
The day mean values will be calculated as arithmetic mean of 24 values sampled every hour in the 
reference period from 11:51 p.m. UTC of the previous day to 11:50 p.m. UTC.  
If the time difference (CET-UTC) is one hour the values of 11:50 p.m. CET of the previous day, 0:50 
a.m. CET, 01:50 a.m. CET  etc.. including 10:50 p.m. CET of the MEVIS database will be used. 
 
The day sum value of precipitation will be calculated by all precipitation values in the period from 5:50 
a.m. UTC of the concerning day to 5:50 a.m. UTC of the following day.   
 
 
    

in which: 
DT   = Dew point (°C) 
TT    = Air temperature 

 
Constants: 
C2  = 17,62 
C3  = 243,12 K 
E0   = 1,0047 
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11.8.2. Vectorial averaging of wind components 
There are wind quantities described in the following text. 
Wind rates are always configured in connection with the meeting wind direction. 
 

 
FKompKonfWR 

 
 

Wind direction calculated by standard vectors 
 
Their higher mean values are calculated on of standard vectors standardized single values. 
If there is a related wind speed configured, the maximal value of the wind direction is reported by the 
wind direction which occurred at the moment of the highest wind speed. 
If the moment of the maximal value of the wind direction is identical to the moment of the maximal wind 
speed, the maximum of the wind direction is taken, otherwise � also in case of missing wind speed 
maximum � the referring beginning-mean-value. 
 
 
Wind direction and wind speed calculated by vectors 
 
The calculation will be done according to the rule VDI 3786, page 2. 
Therefore the assignment of a wind speed to a wind direction is absolutely demanded. 
 
The calculation from n single vectors with given quantity u and angle α α α α follows the rule:     
 
x = u cos α ;     α ;     α ;     α ;     y = u sin α ;α ;α ;α ; 
 

∑
=

=
n

i
ix

n
x

1

1
;   ∑

=
=

n

i
iy

n
y

1

1
  

 
22

yxu ++= ;    
x
yarctan* =α  with αααα in [0°..90°] 
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The position of the direction angle results from the signs of the orthogonal wind vectors: 
 

x  + - - + 

y  + + - - 

α  *α  180°- *α  180°+ *α  360°- *α
 
The determination of the maximal values of wind direction corresponds to the calculation of wind 
direction by standard vectors and related wind speed. 
 
By the second component-configuration-dialogue an arbitrary number of wind directions can be 
installed. To the installation of a wind direction it can be defined which wind-speed-component is 
related to it. 
 
The wind-speed-component firstly has to be added to the configuration, before a beforehand placed 
wind direction as such can be configured! 
 
Within the configuration-dialogue of the wind speed it is reported after its assignment to a wind-
direction which kind it is (as vectors  or  �normal� in relation to the standard-vector-wind �direction) and 
which wind-direction-component it is related to. 
These assignments can not be changed at this position but they are always determined while the 
configuration of the wind-direction. 
 
While starting a version of the new assignment of wind the details to wind-direction and wind speed are 
taken of  the �old� version configured systems to configure the assigned wind-components to �Wind-
direction out of standard vectors� and the related wind speed.  
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11.9. Configuration of channels 
The menu �Configuration.Channels� serves the configuration of the channels. 
Within a tree structure the desired channel can be chosen.  
 

FSelChannelMKP  
 

By �Edit� or a double-click on the channel a dialogue with parameters of the channel opens. 
 
Channels within MEVIS are based on components and have to understand as view on the MEVIS data 
base. In its simplest form it unchanged takes over the value of its basic component. 
The number of the channels of a station is limited to 99. 
For special applications MEVIS systems can be extended on up to 260 channels. 
 

Channels differ from components: 
• The values of the basic component can be calculated by the basic arithmetic operations with up to 9 

constants (e.g. for the measure unit adaptation).  
• The sequence of the channels is arbitrary and does not depend on of the fixed sequence of the 

components. It results of the sequence of the configuration and possible deletions of channels. 
Within MEVIS the channels in the channel table pages can be freely arranged. 

• Several channels can base on one and the same component, not all components have to be shown 
as a channel  

• For the channels there can be set upper and lower warning and alarm thresholds.  
• Only the values of channels can be shown in tables, graphics, lists and reports.  
 
After a click on �Delete channel� the general code of the concerning MEVIS system is requested and 
after the confirmation the selected channel can be deleted.  
 

If you double-click in this dialogue on the selected channel or choose �Edit� for the concerning MEVIS 
system the general code is queried. 
After the confirmation of the code with �OK� or cancelling of the code query the dialogue �Configuration 
of the channel <channel name>� opens. 
There you can make the necessary settings for the selected channel, if changing is permitted by code 
confirmation.  
If you have cancelled the code query you can not do any changes, in this case the dialogue only serves 
for information. 
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KanKonf  
 

Channel name Each channel of a station is unique determined by a name. Each 
name can be used only once. 
If you insert as a character series an already existing name, the 
characters appear in red colour. In this case please change the 
name. 

Number of the significant 
digits 

The view of channel values (in the table of the basic view, lists, 
graphics) can be done by two up to six significant digits. 

Number of the digits after 
decimal 

By the standard value �-1� you set the maximal possible number of 
the digits after decimal in dependence of the significant digits. 
Moreover the program offers the chance to you to set a fixed number 
of digits after the decimal, between �0 �6� digits. By the value �-2� 
you set the scientific rule. 

Measure The measure is only for information and does not influence the 
value. Thus no conversion of the values is done if e.g. the measure is 
changed from W/m² to W/cm². 
Therefore the correct measure of the value has to be inserted. 

Component 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

In standard at least the identifier of the basic component has to be 
inserted as OPERAND1. 
Channel values are calculated in the following way: 
OPERAND 1 [ + | - | * | /  OPERAND 2  ... + | - | * | /  OPERAND 10 ] 
The calculation rule can consist of maximal 9 operators and 10 
operands, whereas exactly one of the maximal 10 operands has to be 
a component identifier. 
The calculation is done from left to right, multiplication has no higher 
associativity than addition. Brackets can not be used. Please ensure 
that while calculation there is no figure overflow (permitted real range  
-1E38 � 1E38). 
 

The basic component e.g. by this function can be changed in 
accordance to the measure unit of the channel. 

If within the string no valid component name for the component is 
contained the string is written in red font.  
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Thresholds/warning 
thresholds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Here the lower and upper threshold values are determined, for their exceeding within 
channel tables of the program MEVIS or the 16-Bit-program version of MEVIS worst-
case-values appear but also are actualised. Within tables and lists are values, which 
violate the warning thresholds, are marked by �W�. 

The thresholds have to correspond in their size and measure to the 
range of the channel values (possibly after its described calculation). 
The detection of a worst-case-value by the violation of the warning or 
alarm threshold within MEVIS but also in the 16-Bit program version 
of MEVIS releases an alarming and protocolling. 
If the lower and the upper threshold are nil, then no evaluation of the 
threshold value is done within the named programs. 
Within the 16-Bit program version of MEVIS the set threshold 
values for “***-values for all time bases are used!  
Within MEVIS the checking of �warning� is done on the basis of the 
specific thresholds for each time base, if the individual time base is 
activated for the view.   

Thresholds/alarm thresholds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Here the lower and upper threshold values are determined of their 
exceeding within channel tables of the program MEVIS or the 16-Bit 
program version of MEVIS worst-case-values appear but also are 
specified. Within tables and lists are values, which violate the alarm 
thresholds, are marked by �A�. 
The thresholds have to correspond in their size and measure to the 
range of the channel values (possibly after its described calculation). 
The detection of a worst-case-value by the violation of the alarm 
threshold within MEVIS but also in the 16-Bit program version of 
MEVIS releases an alarming and protocolling. 
If the lower and the upper threshold are nil, then no evaluation of the 
threshold value within the named programs. 
Within the 16-Bit program version of MEVIS the set threshold 
values for “***-values for all time bases are used!  
Within MEVIS the checking of �alarm� on the basis of the specific 
thresholds for each time base, if the individual time base is activated 
for the view.   

Viewing range in measure For the drawing of graphics on the here inserted values are offered as 
standard and can be changed there. 

Division in the channel table 
after is channel within 
landscape mode 

For the increase of the clearness of the channel table a division line 
can be inserted. If you choose a line type, within the channel table 
after the row of the just processed channels such a line is inserted.. 
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11.10. Communication and data import from loggers 
The user gets a configured system normally with the completed settings of PC-connected loggers. 
Possibly you have to customise the serial ports by a non-recurring selection for communication with the 
loggers before first data polling. Further setting changes should be an exception. HID_MKOTH_0000   
 
If there are no technical or other communication problems during the normal non-stop operation, 
monitoring of communication functions is not necessary by opening the communication window. 
The executed actions are listed with time in this window. It owns a menu also to view and change 
settings and to initiate several actions manually. 
 
The communication window is reachable via the menu items �Configuration.Communication� or 
�View.Communication window�, via the symbol  or the key command <Ctrl>+>C>. HID_MKOTH_0001   
 
The following sections describe the individual menu items and their functions. 
 
11.10.1. Settings – Objects set up 
MEVIS handles the communication functions as objects, which include among an interface (serial port, 
for memory card parallel port) and its properties all algorithms and data structures to assure a 
complete and correct understanding with one or more loggers. 
 
The following depictured dialog field serves as administration of all communication objects. 
 

 
 

Topmost a combo box shows the object names for selection. The last edited or during an operator 
action used object is selected. You can add new objects and rename or delete existing by the buttons 
right beside the combo box. Deleting an object means certainly, all settings disappear and no 
communication runs to the relevant loggers, if you leave the dialog over OK. 
If you close the dialog by the Cancel button, all your changes are discarded. The operation of the 
communication objects continues during MEVIS shows the dialog. That is useful to check the settings. 
After OK MEVIS stops all operations and starts with changed parameters. 
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Options in the left hand section of dialog: HID_MKOTH_0003  

 

Memorycard is used This checkbox sets memory card as interface. An additional program 
imports the data via a reader at the line printer port. MEVIS starts the 
program automatically. This object doesn�t use a serial port. All 
respective settings are irrelevant. 

Port Select the serial port. The port can be PC onboard, on a serial 
extension card, a USB adaptor or a LAN COM server. 

Character setting Selection must be equal to the interface setting in the logger. 
8,N,1 = 8 Bits / character, no parity, 1 stop bit. 
7,E,1 = 7 Bits / character, even parity, 1 stop bit. 

RTS/CTS The handshake with RTS and CTS is used. This option is useful for 
modem operation. 

Xon/Xoff To avoid buffer overrun, nearly all Thies logger use this mode to 
control the transmission. 

Modem is used One or, in this case, more loggers are connected via a modem by 
using an internal or the public telephone network. MEVIS dials a 
phone number via modem before sending the logger commands in 
that case. 

Initialising To connect a modem via telephone line with another one for data 
transmission, the modem needs possibly certain parameters in the 
form of AT-commands. You can enter the commands to this input 
field. 
A reset to the factory settings is most suitable by �AT&F� to get 
defined conditions. You should add further commands if the factory 
settings do not apply, e.g. X3 (substation operation), &D2 (DTR signal 
disconnects, is necessary for MEVIS) and other. 

Dialling mode The characters from this field are part of the dialling command. T = 
tone, P = pulse are usually. 

Logbook to file This option activates / deactivates the transmission logging via the 
interface. You can switch on or off it via menu �Settings.Use Logfiles� 
also. Activation is designated for service only. Very large log files are 
generated. 
You have to enter a file name in the input field. If the extension is 
absent, MEVIS adds �.log�. 

Logger The list contains one or more loggers for communication within the 
object. The logger names are user-defined. 
To add, rename or remove loggers, please use the buttons of the 
same name right beside the list. 
The parameters of a chosen logger (via mouse click) are shown in the 
right section of the dialog field to edit them. 

 
Options in the right hand section of dialog: 
 

Protocol The loggers use several protocols for command, parameter and data 
telegrams. The list contains the MEVIS known protocols to select one. 

Telegram Ultrasonic Anemometers handle several telegram types (see the 
manual). MEVIS must use the required telegram in the command 
during polling mode. 
If the devices send automatically, that setting is irrelevant. 

ID Ultrasonic Anemometers are addressable for bus mode operation. 
MEVIS must use the required ID in the command during polling mode. 
If the devices send automatically, that setting is irrelevant. 

Tel. Number with Prefix That is the phone number to reach the logger.  
Value number in the 
Telegram 

MEVIS checks the founded number of measured variables in any 
telegram without checksum to avoid failure and to repeat a data 
request possibly. 
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T707 is used To use the special connection module T707, this option has to be 

activated. 
Identifier, Order 1, 2 Enter three identifiers according the directives of T707. If the option 

T707 is unused, the content is irrelevant. 
Set watch with <time type> 
every <n> Days + <m>  min 

Activate this option to synchronise the logger watch with the PC 
watch. Time type can be:  
Local Time (= shown PC time), 
Time zone time (MESZ is corrected to MEZ during summer time, 
even if the PC is not adjusted. 
UTC (The time is corrected to UTC year-round. MESZ is corrected to 
UTC during summer time, even if the PC is not adjusted. 
You have to enter the period of synchronisation in days. MEVIS adds 
the minute time to 12�clock a.m. at the respective day. 

Mom. Values On The option switches the polling of momentary values on and off. 
Automatically from Logger 
or get every <n> s 

If the option �Automatically from Logger� is active, MEVIS expects 
automatic sending of data telegrams from the logger in a fix distance 
of some milliseconds to some seconds without polling. 
In the other case MEVIS must request the momentary values 
continuously. Enter the polling period in seconds to the input field. 

Averaging Mom. Values 
within <n> min 

If there are no mean values from the logger, MEVIS can calculate 
itself mean values on the base of momentary values in the entered 
minute period to save them in the data base. 

Mean Values If the option is active, MEVIS can poll logger with memory for mean 
and if necessary extreme values. 

from <Date> <Time> MEVIS shows the time stamp of the newest mean values in the data 
base here to avoid complete transmission of all saved mean values. 
You can edit it before the next polling action. 

Extreme Values If the option is active, MEVIS can poll logger with memory for mean 
and extreme values for extreme values also. 

from <Date> <Time> MEVIS shows the time stamp of the newest extreme values in the 
data base here to avoid complete transmission of all saved extreme 
values. You can edit it before the next polling action. 

Automatically in Polling 
period 

This switch activates the automatical import of the mean and extreme 
values in the configured polling period (see below). It can be switched 
on and off in the menu without opening the setting dialogue. Also if it 
is deactivated, manual single imports can be executed. 

Time Offset <n> h The measure values has a time stamp on the base of the logger 
watch. MEVIS saves them so in the data base. To correct the time 
stamps before saving, enter an hour value unequal 0. 
The value can be between -12h and +12h. 

Polling Period <n> min + 
<m> min 

The poling period fixes the distance of data polling of mean values 
and extreme values. With values dividing 60 without rest, polling 
happens always at round times, which you can calculate simple from 
12�clock a.m. (e.g. 10 min = 12:10 a.m., 12:20 a.m. and so on). You 
can calculate other values as modulo seconds value of all seconds 
from 1-1-1970. 
The additional minutes value �+ <m> min� is added with the above 
calculation (e.g. period = 30 min + 5 min. Polling at 12:35 a.m., 1:05 
a.m., 1.35 a.m. and so on). 

Value Assignment The telegrams contain only numerical values without further 
identification. The sequence of the numerical values depends on the 
sensor equipment. MEVIS must learn this individual sequence for any 
logger by the value assignment. The value positions in the telegram 
are assigned to the components of a MEVIS station. 

Station All components assigned to logger values must belong to the same 
station in MEVIS. Select the required station in the combo box. If it 
does not exist yet, you can add it via the button �New�. 
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Components The assignment of the positions to components occurs after the 
station selection. 
If the list is empty or a required component does not exist yet, you can 
add it via the button �Add� or select it in the list of existing 
components. Within the components configuration dialog, opening on 
creating a new one or via button �Configuration�, you have to enter the 
position, later shown in the list column. 

 
If you click on OK, all settings or modifications are taken over. Within the dialog you can make 
simultaneously settings for all objects and loggers. 
 
11.10.2. Settings – Configure XML Import objects (with XML option only) 
MEVIS handles the XML import functions as objects, which include information about the files to import 
and also all algorithms and data structures that allow the complete and correct interpretation of the 
XML data. HID_MKOTH_0012  

 

The XML files will be provided not by MEVIS(!) but by any other process. This process can collect the 
data in any way and can them provide locally, or the data will be transferred via LAN or Internet e.g. by 
FTP transfer protocol. 
 
The following dialogue enables the administration of all XML import objects: 
 

 
 

At the very top of it the object names can be selected in a list box. The lastly edited or for an operation 
used object is selected. By the buttons right of the list box new objects can be added and existing 
objects can be edited or deleted. If objects will be deleted all settings will be lost if you leave the 
dialogue by pressing �OK�.  
If the dialog will be closed by pressing �Cancel� all changes will be discarded. 
As the work of the XML import objects will not be interrupted while the dialogue is open you can use it 
to check the settings. 
 
The following options are available: 
 
Mask for filename with  
XML data 

This mask allows to choose the correct file in the configured path (see 
below). The mask has to comply with the rules of the operating 
system (�*� for variable parts, �?� for single characters, all other as 
constant). The file name extension has to be entered if required. 
Example: The names contain date and time as well as an ID, e.g.  
�200809261200_ID.csv�. As mask you should enter �*_ID.csv� . 
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Path for XML files Directory where MEVIS looks for the XML files. Please use the button 
on the right to navigate. 

Mean values On The interpretation will be activated by On. 
Automatically in Check 
Distance 

This switch activates the automatical check of the interpretation of 
XML files in the configured distance for file check (see below). It can 
be switched on and off in the menu without opening the setting 
dialogue. Also if it is deactivated, manual checks can be executed. 

Meantime Choose the meantime which MEVIS uses for the measure value 
assumption into the data base. 

Time offset <n> h The measuring values will be delivered with a time stamp of the data 
logger clock. They will be also stored with this stamp in the data base. 
If the time stamp should be corrected before storing a value of hours 
unequal zero in the range from �12 to 12 has to be entered.  

Distance for file check This setting defines the import period. With values that divide 60 
without remainder the import runs to �round� moments which can be 
calculated easily from midnight (e.g. 10 min = 00:10, 00:20 etc.)  
Moments based of other periods will be calculated as integer second 
value from 1-1-1970. 
The additional minute offset will be added to the calculated moment 
(e.g. period = 30 min + 5 min. Import 00:35, 01:05, 01:35 etc.) 

Value assignment MEVIS searches the measure values within the XML files among 
element designations defined by the producer of the files, e.g. 
Meteomedia. They have to assign to components of a MEVIS station. 

Station The values of the XML structure will be assigned to components of 
one and the same MEVIS station. You can choose the desired station 
in the list box. If the station is not already listed it can be added with a 
click on the button �New�. 

Components After the station selection you have to assign the XML elements of the 
file to the components. 
If the list is still empty or if there is no desired component you can 
create it via the button �Add� or it can be selected from the list of 
existing components. In the component configuration dialog that 
opens with a new configuration or via the button �Configure� you have 
to press the button �XML parameter�. A dialog opens and you have to 
choose the XML format and the component descriptor (synonym).  
These parameter come from a description file of XML formats 
administrated by UMAD. MEVIS reads the tags (elements, attributes, 
attribute values) in it. 

 
After a click on the button �OK� all settings or changes will be assumed. In the opened dialogue you 
can edit the settings of all XML objects in parallel. 
 
11.10.3. Settings – Momentary Values On/Off 

 
 
The depicted dialog is for the quick switching on and off of momentary value polling without using the 
�big� setting dialog. An advantage is the single control of the required logger. HID_MKOTH_0008   
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If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. Simultaneously the actual condition of the momentary value polling is shown in the check  mark 
fields before logger names. 
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
 
11.10.4. Settings – Use Logfiles 

 
 
The depicted dialog is for the quick switching on and off of writing in a log file without using the �big� 
setting dialog. An advantage is the single control of the required logger. HID_MKOTH_0004   
 
If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. Simultaneously the actual condition of the log file using is shown in the check  mark fields 
before logger names. 
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
 
11.10.5. Settings – Automatic Polling On/Off 

 
 
The depicted dialog is for the quick switching on and off of automatic polling of loggers without using 
the �big� setting dialog. An advantage is the single control of the required logger. HID_MKOTH_0007   
 
If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. Simultaneously the actual condition of the automatic polling is shown in the check  mark fields 
before logger names. If a logger sends data telegrams independently, its name is inactive for 
operation.  
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
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11.10.6. Settings – XML Import On/Off (with XML option only) 

 
 
The shown dialogue enables the quick activation and deactivation of the XML import of a station 
without the need for the usage of the �big� setting dialogue of all objects. HID_MKOTH_0013  

 

After you have chosen the desired object MEVIS shows in the list below a check box shows the actual 
status of the import. 
By a click on the check boxes you can set the desired status. A click on the button �OK� confirms the 
operation. 
 
11.10.7. Start One-Time – Immediate Value Polling 

 
 
The depicted dialog is for manual released value polling without waiting for automatic polling. HID_MKOTH_0009   
 
If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. The check  mark fields before logger names are activated to release a request. If a logger 
sends data telegrams independently, its name is inactive for operation.  
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
 
11.10.8. Start One-Time – Synchronize Clock 

 
 
The depicted dialog is for manual released synchronisation of the logger watch without waiting for 
automatic synchronisation. HID_MKOTH_0010   
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If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. The check  mark fields before logger names are activated to release a synchronisation. If a 
logger sends data telegrams independently, its name is inactive for operation.  
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
 
11.10.9. Start One-Time – Send Command 

 
 

The depicted dialog is for sending of commands to a logger. HID_MKOTH_0006   
 
If you choose an object in the combo box left hand above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in 
the list below. If a logger sends data telegrams independently, its name is inactive for operation.  
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition. Then select an command in the 
right hand list and confirm it via OK. MEVIS sends the command to the device and the answer is 
shown soon in the communication window. 
 
The commands list is first empty. You can fill it with any commands, edited in the input field above and 
added to the list via button �Add�. For control characters you can use �^� as prefix followed by a letter 
(e.g. CR  as ^M). By clicking the command name you can edit it. 
 
If you make a double click on a command in the list, its coding is taken over to the input field to edit 
(button �Replace�) or copy (button �Add�) it.  
MEVIS saves the commands for next using after program restart. 
 
11.10.10. Start One-Time – XML Import (with XML option only) 

 
 
Via the shown dialogue the search for new XML files can be started manually without waiting for the 
automatic start. ID HID_MKOTH_0014 _MKOTH_0009   
 
After you have chosen the desired object MEVIS shows in the list below an already activated check 
box to start a potential search. 
By a click on the check boxes you can set the desired status. A click on the button �OK� confirms the 
operation. 
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11.10.11. Finish – Current Polling (incl. Modem Connection) 

 
 

The depicted dialog is for manual released break of data polling. If a modem connection exists, MEVIS 
disconnects it. HID_MKOTH_0011   
 
If you choose an object in the combo box above, MEVIS shows the loggers of that object in the list 
below. Simultaneously the actual condition of a running polling is shown in the check  mark fields 
before logger names. If a logger sends data telegrams independently, its name is inactive for 
operation.  
By clicking the check mark fields you can set the required condition and confirm it via OK. 
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12. HTML-export (with option “HTML export” only) 

This option of MEVIS uncomplicatedly enables the presentation of current measure data of an Internet 
page within the intranet or the Internet. Thereby a table produced by MEVIS integrates into an originally 
for each website given surroundings and realises, with the help of a copy, after the output of new 
measure data the cyclic actualisation of the concerning individual page within the whole information 
catalogue.  
 

For understanding the problem some general connections of the realisation of web-based information 
are explained which you can leave out while reading if you know these aspects.  
 
12.1. Ways for publishing of web-based information 
Information via Intranet/Internet � that is shortly spoken � an information service institution provides 
data (web sites) on a server and independently of this many information consumers can access on 
these data by standard means.  
 

By this manner the information service institution combines different, via links mapped pages as a 
whole. 
Generally spoken such an offer contains a homepage (introduction page), and by this several mapped 
pages with explanations, pictures and tables of the matching information. 
A well-created site orientates on continuous application of certain style, e.g. the manner of a page 
layout, background, font and so far. 
 

If a site is created and tested it is loaded on a web server.  
In the intranet this can be the path of a certain computer, on which all the other computers can access.  
For the setting of own pages in the Internet mostly the by ones self created information page has to be 
uploaded on the distributed storage space of a computer nearby the provider. If you want to actualize 
individual information later, generally it is sufficient to set only the pages with the new contents newly 
on the server. 
 

The transmission of web contents on the server of the provider is mostly done by FTP-programs. 
Therefore it is the task of the network administrator or webmasters to ensure that for the present the 
information pages of a local drive are actually put on the right place on the intranet server or the server 
of the provider. 
 

If a person who is interested in the information contents wants to have access to them mostly the 
standard programs (browser) which are contained in the instalment of the running systems, e.g. the 
Netscape-navigator or the Internet-explorer are sufficient.  
By entry the matching page address, which you must know, you are confronted by the homepage of 
the seller and you can follow the links for getting the information published on the website. 
 
12.2. Preconditions for the data report by MEVIS  
For the publishing of information via intranet/internet the following preconditions are necessary which 
can be seen for the present absolutely separately of the intension to produce in these contents also 
measure data: 
 

- There is an information surroundings (homepage or website) which offers a compact image of facts 
and was set of Standard-HTML-editors ( e.g. front page) by the information service institution. 

 

- There are models for the creation of data by tables (style sheets, *.css-file). 
 

- There are communication slots for the transportation of the finished page from a local path to the 
server. 

 

- On the server are running programs, which enable the access by web browsers, or the path is set 
free to the direct access in the intranet. 

 

The MEVIS application interferes into the system in so far, as on a single (or more) page are not set 
static tables with data, but only are existing variables in the page layout of a model (*.htt-file). 
These variables are replaced during the run time by a table of current measure data. Afterwards the 
matching page is save in a target directory, from which it can be transported by means of the matching 
local networks to the intranet/internet-server. 
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12.3. Procedure to the publication of current data 
To use the chance of setting automatically current measuring date within your Internet-site you need 
the additional file ExpHTML32.DLL (from version 2.0.4.21 of the 23-06-04, use beforehand 
EXPHTML.DLL), which you have to bring in your MEVIS application directory.  
Out of your Internet-site you have to define the page, in which later the table is inserted, as �template� 
and you have to file it usefully in an own template directory. 
 

Such a template has to end by the extension �.htt� and should contain furthermore: 
 

<meta http-equiv="Expires" CONTENT="%EXPDATETIME(600)%"> 
 ;within the <head>-area, expiry time in (n) seconds, here 10 minutes. 

If (n) is missing the page never expires. 
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="exphtml.css"> 
 ;within the  <head>-area, name of the style template (cascaded   style 

sheet) for the table formation 
%MEVISTABLE(1)%   ; wild card at the position, at which the table is inserted  
      (for a graphic please use the wild card %MEVISGRAPHIC(1)%) 
%CURDATETIME%  ; optionally wild card for the time of the last data updating 
 

There can be prepared several templates to use within one Website also different tables or graphics.  
The definition of the wild card is always the same, the inserting of different selections is prescribed only 
for the definition of the template and target file of each Internet export page in MEVIS.  
With the supplied pattern of the file exphtml.htt the necessary usage of the parameters within the 
template files can be easily understood.    
 

For the correct report of the channel table pages or graphics within the finished page it is necessary 
that the style template within the whole Website is filed within the correct directory of the web server. 
This directory depends on the individual file tree of the web server and should therefore be defined in 
accordance of the web master. Eventually the link on each template page has to be adapted 
correspondingly.  
The in the scope of delivery contained style template exphtml.css is a possible variant of the table 
creation, it has necessarily to be adapted to the creation ways for the own web site.  
 

After these preparation tasks the content itself has to be set. 
 

For each table, which shall be published via Intranet/Internet, at first in MEVIS a (user specific) page 
has to be created in the way, as it shall be later presented on the Internet-site.  
Each change within the number of rows, the course of the measure quantity or within the number and 
course of the columns is taken over immediately also into the Internet table while the next export. 
 

If you are pleased with the worksheet layout, please use the menu �Pages�, the symbol  in the 
symbol bar or the shortcut <Ctrl>+<G> for opening the pages administration. There you can configure 
the dialogue for the export of the page (see chapter 3.3.2).   
 

For a graphic you configure a standard graphic, please select this in the graphic administration 
(reachable via the menu �Graphics�, by the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<G>) and click on 
the button �Autom. Export� (see Chapter 5.5). 
 

For an object depiction you configure such one, please select this in the object depiction administration 
(reachable via the menu �OD�, by the symbol  or using the shortcut <Ctrl>+<O>) and click on the 
button �Autom. Export� (see Chapter 6.4). 
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12.4. Hint on further services 
Some sellers of information services do not have extended computer networks of central administered 
access to the internet on their disposal but have to transmit their information-sites via dial-up-networks 
and FTP-access on the by the internet-provider assigned directory trees. For these users the additional 
program �AutoUpLoad� is designed that after setting of actualized page contents automatically builds a 
connection to the provider via a set dial-up-network and after the setting of a logical connection can 
upload the pages on the internet. Afterwards the connection is cancelled.  
 
AutoUpLoad firstly requires the input of all user relevant data in a dialogue window and then it works 
automatically in the background. All activities are recorded in a log file for making a belated evaluation 
of the functional runs possible.  
 
The UMAD GmbH takes over for inexperienced users the creation of internet information pages on an 
all-in price. For order assignment the user has only to hand in rough sketches of the later page layout 
and copies of logos and he has to name a person to turn to for professional arrangements.  
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13. Help menu 

13.1. Details on help 
This menu opens a window on information of the usage of the sensitive help: 
- By the button <F1> or 
- (If available) by a �Help�-menu or �Help�-button in the active window. 
 

Preconditions for the context relevant help are: 
- a correctly installed ADOBE ACROBAT or ADOBE ACROBAT READER from version 4.0 onwards 

(gratis download of the actual READER: http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html )  
and 

- the files PDFHelp.EXE and MEVIS.PDF in the start path of MEVIS. 
 
 

Hint: 
 

For reporting the position in the visible area of the PDF-page a special function is necessary. The 
function is available only if an ACROBAT-version or the ACROBAT READER-Version 5.1 is completely 
installed exactly and is linked with the extension *.PDF in the operating system.  
 

If this function is not available, only the relevant page is being opened. The exact position of the help-
information can be then in the outer range of the visible area of the page. 
In this case you should have a look at the whole page or you should orientate yourself on the active 
bookmarks for getting help. 
 

The program PdfHelp.exe tries at the first time to use the word-exact search function. When this 
search function fails (timeout), because the most ACROBART READER don�t support that, the 
program writes a PdfHelp.ini file in the application path of MEVIS with an appropriate note and works 
now and in future without this function. 
By deletion of this PdfHelp.ini file the user can initiate a renewed word-exact search. That is useful 
after the software installation of  an ADOBE ACROBAT full version to open the PDF files as standard. 
 

For the named reasons we urgently advice you to work on the host computers of MEVIS alone 
with the completely installed version 5.1 of the ADOBE READER if you do not have an ADOBE 
ACROBAT available. 
 
13.2. Write current configuration into file 
Via the menu �Help.Write current configuration into file� a file can be determined in which important 
information to MEVIS can be written. 
 

 

   The file only contains the information to the chosen MEVIS system.  
 

It is recommended to open the file for printing by the Windows program WRITE and to set the font on 
Courier New, font size 8. 
 
Example: 
 

MEVIS configuration   Release: 03-31-05 10:20:20 
============================================== 
 
MEVIS-system path: C:\MEVIS 
 
MEVIS-Version 2.1.0.5 (02-18-2005 FCS) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
User specific pages (number: 3) 
------------------------------- 
 
Rows of the user specific page "Overview temperatures" 
Newtown                                    T                          ***-values 
Greenhill                                  T                          ***-values 
Southalp                                   T                          ***-values 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Rows of the user specific page "Overview T, DP (***-values) " 
Newtown                                    T                          ***-values 
Greenhill                                  T                          ***-values 

Hold ready this information in case of service request! 

http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
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Southalp                                   T                         ***-values 
Newtown                                    DP                         ***-values 
Greenhill                                  DP                         ***-values 
Southalp                                   DP                        ***-values 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Rows of the user specific page "HTML Newtown" 
Newtown                                    T                          Standard 
Newtown                                    T                          Standard 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Assigned MMZ-reaction groups: 
----------------------------- 
 

Reactions for  
all mean value alarms On                   ***-values              Alarm ON 
all mean value alarms On                   ***-values              SMS operator 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Channel related reactions of the station: Newtown 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Channel related reactions of the station: Greenhill 
T                         ***-values   Too old                     SMS service 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Channel related reactions of the station: Southalp 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Special events (number: 2) 
-------------------------- 
 

Special event 1 
"T fault" 
Maximum time-difference between linked data sets (in minutes): 2 
Maximum age of the evaluated data (in hours, maximum 240): 4 
Term 1: Newtown / T / ***-values 
        (no value) OR (Value invalid) 
OR 
Term 2: Greenhill / T / ***-values 
        (no value) OR (Value invalid) 
OR 
Term 3: Southalp / T / ***-values 
        (no value) OR (Value invalid) 
MMZ-reaction if event occurs: 
        Alarm ON 
MMZ-reactions at the end of event: 
        Alarm OFF 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Special event 2 
"WS > 10 m/s" 
Maximum time-difference between linked data sets (in minutes): 2 
Maximum age of the evaluated data (in hours, maximum 240): 4 
Term 1: Southalp / WS / ***-values 
        (Value>10) 
OR 
Term 2: Greenhill / WS / ***-values 
        (Value>10) 
OR 
Term 3: Southalp / WS / ***-values 
        (Value>10) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(end of text) 
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13.3. Shortcuts 
The most important functions of MEVIS can be called via shortcuts. Therefore a MEVIS window has to 
be active. Otherwise the shortcuts are interpreted by the program to which the active window belongs.  
 

The application of shortcuts is especially then useful, if the main window of MEVIS is hidden by 
graphics, lists or object depictions. 
 

Via the menu �Help.Shortcuts� you can inform yourself quickly about these shortcuts and to execute 
them in case of necessity as sub menu. 
 

Function Shortcut 
Communication window  <Ctrl>+<C> 
Open (channel table) page administration (a)  <Ctrl>+<P> 
Open list administration  <Ctrl>+<L> 
Open graphic administration  <Ctrl>+<G> 
Open object depiction administration (b)  <Ctrl>+<O> 
Open special event administration (c)  <Ctrl>+<S> 
Stop acoustic signal (c)  <Ctrl>+<K> 
Reset MMZ (c)  <Ctrl>+<R> 
Open event screen  <Ctrl>+<E> 

 

(a) not in light version 
(b) in light version: show object depiction (special option) 
(c) with option special events/MMC only 
 
13.4. About MEVIS 
By this paragraph you get details on the product version and the creation date as well as on the 
available options of the version. 
For problems please have these details at hand in case of necessary consultations if you do not have 
already the current MEVIS configuration according to 13.2. 
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14. Information about program files 

For the operation of MEVIS - depending on the ordered options - the following files are necessary: 
 
14.1. For basic functions required files 
MEVIS.EXE  Main program file 
UMADGraf.DLL  Library for the drawing of graphics 
UMADOSB.DLL Library for the drawing of  object depictions 
 

MEVIS.EXE, UMADGraf.DLL und UMADOSB.DLL will be ever built together.  
Date and time of their file attributes has to conform with the minute. 
Otherwise it is possible that not all available functions can be used. 

 

MKOTH.DLL  Library for configuration and execution of communication  
GDIPlus.DLL  Library for the smooth drawing of picture elements (e.g. weather vane) 
MEVIS.PDF  Documentation and help file, requires installed ADOBE Reader 
PDFHelp.EXE  Program to get context sensitive help out of MEVIS 
 
14.2. For reports required  files 
MevisRep.DLL  Library to built report mask files with the report assistant  
MevisRep.DOT  Template for MEVIS reports 
MevisRep.MASK Empty MEVIS report mask as basis of user edited masks 
RtfDll32.DLL  Library  to fill out reports with researched data 
 
14.3. For HTML export required  files  
ExpHtml32.DLL  Library to control the HTML export 
2GIF.BIN  GIF conversion tool 
FBMP.DLL   Library for conversion of BMP files 
FCRTL.DLL  Library for conversion tool 
FGIF.DLL  Library for conversion to GIF files 
FWMF.DLL  Library for conversion of WMF files 
MemHandler.dll  Library for conversion tool 
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15. Description of the log files 

15.1. MEVIS_LogbJJMM.txt 
Within an event window alarms, warnings, special events and their termination as well as operation 
information are shown. The window is automatically brought into the foreground if important information 
occur.  
Entries to alarms and warnings contain besides the time, the station and the channel name, the time 
base and the releasing value also the event type and (for measure value) the violated threshold. 
For special events the event name as well as the releasing criteria are entered. 
The whole content of the window or parts of it can be printed. 
 

The events are, moreover, automatically saved within a MEVIS specific monthly related log file. 
 

If an special event occurs, this 
- is reported within the event window with its name and the releasing criterion. 

Example: 01/04/25  07:30:00.Event �Event 3� has occurred!!! 
                                               Newtown / CO / *** values: Value > 1000; 

- is entered in the same way within the MEVIS log file. 
 

If the event is terminated this is entered within the event window and in the log file with its name. 
 

Moreover information to the program procedure as well as to the operating system context are in the 
log file. 
 

If errors occur in the program � if possible � certain information are entered into the log file, e.g. 
... 
02-17-05  18:51:33 Application error: Exception EAccessViolation in Modul  
                   MEVIS.exe bei 0003F389. Access Violation at adress 0043F389  
                   in Modul 'MEVIS.exe'. Reading at adress 00EFCF3C.  
                   (Adr:0043F389; Code:C0000005; Flags:00000000;  
                   NumPara:00000002; Info:[0]00000000 [1]00EFCF3C [2]0001003F  
                   [3]00000000 [4]00000000 [5]00000000 [6]00000000 [7]00000000  
                   [8]00000000 [9]FFFF1372 [10]FFFF0020 [11]FFFFFFFF  
                   [12]004032EF [13]0038001B [14]0012FDC8) 
02-17-05  18:51:33 Call stack: (hInstance=00400000) 
                   Address   Frame     Logical addr    Module 
                             0012FB8C: B4FB1200 053E4000 70EBF877 54FC1200 
                             0012FB9C: 64FF1200 70FC1200 2CFC1200 50FF1200 
                             0012FBAC: B651F977 64FF1200  
                   00403E05  0012FBB4  0001  00003E05  C:\MEVIS\MEVIS.exe 
                             0012FBB4: 3CFC1200 6051F977 54FC1200 64FF1200 
... 

 
 

This log file has to be sent to the firm, which maintains your soft ware together with a short 
description of the circumstances or while which operations the application error occurred.  
 

 
15.2. "MEVIS UMAGRAF LogbJJMM.txt" 
If within the program an application error (Exceptions) should occur then this is recorded in the log file, 
which have been set up to the corresponding program section. 
 
The record name of the log file consists of the following: 
- application name (e.g. �MEVIS�) 
- DLL name ( only if the application error has occurred in a DLL; e.g. "UMADGRAF") 
- LogbJJMM (JJ-year, MM-month) 
- Ending �txt�. 

Example: "MEVIS UMADGRAF Logb0209.txt" 
 
Within the log file the source and the type of the application error are described, as well as return 
addresses and entries in the program buffer, the so called �Call stack� are listed. 
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Example: 
 

02-17-05  18:52:13 Application error: Exception EZeroDivide in Modul  
                   UMADGRAF.DLL at 00007193. Zero Divide.  
                   (11007193) 
02-17-05  18:52:13 Call stack: (DLL-hInstance=11000000) 
                   Address   Frame     Logical addr    Module 
                             0075F4E8: 10F57500 093D0011 4968F7BF BCF57500 
                             0075F4F8: 90F77500 D8F57500 94F57500 90F77500 
                             0075F508: 5568F7BF 90F77500  
                   11003D09  0075F510  0001  00003D09   
                   C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\UMADGRAF.DLL 
                             0075F510: A4F57500 E97FF8BF BCF57500 90F77500 
                             0075F520: D8F57500 94F57500 58BD0A11 64F77500 
                             0075F530: 58F87500 00000000 B0000000 70040000 
                             0075F540: 89030000 00006C19 8E2002F6 02F67607 
                             0075F550: 47067085 11020000 A5020000 11000000 
                             0075F560: 01000000 80F57500 AF66BABF E0625300 
                             0075F570: 3C040000 00000000 01000000 00000000 
                             0075F580: DCF57500 FF41B7BF 3C040000 84000000 
                             0075F590: 00000000 C1025503 00000000 9CB67B81 
                             0075F5A0: 00000000  
                   BFF87FE9  0075F5A4  0001  00017FE9   
                   C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\KERNEL32.DLL 
                      0075FC28: 84FC7500 1F41B7BF 98625300 3C040000 
                             0075FC38: 00020000 05000000 0D027B02 8CFC7500 
                             0075FC48: FC8C0000 D8FC7500 B716FFFF 00000000 
                             0075FC58: 00000000 00000000 98625300 00000000 
                             0075FC68: C0112A6D 44FC7500 00000000 C0FC7500 
                             0075FC78: 6D62BDBF 0043B7BF 00000000  
                   BFB7411F  0075FC84  0001  0000411F   
                   C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\COMCTL32.DLL 
                             0075FC84: A4FC7500 3B36F7BF 3C040000 00020000 
                             0075FC94: 05000000 0D027B02 F732D68C 77010000 
                   BFF7363B  0075FCA4  0001  0000363B   
                   C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\KERNEL32.DLL 
                             0075FCA4: B8FC7500 0744F9BF FC8CAF32 AF320000 
                             0075FCB4: 00000000  
                   BFF94407  0075FCB8  0001  00024407   
                   C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\KERNEL32.DLL 

 
This log file has to be sent to the firm, which maintains your soft ware together with a short description 
of the circumstances or while which operations the application error occurred.  
 

 

This log file has to be sent to the firm, which maintains your soft ware together with a short 
description of the circumstances or while which operations the application error occurred.  
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16. Index 

about  179 
additional information  18 
adjust column width  17 
adjust row height  17 
alarm threshold  164 
alarms/warnings  16 
automatic file transfer via mail  129 
automatic object depiction export  86 
automatic report  96 
automatic standard graphic export  62 
automatic standard list export  31 
calculation rule  163 
change time basis  17 
changes of MEVIS configuration  20 
channel configuration  162 
code protection  137 
colours  135 
columns of channel table  16 
component  140, 162, 163 
component configuration  139 
confirmation of alarms/warnings  19 
cycle time to actualise values  131 
day values  136 
digits after decimal  163 
dongle  8 
event screen  19 

freeze  19 
print  19 
thaw  19 

ExpDB export  34 
automatic  35 
manual  34 

export of channel table pages  13 
export of MEVIS data to MS-ACCESS-7-data 

base  34 
favourites  130 

object depictions  88 
standard graphics  66 
standard lists  32 

font  16 
general settings  135 
graphic  36 

12-in-1 graphic  48 
4-in-1 graphic  47 
4-in-4-graphic  44 
additional information  44, 65 
administration  36, 46 
automatic standard graphic export  62 
channel selection  64 
colour configuration  41 
configuration  37 
copy  45 
correlation  50 
diurnal variation 4-in-1  56 
diurnal variation 4-in-4  55 
favourites  66 
filter  40 

frequency curve  57 
MEVIS main window  46 
new  46, 64 
options  45 
percentile  60 
period  45 
period  45 
quick configuration  42 
reading cursor  45 
report  44 
save  45 
standard graphic  39 
time axis  46 
title  45 
wind rose  52 
y-axis  46 
zoom  45 

help  177 
hide and show columns  17 
hide and show rows  17 
HTML export  174 
identifier  163 
invalid values  16 
list 

administration  21 
automatic export  31 
configuration  22 
copy  30 
display  27 
favourites  32 
file export  28 
filter  25, 27 
print  29 
sampled values  33 
save  30 
standard list  21, 24, 30 
time offset  26, 33 

logfile  181 
mark values as �out of date�  136 
mean values  140 
MEVIS data path  9 
MEVIS path  9 
MEVIS system changes  131 
MMZ  128, 131 

actions Reset MMZ  128 
actions Watchdog MMZ  128 
automatic file transfer via mail  129 
MMZ-program  128 
reactions  131 
reactions for all channels  133 
reactions for individual channels  134 
reset MMZ  128, 133 
sender name in MMZ  128 
show events in MMZ  128 
stop sound signal  128 
switch on/off reactions  134 

object depiction  67 
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automatic export in a graphic file  86 
bar element  72 
bitmap button element  74 
button element  73 
configuration  67 

actualise display  79 
bring element to the bottom  81 
bring element to the top  80 
copy element  80 
deactivate element  80 
delete element  80 
handle elements  80 
handle more than one elements together  

82 
maximise picture element  81 
picture element in original size  81 
save  82 
settings  79 

configuration by keys  81 
favourites  88 
graphic element  75 
menu  84 
open when MEVIS starts  83 
operation and error status element  76 
picture element  72 
scale element  78 
show  83 
text element  68 
text element on graphic  71 
weather vane element  77 

page administration  10 
page selection  10 
page view  16 
period of A/W check  135 
present alarms and warnings  20 
program files  180 

basic functions  180 
HTML export  180 
reports  180 

quick configuration of graphics  42 
reports  94 

automatic report  96 
colour filter rule  100, 102, 105, 111 
configuration wizard  114 
create mask  98 
data field names  98, 99, 100 
edit graphics  113 
graphics  112 
install certificate  94 
items  103 
ItemTyp  103 
Macro, security warning  94 
Makro, security level  94 
manual MEVIS report  95 
MergeField  98 
offset values  101, 102 
REPFILTER.INI  111 
RTF  94 
RTFDLL32.DLL  94 

special lists  101, 110 
universal lists  101, 103 
value types  99 
variables  98 
WORD versions  94 

rule of calculation  139, 140 
absolute humidity  144 
day mean temperature (of 4 values)  151 
day mean value (of 3 values)  152 
Day value subject to current DWD standard  

159 
dew point (absolute humidity  144 
diffuse sky radiation  155 
direct sun radiation  154 
evaporation by HAUDE  147 
evaporation by RICHTER  148 
evaporation by WENDLING  149 
flow at weirs (Swiss rule)  152 
fundamental operation of arithmetic  140 
heat grad day number  153 
linear transformation  140 
mean value for period  141 
mixture ratio  145 
moving mean value  140 
perceptible temperature  150 
QFE  146 
QFF  145 
QNH  146 
reference evapotranspiration  157 
relative humidity (psychrometer)  143 
relative humidity by dew point and 

temperature  159 
sunshine  153 
sunshine duration  150 
sunshine duration by day mean value of 

radiation  156 
value difference  142 
vectorial averaging of wind components  160 
weather data classification  158 
wind speed in given direction  151 
wind-chill  150 

save layout (channel table pages)  17 
shortcuts  179 
sorting of columns and rows  16 
special event  89 

configuration  89 
display/log  93 
visualisation in object depiction  69 

start of MEVIS  9 
time bases  6, 9, 135 
unconfirmed alarms and warnings  20 
user specific page  11 
value range  164 
view  19, 20, 31, 35, 63, 86, 97, 129 
viewing range  164 
warning threshold  164 
Windows 3.x  8 
worst case  19 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEVIS is subject to permanent further development. Thus changes towards in this manual reported 
dialogue boxes and the program operation examples may happen.  
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